




The double life of a Model Mother
Park Avenue knows Connie Joannes as a star model... West Englewood knows her as a model mother

FEW PEOPI.K who sec the glam-

orous Powers model. Connie

Joannes Dickman. would ever sus-

pect that this famous Cover Girl is

the motherof two robust youngsters.

Hut she is. A model mother, whose

devoted care of Bobby and Dickie

Dickman is already reflected in their

Hashing little-hoy smiles. For. like

every successful model. Connie
knows the importance of a sparkling

smile. So she's taught her sons to

safeguard their future smiles by fol-

lowing her own prized dental rou-

tine: Regular brushing with Ipana.

then gentle gum massage.

As one of America's most highly-

paid models. i4-year-old Mrs. Dick-

man has made it her business to bl-

ow the teaching of thousands of

dentists and schools—that a radiant

smile depends on sparkling teeth.

And sparkling teeth call for firm.

POSitiOn iS IVtrythtRf ill Hit, as Dickie Heim>rislrnl'-s lo his famous father. Emerson

Dickman. Former pitcher for the Boston Hoi Six. "Em" has a smile as sparkling

as his model wife's. Naturally. Alt the Dirkmans gel proper care of teeth anrl gums.

For Mother knows that today's soft, cream.v foods don't give gums enough exer-,

cise — that Ipana Tooth Paste is specially designed, with gentle massage, to help

gums to healthier firmness.

Firmer gums -brighter teeth with Ipana and massage

Many children kniw more thai adults about gum massage. For

its importance is taught, in thousands of classrooms today.

Not only that, but 7 in 10 dentists recommend gum massage,

national survey shown (and prefer Ipana 1 to 1 jor their

own use.) But let your dentist decide whether and how to

massage your gums.

"Lights Oft" comes early for active Dickie. But even this

youngster must first massage his gums gently after brushing

his teeth with Ipana. Among adults, sensitive gums, "pink"

on your tooth brush, mean tee your dentist. Follow his advice.

I^et him decide whether yours is simply a case for "the help-

ful stimulation of Ipana and massage."

Orchids fir Mommy. 4-year-old Dickie may not be able to tell

orchids from weeds, but he doe* know that gums should be

massaged gently every time teeth are brushed. For he's

watched his "model mother" speed up needed circulation

within the gurris with a brief workout with Ipana. A Powers

Girl must safeguard her smile!
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For years only hog bristle

made fine tooth brushes

. . . Then science made

round end
pRQLQN

s-^ Tax and away the best of the
'

—

* new synthetic tooth brush bris-

tles, being marketed under various trade

names, are those made by duPont.

"Prolon** is our trade name for the very

finest grade of this duPont synthetic

bristle.

PROLON-M finer bristle made

So, when you read or hear competitive

tooth brush claims, ask yourself this:

How can the same duPont bristle, in

another brush under another name, last

longer or clean better than under the

name "Prolon" in a Pro-phy-lac-tic

Tooth Brush? You know the answer

... it can't!

Only PROLON has "round ends"

Pro-phy-lac-tic's big plus is that Prolon

is the only synthetic bristle that is

rounded at the ends.

It's a fact! Under a special patented

process, exclusive with Pro-phy-lac-tic,

we smooth and round the end of each
and every bristle in the Pro-phy-lac-tic

Prolon Tooth Brush. See for yourself

how much gentler these round ends
are on tender gums

!

And iritii PROLON these other "extras"

In addition to round-end bristles, the

Pro-phy-lac-tic Prolon Tooth Brush
gives you these three important "ex-

tras": 1. The famous Pro-phy-lac-tic

end tuft, for ease in reaching hard-to-

get-at back teeth. 2. Scientific grouping

of bristles to permit thorough cleansing

of brush after using. 3. Guaranteed for

12 full months of use.

Next time, get the rooji for your money!

Pro-phy-lac-tic Brush Co., Florence, Mass.

REGULAR

cpro p% Cac tic

PROLON BRUSHES
PROFESSIONAl
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BEST-SELLING AUTHORS ABROAD RANGE FROM MITCHELL TO SINCLAIR

1.5. BOOKS ABROAD
Foreigners buy "Gone With the Wind" on black

market, quote copiously from Damon Runyon and

have translated Upton Sinclair into 47 languages

by MALCOLM COWLEY

Since 1930 there has been an export boom in American literature.

As much of the world as still has time or money for books has

taken to reading American authors in translation. New York is

getting used to the visits of foreign publishers bidding for the

Swedish, French, Czech or Argentinian rights to the latest gang-

ster epic or bedroom view of history.

It is, of course, nothing new for American authors to be pop-

ular overseas. In 1820 Washington Irving's Sketch Book was so

universally admired in England that John Murray, the famous pub-

lisher, gave him 1,200 guineas, then a princely fee, for English

rights to his next volume. In 1833 James Fenimore Cooper had each

of his new novels published simultaneously in 34 European cities.

The most popular success of the 19th Century, in all European

languages, was Uncle Tom's Cabin. In England alone it had a sale

estimated at 1,500,000 copies, chiefly in pirated editions, which

were issued by 40 different publishers. In later years Bret Harte,

Mark Twain and Jack London were, each in his turn, international

favorites.

But until about 1930 American authors popular abroad were

considered exceptions to the general rule and admired as indi-

vidual writers. The rule accepted by critics was that American lit-

erature was a sort of branch factory of English literature, putting

out products similar but usually inferior to those of the parent firm.

By 1930 this rule was disappearing from the critical handbooks.

American literature had come to be regarded as one of the great

world literatures, a creation in itself, like those of England, France

or Russia. In point of contemporary productions it was thought

to be the liveliest and perhaps the greatest of them all.

Outside of the British Commonwealth, American books are to-

day most popular in Scandinavia, France, Russia, Argentina and

Brazil; they are least popular in Italy, Spain and Portugal. The
American authors most influential abroad arc not' always the same

as those admired at home. Some books "carry," as the French

say of wines that lose little of their flavor when shipped for long

distances, and there are many American authors who have found

their most enthusiastic readers overseas. This was true of Poe in

France, of Whitman in Germany, of Jack London in Russia, to

COhTINUED ON PAGE <
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Take a letter from A to Z

lPfiiEN you turn the telephone dial you

are taking control of one of the world's

largest and most ingenious machines.

It is a giant mechanical brain which remem-

bers and passes along the letters and the

numbers you select. It sets up traffic lights

to hold the road open, and reports back if

the telephone you want is busy.

Dial has made great strides in recent years.

but greater things arc in store for tomorrow.

Some day, Bell Laboratories will make it

possible for you to dial across the United

States as simply and promptly as you dial

a neighbor now.

All of this is part and parcel of the over-all

Bell Telephone Laboratories program — to

help the Bell System keep on giving you

the finest telephone sen-ice in the world.

... ..Ti,. .

-f.^
•

A

43t^
BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM

This One

^^^^^

KUX4-05N-W7HK
Cot aterial
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06-06, DrySeafa/

"... IT BEATS ME how a man can be so smart about music and so

dumb about his hair! It looks impossible to comb, and it's simply

lifeless! Full of loose dandruff, too. A bad case of Dry Scalp. Why
hasn't somebody told him about 'Vaseline' Hair Tonic?"

fta/r foots Setter...

sca/p fee/s Setter...

w/tenyoa c/ieckDrySca/p

HMR
I

II All
1

V

PERFECT GROOMING! . . . You can check Dry Scalp with
'Vaseline' Hair Tonic, too. Just a few drops a day make your hair

look better, your scalp feel better. Loose dandruff is checked, and
your hair can be combed with ease. Remember, 'Vaseline' Hair Tonic

contains no alcohol or other drying ingredients. Excellent also with

massage before every shampoo. It's double care . . . both scalp and

hair . . . and more economical than other hair tonics, too.

Vaseline HAIRTONIC
Used by more men today than any other hair tonic

mention a lew names from the

past; and today it is true of

Damon Runyon in England

and, on a different level, of

Waldo Frank in Latin Ameri-

Gone With the Wind is the

best example of a book that

received longer and more ad-

miring reviews in the foreign

countries than at home. Dur-
ing the German occupation it

was the favorite novel of the

underground resistance in

Franceand Poland. In Germany
it was admired by low-brows

and high-brows alike. James
Stern, the Irish -American story

writer, interviewed a German
novelist in Bavaria last year

who, he found, had made a large

collection of modern American
writers. After a long conversa-

tion about Hemingway and
Dos Passos, the novelist dis-

appeared for a moment and
came back holding in both

hands a volume so huge, so

reverently wrapped in what
looked to be a velvet covering,

that Stem thought for a mo-
ment he wasgoing to quotefrom
the Bible. Instead he sat down
and said, "Mein guter Freund.

it was not until I had read this

book and read it not once, not

twice, but three times, that I

began to know what your coun-

try was like. Ah, if only you
Americans would write one or

two more books like Gone Mit

ze Vmd!"
Gone With the Wind has had

a sale of 717,000 copies in

the British Commonwealth,
360,700 copies in Germany
before Pearl Harbor and 164,-

400 copies in France. So far

the book has appeared in 25

countries in 18 languages,

with other translations still

being planned. Its authorized

foreign sale to date has been

1,615,935 copies.

Among the 10 living Amer-
icans whose works are most

respected in foreign coun-

tries is Sinclair Lewis, the

first American novelist to be-

come a best-seller in Europe

after World War I. He had to

break down years of accumu-

lated prejudice first. But in

1922 Babbitt jumped to the

top of the English best-seller

lists and started a vogue for

American fiction. For the next

16 years every novel with a

sale of more than 100,000

copies in England was of

American origin.

In 1930 Lewis was also the

first American to win the Nobel

prize for literature. His books

found their most enthusiastic

public in northern Europe. In

Germany they continued to be

published under Hitler, even

CONTINUED OTi PftQE 6
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TO NEW MEMBERS OF THE BOOK-OF-THE-MONTH CLUB

tfom choice oft owuf one oft
tke&e 6tH)6-ctividmc(6

Andersen's

and Grimms'

Fairy Tales
Beautifully Illustrated in Color

and Black and White

TWO SEPARATE VOLUMES (BOXED)

Retail Price $5.00

No. 7 Fiction Best-Seller

The

Hucksters
Frederic Wakeman's

Brilliantly Satirical Novel

About Big-lime Radio

Entertainment

Retail Price $2.50

*rf»*i bvif-Mtor it a toeonl Book-of-rha-Mooth Cfub te

lotlioa. not o book-dividond. IfCMM ot itt groat popu-
larity, we an ploatod to off.r if from, to now m.«ib«r,.

Kristin

Lavransdatter

By Sigrid Undset

THREE VOLUMES (BOXED)

Retail Price $7.50

No. 1 Non-Fiction Best-Seller

The Egg

And I

Betty MacDonald's

Almost One Million

Copies Published

Retail Price $2.75

AS A MEMBER-YOU GET BOOK-DIVIDENDS* LIKE THOSE ABOVE

ONE FOR EVERY TWO SELECTIONS YOU BUY FROM THE CLUB

SIGNING and mailing the coupon en-

rolls you. You pay no fixed sum as a

member of the Book-of-the-Month Club

and obligate yourself for no fixed term.

You pay jor each book as you receive it, no

more than the publisher's retail price, and

frequently much less. (A small charge is

added to cover postage and other mailing

expenses.)

As a member you receive a careful pre-

publication report about each book-of-

the-month (and at the same time reports

about all other important new books). If

you want the book-of-the-month, you let

it come. If not, you specify some other

book you want, or simply write, "Send me
nothing." With every two books-of-the-

month you buy, you receive, free, a valu-

6<y„; (^M6&<yijMu>K WITH ONE OF THESE BEST-SELLERS

able book-dividend. Last year the retail

value of books given to Club members was
over $10,500,000.

Your only obligation as a member is to

buy no fewer than four books-of-the-

month in any twelve-month period, and

you can cancel your subscription any time

after doing so. (Prices are slightly higher

in Canada. )

INDEPENDENT

PEOPLE
~ By Holldor

g&L lox"•*•

THE SNAKE PIT

By Mary Jan. Ward
mnd

MAN-EATERS

OF KUM AON
By Jim Corbett

(double selection)

tarn* urn » mum
$3.00

BRITANNIA

MEWS
By Meraary Sharp

$2.75

By Erich Maria
Remarque

Prioi N> HllwbMl

$2.75

BR IDE SHE AD

REVISITED

By Evelyn Wough
$•2.50

The Autobiography of

WILLIAM

ALLEN WHITE
Price to mttnbtri

$3.00

MY THREE YEARS

WITH EISENHOWER

By Copt Harry C.

Butcher, us N R.

frue to members

$3.00

BOOK-OF-THE-MONTH CLUB
389 Madison Avenue, New York 17, N Y.

Please enroll me as a member. I am 10 receive free the book-
dividend selected from the ion of page, and which I have named
below, and for every two boolcs-of- the-month I purchase from ihc
Club I am to receive, free, the current book-dividend then being
distributed. I agree to purchase at least four bouks-of-the-month
from the Club each full year I am a member, and 1 may cancel my
subscription any time after purchasing four such books from the
Club.

a

I

iPI.... Print ItsWr)

Addnu.

.

City

Send Me Free.
Vf ire bonk divWwMli iatlad'al Up if !«»•

Begin My Subscription With

5
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Some men

don't need Mum...

Not when the nearest they get to a girl

is through a spyglass. But men who like

to cuddle up a little closer . . need . . .

Mum. For t he simple reason that it pro-

tects against underarm odor. (Daily

showers only wash away past perspira-

tion, but Mum guards against' risk of

future offense . . . yes, all day or all eve-

ning.) So get Mum, Mate, and no one

will signal a warning when you approach.

OH*
of

Product of Brtslol-Myern
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after Lewis had written his anti-

Nazi novel, It Cant Happen
Here. (The four famous Amer-
ican writers actually placed un-

der han by the Nazis were Drei-

ser, Hemingway, Dos Passos

andUptonSinclair.) A recent
count showed 115 separate

authorized translations of

Lewis' novels.

Eugene O'Neill, who won
the Nobel prize in 1936, also

belongs on our list by virtue

of being the most respected

and widely translated of all the

world's living dramatists after

Bernard Shaw. His plays have
been produced in practically

all the European countries ex-

cept France, and during the

last year the French have at

last been discovering his work.

Three plays have recently been

published in French transla-

tion and a fourth. Desire Under

the Elms, will be staged in Paris.

Pearl Buck, who won the

Nobel prize in 1938, was the

most admired of all American
novelists in Scandinavia from
1935 until about 1940, when
her works began to yield in

popularity to those of Heming-
way and Steinbeck. She had

more books translated into

German under Hitler than

any other serious American au-

thor—although the real Ger-

man favorite during that pe-

riod was Max Brand, the cow-

boy novelist, author of the not

quite immortal Destry Rides

Again.

Before Pearl Harbor the

Japanese translated all Miss

Buck's books, including even
The Patriot, the novel in which
she attacked the Japanese in-

vasion of China. In Russia, an-

other country where her work
circulates widely, her most pop-

ular book is The Mother; al-

most everywhere else it is The

Good Earth, which has now
been published in 27 count-

ries and 20 languages—not

counting the Obo language

of Nigeria, for which a trans-

lation was authorized last wint-

er.

Of all American authors

Ernest Hemingway is the most

widely admired and imitated

for his technique. Dozens of

younger novelists in England.

Norway, Sweden and Czecho-

slovakia have been trying to

write their books in the Hem-
ingway style. In Russia, where

all of his books have been
translated, he is not the favor-

ite of the masses; they are

still faithful to Jack London,
of whose books more than

10,000,000 copies have been
sold in Russian translation

since the 1917 revolution. He
is, however, the special idol of

No Med to put up with the pain and
misery of an ordinary headache. Take
Bromo-Seltzer right away. Bromo-
Seltzer fights headache these three
ways:

1. Helps relieve heartache pain
2. Helps relieve upset stomach
3. Helps quiet jumpy nerves

which may team up to cause trouble.

Easy to take: Simply put
teaspoonful in a glass and
add water. No waiting.
Bromo-Seltzer effervesces
with split-second action.
Tastes, pleasant, too.
Caution: Use only as di-
rected.

Get Bromo-Seltzer at your
drugstore counter or foun-
tain today. Compounded
by registered pharmacists.
Four convenient home sizes.

For FAST headache re//ef

BROMO-SELTZER
» PRODUCT Of EMERSON DRUG COMPANY SINCE 1117

CONTINUED ON PACE 8
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CONDUCTS A GREAT HAYDN SYMPHONY

It ranks with Haydn's best . . . this sparkling Sym- tations. He displays for you every bright facet uf

phony No. 97 in C. And now you can enjoy it this music— its high spirits, its genial humor, its

in a new recording by Sir Thomas Beecham, lyric melodies. Hear it today! Ask your dealer

Baronet, and the London Philharmonic Orches- for RCA Victor Red Seal Album M/DM-1059.
ira. Sir Thomas is famous lor his'Haydn interpre- Suggested list price, S3.85, exclusive of taxes.

THE WORLD'S GREATEST ARTISTS ARE ON rca Victor records @



FOR GOOD AND FITTING

REASONS!

I /I \l I h

. . . and the almost bridal-like

lavishness of the very dainty,

lovely lace!

OSIERY • UNDERTHINGS * GLOVES • LINGERIE
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the writers, who discuss his

methods endlessly.

John Steinbeck gained his in-

ternational reputation by writ-

ing The Grapes of Wrath. It

was, in fact, the only Ameri-

can novel published in Ger-

many after Pearl Harbor. Dr.

Goebbels had the notion that

it would serve as anti-Ameri-

can propaganda, but what it

really proved to most of its

German readers was that even

the poorest American families,

like the Joads, could' travel

around the country in auto-

mobiles, and that American
writers were free to speak their

minds in epical novels at a

time when German literature

was practically nonexistent.

During the war Steinbeck's

The Moon Is Down was the

only foreign novel published

by Midnight Editions, the se-

cret publishing house of the

French underground.
William Faulkner, an au-

thor comparatively little read in

the U.S., won a towering rep-

utation almost everywhere in

Europe but especially in France

and those countries under
French literary influence, in-

cluding Argentina. Jean-Paul

Sartre, the existentialist, said

during a recent visit to New
York, "For young writers in

France, Faulkner is a god."

Erskine Caldwell ranks be-

neath Faulkner in most Euro-

pean countries. But in Russia

his books have met with both

a critical and a popular suc-

cess. When Caldwell visited

Moscow he found such a large

sum entered to his account in

accrued royalties that he used

to go to the State Publishing

House every morning with an
empty suitcase and have it

filled with paper rubles. They
had to be spent during his visit

for they could not be carried

across the border.

James M. Cain might stand

as representative of all the

hard-boiled American novel-

ists (including Dashiell Ham-
mett, Raymond Chandler and

BBumute "n »«ce 11

JOAD FAMILY in The Grapes of

Wrath was popular in Germany even

after the war started when Goebbels

hoped to use it as anti-U.S. prop-

aganda. This is scene from movie.

Never neglect

a paper cut

tin

Any paper cut can become infected.

Never take a chance.

Cleanse the hurt properly. Then

put on a BAND- AID*— the Johnson &
Johnson adhesive bandage. It comes

to you sterile; keeps out dirt; helps

prevent infection, avoid irritation.

Four times as many doctors recom-

mend BAND-AID as any other ready*

made adhesive bandage. Keep one

h(tx at home—one where you work.

BAND-AID to tm !<•«. Trad* mark of

Johnson & Johnson for its adhrsivi- bandaitr.

The quick, easy way
to bandage a cut thumb

Co
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AND IT'S ALL SILK
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enthusiastic public in France,

in Sweden and in Germany
before Pearl Harbor. The Ger-

mans.learned to call them, col-

lectively, die Hartgesottene

Schule (the hard-boiled
school). The French found in

their work a prophecy of the

disasters that would over-

whelm the world. The English

preferred the work of Damon
Runyon, who uses the same
sort of material but softens it

with sentiment and humor,
and they even began produc-

ing first-class imitations of

these American gangster
novels.

The most widely translated

of all living novelists is Upton
Sinclair. By 1938 there had
already been 713 translations

of his various works appearing

in 47 languages and 39 coun-

tries. A Japanese correspond-

ent once told Sinclair: "a term
now often on the lips of peo-

ple interested in modern liter-

ature is Sinkurea Jidai, which

means 'the Sinclair Era.' " But
Sinkurea Jidai ended before

Pearl Harbor with the sup-

pression of all Sinclair's books

in Japan. Now that the fight-

ing has ended, proposals for

new translations have been
pouring into his office in Mon-
rovia, Calif, from all the

countries of Europe. There are

two chief reasons for his great

international popularity. First,

ever since he wrote The Jungle
in 1906, Sinclair has been
adopted as the favorite author

of the international working-

class movement, in both its

main branches, the Social Dem.
ocratic and the Communist.
Secondly, people from the

middle classes in most of the

countries where his novels

have been allowed to circulate

have also read them widely

because each of them, in ad-

dition to its story, is a well-

documented survey of some
aspect of American life—an

industry, a city, a political

movement or a famous trial.

The worldwide interest in Up-
ton Sinclair was also an inter-

est in America as a whole.

As much can be said for

Cain, Margaret Mitchell, Run-
yon, and other specialists in

colorful violence. They are

popular less for their own ex-

cellence, in many cases, than

for their reportorial content.

The rest of the world is hungry

for information about America.

Although some of the informa-

tion it receives from these au-

thors may seem pretty one-

sided to hypercritical Ameri-

cans, the foreign readers seem
to like it that way.

6 in the looks

of your hair

vent dryness
Ut

hi°
0Se dandruff, JZ.

P^f vegetable™?' &e bow ViW*
"«h iustre. "S s've your hair

•seesaw*'*

Prottita cl BrUlol btytrt

*60Seoond Workout

'

Illustrating one of the many

beautiful ideas being shown

this season in . . .

Favorites lor Iwo generations

FRANK I MEYER NECKWEAR CO. • ST LOUIS
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SPEAKING OF PICTURES . .

.

. . . THE FRENCH STILL TALK ELOQUENTLY WITH THEIR HANDS

WHAT COULD 1 DO ? I WAS STUCK WITH IT! THEN IT HITS ME LIKE A TON OF BRICKS! PM UP TO HERE IN WORK-YOU DO IT!

WHAT WERE THEY SUPPOSED TO l><> THEN? WELL. MAYBE THEY COULD. WHO KNOWS? NOW THAT I CANT TELL Y'OC FOR SURE

THUMB snaps from teeth, mean- THUMR ERECT, mouth droop- BATING SIGNAL tells a friend FIST makes firm belt-tightening gcs- FINGERS snap from hps

ing "Absolutely nothing doing!" ing means "Right on the button!" it is time to leave a foodless party, ture which means "Times are tough." to indicate "It's sensational!"

12



For centuries most Frenchmen have felt compelled to supplement the spoken

mini Willi unconsciously violent gestures ami facial contortions which arc so

graphic that Americans often wonder why they hother with speech at all. To-

day, in a much-changed France, the classic French gesture is one of the few

tilings that have not changed a hit. To illustrate the national predilection for

pantomime and to provide a handy guide to some typical French gestures, LIFE

Photographer David Scherman recently made these revealing picture sequences

in Paris: (top strip, below) the proprietor of the Ventouse har, a Provencal local-

ly celebrated for his tall stories, recounting an apocryphal tale of his own
brave doings; (middle strip) a cafe patron exhaustively explaining the state of

the nation; (bottom strip) a movie actor cataloguing 10 widely used linguistic

routines, and (on page 15) a girl regaling her friend with a spate of local gossip.

AND I II1H1 I WAS WITH ONLY .\ SHOVEL! IT'S STRICTLY BETWEEN US TWO. SAYS I ALL RIGHT. SAYS I. AND NUTS TO YOU, TOOt

THERE IT IS, EVERYTHING FIXED UP! LET'S SEE, HOW CAN I MAKE IT CLEAR? NO. SIR. NOTHING DOING ON THAT SCORE!

HAND is rubbed against cheek FLECKING at one eye denotes HAND JIGGLED in front of face HANDS ARE SCRUBBED over WAGGLING HANDS are used

to indicate complete boredom, utter disbelief, as "In a pig's eye!" means "That's too tough for me." good news or viewing a pretty girl, to signify "Let's get out of here!"

13
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I remember... butt

mte me blush I

"

What a dimbrain I was, as a bride-to-be!

Never before hail I paid attention to Domestic Details.

So when it came to buying my men sheets and things, I

came near pulling some awfnl boners!

Why, I thought a gal had to be Lady Vere de Vere to

afford real percale sheets. Thai handed my yonng married

friends a laugh! They rushed to tell me about lovely

Cannon Percale Sheets—pride of all their linen closets!

"Listen!" they screamed. "Those divine Cannon beau-

ties cost only a little more than muslin sheets!" "So soft

and smooth and wonderful!" they purred. "Just waitl]

you see how they wear!" piped a practical soul.

That's where I like to start remembering!

The young couple—at home. By then, I'd learned a few

housekeeping tricks—such as using my sheets in rota-

tion, putting just-washed ones on top of the pile in the

linen closet, taking what I needed from the bottom.

The idea: to get all that wear Cannon Percales are

good for!

> Me—stylish young matron caught unawares! I've al-

• ways done my own laundry—and do I appreciate the

nice light weight of Cannon Percales! What's more—
that lightness makes bedmaking easier!

Portrait of a pal. That's the Cannon label—a good

J steer for a gal every time!

Another top-flight value— well-made, long-wearing

Camion Muslin sheds!

The gang's all here — helping me shop! And weren't the gals

right about Cannon Percale Sheets. Mighty luxurious—so

dazzling white and petal-soft and fine-woven— with 25%
more threads per inch than best-grade muslins. (Yep—

I

learned fast!) And how pleasantly priced! Cannon Mills, Inc., New York 13, N. Y. Cannon Tozcels Stockings • Blankets
Copr. 1946.CftnnonUUU.il
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SPEAKING OF PICTURES
CONTINUED

COCPLE 0!V PARK BEMH was photographed at long range by Photog-

rapher Scherman, who thinks girl may be saying, "Now take Suzette she's

easy. . . . She came to me for advice. ... I don't care but . . . men are all alike.'*

a Shave can be !

shave cream lends your razor. For a face that feels like

new ... for months of sheer shaving luxury . . . stop by

any drug counter and grab this limited offer while it lasts!

Lambert Pharmacal Company, St. Louis, Mo.

Good news for men who prefer to use a
brush . . . your druggist again has an ample
supply of Listerine lather Shaving Cream in

the big green tube at 35(.
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To improve your golfing like this

BEN HOGAN, winner of

the P. G. A. Vardon Trophy

(professional golfdom's highest

honor) three years running,

passes along the following tips:

"A good distribution of weight

is necessary. Avoid tenseness

in addressing the hall. Keep the

body in motion, don't start

from a dead stop. Keep your swing

smooth— a proper swing will keep

your head down. Have your

hands work as one. Flex the knees

when addressing the ball."

Nonce the stress Ben Hogan
places on natural, easy movement.

It's the big reason why...

It's best to be dressed like this

MUNSINGWEAR follow through

with you! These easy-action

SKIT-Shorts,' with gently hugging

all-around elasric band and exclusive

"'STRETCHY-SEAT,"* match your

movemenrs...give when and where you
give, like your own skin! Whether

you're swinging a golf club or playing

leapfrog wirh Junior, Munsingwcar

offers unhampered freedom...

won't creep, crawl, or bind. Supplies

are limited, but there's no shortage

of Munsingwear quality.

MUNSINGWEAR
The only underwear with the *STRETCHY-SEAT"*

• TRAciMtKK m i. sr*.Tiuu>nMs«

MUNSINGWEAR, INC. • MINNEAPOLIS • NEW YORK • CHICAGO • LOS ANGELES

LETTERS TO
THE EDITORS
THE AMERICAN MAN
Sirs:

Fortunately the American Man is

profoundly interested in comic strips

or he might have skipped that hilari-

ous one about himself by Nina Leen

(LIFE, Aug. 26).

Paul W. Kmskern, M.D.

Grand Rapids, Mich.

Sirs:

The American Man can talk his way
out of anything, or into it, for that

matter. He loses his physique early in

life and is thoroughly disagreeable be-

fore breakfast. He makes love in the

same manner he smokes a cigaret

—

with his mind on something else. He
is restless and impressionable. He
drink* more than he should. He smells

of hair tonic, shaving soap, tobacco

and leather all the time. And he thor-

oughly believes he's putting some-

thing over on us girls.

Mrs. Laurence Hunt

New York, N.Y.

Sirs:

To add to Nina Leen's pictorial

delineation of the American Man,
may an impartial observer say that he
can always recognize an American
male by:

1) his willed shirt collar

2) his shrieking cravat

3) his beam— the broadest this

side of Russia.

James Evay
Toronto, Canada

Sirs:

What about that typical American
man, the unfaithful husband? Surely

Miss Leen should have included a pic-

lure of him in her excellent essay.

Name Withheld
Allston, Mass.

P.S. If you should publish my letter

kindly withhold my name as he doesn't

know I know yet.

Sirs:

You say the wife is often a better

driver. The average American woman

CONTINUED ON PAGE H

«: U.S., Alaska. Hawaii
and Canada, 1 yr.. tt,flO; 2 yn.. S10.00;
3 yn.. $13.50; for information about
rubW-riptions to other countries write
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U.S. Armed forces when present or for-
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V) P"™' Sulfur plus

Viluriil MINT for Hiivur
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Thos. D. Kirlianlson Co., Philadelphia 34, U.S.A.

Lin
September 16, 194$

1 Combine 1 cup cottage cheeae with 2
tablespoons French's Mustard. Delicious

with whole wheat bread.

2 Blend well 2

tablespoons
French'* Into 4
tableap. mayon-
nalse. Or mU 2 W
tableep. French'* f

with 2 table-
spoons butter or

margarine.

CHS**
18*'

THE MUSTARD
WITH TMC flNK

FLAVOR!

torpeif tilling prepared mustard fa ffca U.S. A. today

Alton
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RKO
PIESENTS

ROSALINDIT MIGHT STRIKE in far

away Toowomba—or hit

next door.

It comes suddenly, un-

announced—in the night, on

a sun-swept morning, during play— this

crippling, killing scourge of childhood.

Infantile paralysis.

It fells the rich and the poor alike,

turning tiny, dancing legs into drawn,

twisted muscles.

But today the light of hope burns

brighter in countless homes because of a

miracle at a bedside. A miracle brought

about by the tireless hands, courage and

unshakable faith of a great-hearted nurse—Faith in a fantastic theory

that has triumphed over steel braces and brought surcease from pain.

\LEXAND EK
rRUSSELL • KNOX

DEAN jAGGER
PlulipMERIVALE 'Beulali BONDl

Ckarle* DINGLE
...! .«J rthnlii U 1)1 [11.KY NICHOLS

lM4kl Nbtwli MiwiJfai K nJ Ht i» M.t'.rih

Now the true life story of Sister Kenny

is on the screen. You must see it, for never

has the motion picture known mightier,

deeper, more certain power to move the

heart.

Here is not only exciting truth, but

keen thrill and rich enjoyment . . . the

drama of a desirable woman who turned

her back on all that most women hold dear

— love, family, home— to write in glori-

ous deeds one of the most thrilling chap-

ters in all human history.

"Sister Kenny" is a highly unusual pic-

ture, in which* screen drama reaches its

zenith. It is not only great and popular

entertainment; it is at the same time a rare and memorable adventure

in life's highest excitements. See it as soon as you possibly can!
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You just don't get any sympathy for an upse/

stomach. But it's no laughing matter. Treat it seriously.

Be gentle with it. Take soothing PEPTO-BISMOL.

Never Upset an Upset Stomach. Don't aggravate an
already irritated .stomach with overdoses of antacids or harsh physics. Take

soothing PEPTO-BISMOL. This pleasant-tasting preparation is neither an

antacid nor a laxative, lis action is different. It spreads a soothing, protec-

tive coating on irritated stomach and intestinal walls . . . thus helping to

calm and quiet common digestive upsets.

Three sizes at your druggist's—or hy the dose tit his joinitain.

Take soothing PBPTO-BISMOL ... '» relieve

queasy, uneasy, upset stomach; distress after over-indulgence*,

nervous indigestion; heartburn . . . Ariel to retard intestinal

fermentation; gas formation; simple diarrhea. If you do not

get prompt relief, see your physician.

LETTE MIS TO
THE EOiTOilS

CONTINUED ——
driver straddles traffic lanes, neglects

to signal, turns wide, sweeping cor-

ners, never looks in the rear-view mir-

ror and has even been known to sleep

at the wheel. If this makes her a better

driver than her husband we had bel-

ter revert to the oxcart.

W. T, Gilbert
Chicago, III.

U.S. CONSTABULARY
Sirs:

Congratulations on your article on
the U.S. Constabulary in Germany
(LIFE, Aug. 26). It is the first com-
plimentary publicity that the Army in

Europe has had since it won the war,

and it is about time.

I served in the infantry for two and
one-half years; I've met thousands of

my fellow American soldiers from the

Aleutians to Bavaria. I've seen much
too much of weak leadership, confu-

sion, needless delay and misbehavior.

But in the two months that I have
been back from Europe I've learned

that citizen America is not lacking in

these things either. The Army is mere-

ly a segment of America, and the fact

that most men in it are doing a job

that they are not trained for, do not

want and are doing it in a place where
they do not want to be accounts for a

huge percentage of the difficulties.

Try to keep America's faith in her

Army. It saved us once and may save

us again.

David L. Sills

Cambridge, Mass.

LA FOLLETTE'S DEFEAT
Sirs:

You did a magnificent job of polit-

ical analysis in writing a full-page edi-

torial on the defeat of Senator La Fol-

lette of Wisconsin (LIFE, Aug. 26),

although I think you did a lot of beat-

ing around the bush. I believe a sim-

ple explanation of the reaction of

the Wisconsin voters would he that

Senator La Follette had acquired the

taint of being a New Deal fellow-

traveler.

E. E. Kilmer
El Paso, Texas

Sirs:

The defeat of La Follette in Wis-
consin is concrete evidence that voters

never look at records. They are more
impressed by the one who makes the

most noise. La Follette was too much
of an American to forsake Washing-
ton until the business at hand was
disposed of.

Herman J. Ruppenthal

Sheboygan, Wis.

ROYAL BARRY WILLS
Sirs:

The American People on the whole

arc true to themselves and are prov-

ing it by surrounding their families in

the traditions of the great Americans

bring

fashion
to life!

Designed to put fashion emphasis on your favor-

ite coat... La Mode's huge GLIMMER GLOBE but-

ton, lacquered in gold or silver. At better stores.

buttons b

button Specialist Since IS77

B.BLUMENTHAL & CO. Inc. 1372-82 Broadway, N.Y.I8. N.Y.

One look, one touch . . . you'll sens*

the leather richness— the careful styl-

ing of Rumpp leatherware. Lustrous

leathers assure extra

wear— a choice in best

taste.

FITTED CASE-
Lustrous cowhide.
Completely outfitted.

STUD BOX—
For safe keeping of

a man's jewelry. In-

ner lined wirh suede.

WALLET—
Slim ond light. Style Shiched
with Ny/on for smartness ond
strength. For men & women.

Ask for other Rumpp leather products in lead-

ing stores. Look for the Rumpp trademark.

C. f. Rumpp * Sons. Philo- 6, Pa., Since 1850

Pepto-
Bismol



On my allowance .'Bergen,

Igdfla be a 'Bulbnafcner/*

YOU'RE wrong, Charlie—with G-E lamp bulbs costing so little,

nobody has to rob one light socket to fill another. Why, any

woodenhead knows a dollar buys a whole reserve stock of Genera]

Electric lamp bulbs. So don't let Bergen put words in your mouth.

Tell him what bulbsnatching leads to—how it can make people

strain their eyes, bark their shins in the dark, get so mad they tear

their hair! Then tell him how little G-E lamp bulbs cost. How he

can get them at his neighborhood store. How G-E lamp research is

constantly at work to make G-E lamps ever better and to make

them Stay Brighter Longer. Isn't that a bargain anyone would go lor?

Stay drifter

Conger/

GENERAL ELECTRIC

Co aterial



Hot dogs a grilling . . . cheer a-bubbling . . . and your smart Pacific cottons taking part in the fun!

These attractive garments are but a sampling! Pacific's sparkling new cotton and rayon fabrics

are to be found in distinctive apparel for every occasion, for every member of the family—

made by some of the country's foremost manufacturers.

You'll know these fabrics by the Pacific label shown here. Look for it when you shop. It's

our honest-injun pledge of fine styling, fine quality and most -for- the -rnaney value!

PACIFIC MILLS • Cotton and Rayon Division • 214 Church Street, New York 13

ft



MOJ U £k
..a name that means ,Wr

everything you can ask jFjl

for in nylon stockings
j v

Stockings are still scarce, and
often you can't get Mojuds;
but in time more will be avail-

able. Then, as before the

scarcity, you II be able

to say: Mojuds please /
. . . and get them.

Q lt«f. »f HOflC.T CO.. IHC R.T.C

WITH ANOTHER >-V^ AjP^T

CASCO/
Make your car lighter pood as new.

...If it won't light, simply screw a new Casco
heating element on to your present lighter

knob only $1.00
...If it is missing, replace it with another
llasco "pop-out** unit for .... $1.50

Casco makes the famoUB pop-out lighters

found in most cars and now CUM is hack
with the parts you need to repair or replace

your lighter. At auto supply stores, service

stations and garages. Casco Products Corpo-
ration, Bridgeport 2, Conn.

cas r,o
POP-OUT DASHBOARD LIGHTER

LETTERS TO
THE EOkTOItS

- CONTINUED -

who gave this country the firm foun-

dation it has. It is no surprise to a

student of the public that they are

buying Royal Barry Wills architec-

ture (LIFE, Aug. 26) and buying good
sound art to house in this architec-

ture. It's time that the public be given

credit for the good taste it is display-

ing all over the country. Charming
houses, beautiful gardens, lovely fur-

nishings, fine books, pictures and mu-
sic arc an accepted part of the Amer-
ican way of life.

Lillian B. TmEHE
Rockport, Mass.

. . . Yet copyists and opportunists

such as Royal Barry Wills hinder ar-

chitectural progress by clinging to the

past in a sort of ancestral worship.

When we discard the houses of our

forefathers as we have their carriages

and oil lamps, then only will the true

architects* designs for living be un-

derstood and appreciated.

Richard E. Hunter

West Lawn, Pa.

THE U.S. COMMUNIST PARTY
CONTINUED

Sirs:

We, the undersigned members of

the National Board of the Independ-

ent Citizens' Committee of the Arts,

Sciences and Professions, wish to cor-

rect several errors of fact which ap-

pear in the article, "The U. S. Com-
munist Party," by Arthur Schlesinger

Jr. (LIFE, July 29).

Of this committee he says, "
. . . its

celebrities maintain their membership
but not their vigilance. ..." Side-

stepping the implication of the word
"celebrities," may we point out that

this letter is at least evidence of our
vigilance.

Mr. Schlesinger further says, "...

though most of the local chapters

[of the I.C.C.A.S.P.Jare free fromCom-
munist control, the national organi-

zation on most outstanding issues of

foreign policy has backed the Rus-

sians or kept quiet." This organiza-

tion (both the national office and its

chapters) has taken foreign-policy po-

sitions on the Palestine question (in

favor of a United Nations mandate);

on Spain and Argentina (to quaran-

tine them); on China (to withhold

U.S. aid until the government becomes
democratic); on the United Nations

(we support it) ; on Bretton Woods
Monetary Conference (we supported

it); on the Potsdam agreement (we

support it); and on releasing of Nazi

credits to the Swiss government (we

opposed it). We think it obvious that

these stands demonstrate that we are

controlled by no political group or

party— Republican, Democrat, Social-

ist or Communist.
The article further states, "The

Independent Citizens Committee did

not, for example, throw its weight into

the fight for the British loan, while it

has cheerily identified itself with . . .

the national independence of Puerto

Rico." The fact is we broadcast our
position in favor of the British loan

to our entire membership on two dif-

ferent occasions. We are at a loss to

understand how these actions can be

characterized as anything less than

full support. The further fact is that

while we participated in a call to a

conference to discuss the independ-

ence of Puerto Rico, we have not yet

taken a policy position on the ques-

tion of Puerto Rican independence.

This organization has taken a pol-

'Hey, Lady, your

Future's Showing *

"My future? . . . what are you using, a
crystal bait ... or a ouija board?"

"Neither, Lady. Isn't your future made
up of your husband, your darling

daughter, and your home?"

"Yes, indeed! . . . and it looks rosy to me."

"As far as you can sec, yes. But sup-

pose something happened to your

husband. What would your future

be like then? Could you continue to

live as comfortably as you do now . . .

without worry ... or hardship?"

"No-o-o . . . perhaps not. But there's our
Social Security, and I could get a job."

"Yes, Social Security would help, but

I'm afraid you'd need more than that.

Ant! if you took a job covered by Social

Security that paid you more than $15

a month, you wouldn't receive any in-

come from Social Security."

wOh, dear, my future doesn't look so rosy

after all."

"Cheer up. Lady, the answer is simplel

Just call a Mutual Life Representative

He'll show you how Mutual Life's 'In-

sured Income' Serv ice can brighten up

that future . . . and keep it that way!"

"What's 'Insured Income', may I ask?"

"It's the modern way to team up Social

Security with life insurance to assure

you the maximum benefit from both.

It will show yon how you can be sure

of the money you will need for the

comfort and security you want. And
both you and your husband can then

look forward to a comfortable retire-

ment income when he's 65."

"Sounds good. Mister. I think we'll be call-

ing that Mutual Life man tonight. That
sort of a future's too good to miss!"

FREE SocaU SecevUfy HELPS

Do you know what Social Security means to you, in dollars and
cents? Mail coupon t»day for easy-to-read booklet showing how
to calculate your future benefits from Social Security. Included

is a convenient File for official records you will need later to

avoid costly delay in collecting your Social Security benefits.

Our 2nd Century of Semcc

THE MUTUAL LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY oF NEW YORK

34 Nassau Street a j Lewis W. Douglas

New York 5, N. Y. President

Please seud me your fh ee Social Security helps.

NAME AOS.

OCCUPATION .

S: KMP YOUR GOVERNMENT LIFE INSURANCE

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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Gets into forgotten places

LETTERS TO
THE EDITORS

-CONTINUED-

IT'S PATENTED . . . The Squibb Angle Toothbrush is more than"a

toothbrush. It is a scientific instrument designed by a practicing

dentist. It is shaped to clean both inside and outside the teeth

with equal ease. You'll find yourself cleaning "forgotten" areas

with this comfortable small-headed brush. The Squibb Angle
Toothbrush is quite different from any other brush. We think

you will like it better. Your choice of hard or medium bristles.

SoilYS&c^Tiamymamtm£

icy position on some 100 issues. The
author has drawn his conclusions

about the committee from an i \ ^in-

flation of two of them; and the facts

at his disposal on these two issues

scarcely can be said to validate the

conclusion he chose to draw. (lis is a
sorry substitute for honest reporting.

William Rose Benet
Walter Bernstein

Henry Billings Jo Davidson
Henrietta Buckmaster

Morris Llewellyn Cooke
Dr. Samuel A. Corson

Bosley Crowther Eugene List

Howard Fast Herman Shumun
Aluln R. Freelon

Dr. Channing Fhothinguam
Ben Crauer Lillian Hellman
Professor J. Allen Hickerson

Crogkett Johnson
John McManus Fredric March

Florence Eldripge March
Dr. Linus Pauling

Dr. John P. Peters
Professor Walter Rautenstrauch
Hazel Scott A. C. Spectorsky

New York, N.Y.

• Mr. Schlesinger replies as fol-

lows to the L C. C.'s charge of "a

sorry substitute for honest report-

ing":—ED.

The problem is whether the Com-
munist and fellow-traveler member-
ship in I. C. C.—the existence of

which no one denies—has any influ-

ence on its policy. The answer to that

lies in an examination of the I. C. C.

line, particularly on foreign policy.

The British loan is a good lest case.

1 wrote, "The I. C. C. did not, for

example, throw its weight into the

fight for the British loan." This state-

ment is precise and accurate. In the

conversation held by my researcher

with Mr. MacKenzie of the I. C. C.

New York office on July 3, he named
only a single instance— the mention

of the loan along with other bills in

the I. C. C. bulletin to members
March 8. Does this—even with the

second instance added—constitute an

example of the I. C. C.'s throwing its

weight into a fight? On other issues

the I. C. C. has sent people to Wash-
ington, gone on the air, advertised in

the papers and otherwise made itself

felt. On the issue of the British loan

it did not even put out a press release.

The I. C. C. action on the British

loan was negligible and perfunctory

compared to I. C. C. action on other

problems of considerably less signifi-

cance to the progressive cause (though

of considerably more significance to

the American Communist party)

—

such as its participation, along with

known Communist organizations, in

the call for the conference oh the sub-

ject of Puerto Rican independence. I

singled out this episode because the

preoccupation of the U.S. Communist
party with this issue, like their oppo-

sition to the British loan, is not shared

by the rest of the American left. The
reason for their interest is obviously

that an independent Puerto Rico

would provide much better facilities

for Soviet espionage and propaganda

activities than a Puerto Rico tied to

the U.S.

When the I, C. C. begins to show
some sympathy with the Labor gov-

ernment in Britain, when on some
issue it suggests that maybe Moscow
policy is not infallible, when it begins

to demonstrate independence of the

Communist party line, then liberals

will stop caking it a party-line outfit.

FOOT relief;

in 2 :

minutes

:

*
Do exercise below

recommended by

most Chiropodisli

(Fool Spocialittt)

DO THIS DAILY to set won
derful quick relief and
healthier feet. Bend feet

under, flex from side to

side, curl toes down , spread

toes apart ; repeat 1 0 times.

Then massage feet, and
between toes, with sooth-

ing Mennen QUINSANA
fungicidal powder. Com-
forts, peps up feet. Amaz-
ingly effective against Ath-
lete's Foot, excessive per-

spiration, foot odor. Shake
QUINSANA in shoes
daily.GetQUINSANAnow
fur greater foot comfort.

get QuinsnttR
FOR HERITHIER FEET

I
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The only

difference

between
Jim and Bill..,

TYPING IS AN ADVANTAGE

Most teachers prefer typewritten work.

They say typing improves marks, aids

expression and encourages neatness.

PUT WINGS TO WORDS. Typing helps you

to think more clearly. You get more work

done in less time.

...is a

Smith-Corona

portable!

.

IT'S FUN AND EASY TO TYPE. Eight year

olds learn to type easily on a Smith-Corona

portable. It has the regulation standard

keyboard . . . the same as on big office

machines. Full size, four row. . . 84 charac-

ter standard keyboard. Look at the Silent

model below . . . note the great features

Smith-Corona provides for easy, fast typing.

Get a Job Through Typing
(Partial list ofjobs where ability to type helps)

Accounting Law
Advertising Magazine writing

Army and Navy Management

Banking News and Radio writing

Engineering Selling

Govt, work Teaching

See your dealer today. . . ask to

try a Smith-Corona. See its

superiority demonstrated.

You'll always be gladyou own
a Smith-Corona.

Smith-Corona
Portable

l C SMITH & CD RON 1 TYPEWRITERS IRC STR»CUSE 1 I 1 . . . maim aim ef Smith-Cnrm« Office Typturiters
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PART of the fun of heading back to school

is the buying of "supplies". Especially if

they include a handsome, serviceable Wear-
ever pen and pencil set. Skillfully designed

in durable plastics, Wearever pens write at

the very touch of pen to paper, thanks to

such features as 14 Karat gold point, pat-

ented "C-Flow"* feed and generous ink

reservoir.

Their efficiency is matched by matching

Wearever pencils—smart, sturdy, smooth-

writing. Moderately priced Wearever sets

are guaranteed to give satisfaction—in

school, home and office! Made by David
Kahn. Inc., North Bergen, N. J.

Wearever Zenith

I

PEN AND PENCIL SET
In brilliantly rich maroon, coach-

man's green, navy blue

and lustrous black.

Wearever Pacemaker
PEN AND PENCIL SET
Distinctively striped in your choice

of pearly maroon, golden £^ J%
brown, green or black.
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COMPLETE DEPENDABILITY

The new Dodge is the first car in automobile

history to give you all of the combined advantages of Floating

Power, All-Fluid Drioe and Full Floating Ride. A rich reward

for your waiting, the new Dodge has been well

named "The Smoothest Car Afloat."
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vifarwiw-nch Memo could dok you

!

Don't blame your slow-down on a "hard day."

You know, going short on essential vitamins could rob you of

some of your pep and ginger. And 3 out of 4 of us may not get

enough vitamins today, according to the experts!

So, for pep's sake, why not add delicious, milk chocolaty

HEMO to your diet?

Take a look at that chart! Get an idea of HEMO's vitamin-

and-mineral richness.

Drink your vitamins, and like

'em in wonderful Hemo. Costs

only 59c for a full-pound jar at

grocery and drug stores. About

2} it a serving!

Note to "night floor walkers"

A cup of hot HEMO at bed-

time has a wonderfully relaxing

effect.

Hemo
WITH THAT WONDERFUL "MILK-CHOCOlATE" FLAVOR
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*
The Vitomin A in 3 boiled eggs!

PIUS

The Vitomin Bt in 4 slices of whole wheat bread!

nus

The Vitomin B: (G) in 4 servings of spinach

!

Pius

The Vitomin D in 3 servings of beef liver!

PIUS

The Niacin in 3 servings of carrots!

PIUS

The Iron in V4 pound of beef! £)
plus S *

The Calcium t Phosphorus in 2 servings of cauliflower it — (£p>

and 1 serving of cooked green beans combined! "i^^H

O The Llordt n Company

Just 2 glosses of HEMO mode with milk

supply a full day's needs of all these

vitamins and minerals:

IF IT'S BORDEN'S, IT'S GOT TO BE GOOD!
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«<j0lNGTOHAVEA BABY?"

MENNEN wi/l deliver

foYOV!

:REE BABY *°
lit*, It'i frit, if you're expecting

a baby, send coupon below for your

wonderful Mennen Baby Bundle!

You'll get: L New book of 2000
names for babies, with meanings.

2. Generous sample of the finest

product for baby sldn care—Mennen
Antiseptic Baby Oil. 3. Famous Baby
Care Guide, latest authoritative

instructions. 4. Perfumed sachet card

to keep baby's clothes sweet. 5. Help-

ful Shopping List of baby needs.

Send the coupon today)

By smoothing mild, soothing Mennen
Antiseptic Baby Oil on your

baby's body daily, you'll help

keep the delicate skin soft.

dMTlSSPTK BdBV OIL

arm b^bv powder

smooth, comfy, glowing with

health! Most hospitals ustf

it in their nurseries; most
doctors recommend it; millions

of mothers swear by it. Being
antiseptic, Mennen Baby Oil

helps prevent diaper rash,

urine irritation, many other

skin troubles. And Mennen
Baby Powder is softer, smoother,

whiter — best for baby.
Mennen babies smell so sweet,

too. Get both Mennen Baby
Oil and Baby Powder now

for your own skin care, during
pregnancy—and to have ready
for your wonderful new baby.

Send

this

coupon

today

P. O. Boxlll3,The Mennen Co.. Newark 1, N. J.

PLEASE PRINT NAME & ADURE8S rLEARLY IN INK ,

J (Thl( coupon will b, ui«d a* your Raby Bundle label.) «

Send me the Mennen Baby Bundle free. I expect a baby about:

Date
(Write ftppruximat* rial* y»u tgptfl baby)

City™ - - State
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Wih/c/i do you love most?
Of course, you can't answer— because the loves of husband and

father are so different. And yet in many ways they are the same, encom-

passing each other; a single devotion to those nearest and dearest to

your life and heart.

To most family men, looking after wife and children is also a single

responsibility—and one which goes beyond today's provision. There

is always the future with its uncertainties . . . but, happily, there is The

Prudential to help take care of them. In over eight million American

homes, it is Prudential life insurance which makes that future safer and

more secure.

No matter what the size of your family or what yout present circum-

stances—no matter what insurance provisions you have already made—

you would be wise to have a talk with your local Prudential agent. He

will tell you how Prudential policies can be adapted to your special

needs . . . how to make sure your insurance does for you all that you

want it to. Call or see him soon— his friendly advice is a Prudential

service available to all.

You will enjoy the Prudential Family Hour— Every Sunday afternoon, CBS
And theJack Berch Show—Every afternoon, Mondays through Fridays, ABC

THE PRUDENTIAL
INSURANCE COMPANY OF AMERICA

A mutual life insurance company

HOME OFFICE: NEWARK, NEW JERSEY

THE FUTURE BELONGS TO THOSE WHO PREPARE FOR IT
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STALIN AND MOLOTOV FONDLE TWO CHILDREN WHO HANDED THEM HYDRANGEA AND LILY BOUQUETS AT THE SPORT DEMONSTRATION IN MOSCOW ON JULY 21

RUSSIANS KEEP FIGHTING FIT
Last week as the U.S. watched a sizzling baseball

pennant race and waited for the football kickoff.

photographs arrived of All-Union Physical Cul-

ture Day in Moscow, the Soviet equivalent of the

World Scries. Before 50,000 people, headed by Sta-

lin andMolotov (above), some 5,000 men and wom-
en from Russia's 16 Soviet republics showed the

world through mass calisthenics (below) that they

were physically fit.

In Soviet sports the emphasis is on group ath-

letics that further military preparedness, like gym-

nastics, sw imming, skiing and soccer. In state-built

stadiums participants march in formations based

on Red Army close-order drill. The Soviet govern-

ment claims that its sports program has greatly

increased the height and weight of army recruits.

Since the Russian athlete generally performs as a

member of a group, mass sports are also excellent

training for the discipline of mass politics. Stars,

like the Soviet Union's 288 Merited Masters of

Sport, arc further wedded to the regime when they

receive priority housing and money from the state.

Since the war ended Soviet teams have competed

against foreigners with unprecedented frequency.

Russian civilian and army soccer teams were un-

defeated in Bulgaria, Yugoslavia, Albania, Finland,

England. Their track stars won in France. Their

skaters won in Norway. Russia, however, has nol

yet asked to participate in the 1948 Olympics to

be held in London. "Striving for international

supremacy insporls,"said theMoscow Aeicsrecent-

ly,"is only a means to the chief goal: mass partici-

pation in physical culture of the Soviet Union."

DINAMO STADIUM in Moscow was scene of 1946 around track and did mass exercises on soccer field. Sta- of field. Stadium belongs to Dinamo Sport Club, largest

All-Union Physical Culture Day. As athletes marched lin watched from government box halfway tip right side athletic group ill L.S.S.R., to which anyone can belong.
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ESTON I AN MEN do CflJtttbeiliCfl Hfith medicine halls. In Russia there arc no purely members are given time oft' lo train and engage in sports and even during the war top-

professional athletes since every participant has regular civilian or mililary joh. Rut team notch stars in the Red Army were given 20-<lav leave;* to compete in athletic events.

RUSSIAN GIRLS in groups of l."> perform gymnastics with rings. The slate's .-port -port badgo lwaring significant motto, "For Labor and Defense.*' Ridges are awarder!

program commences with schoolchildren who compete for juvenile and. later, adult for proficiency in several groups of snorts on the basis of government-prescribed tests.



vifejmiw-nch ffemo could do for you I

Don't blame your slow-down on a "hard day."

You know, going short on essential vitamins could rob you of

some of your pep and ginger. And 3 out of 4 of us may not get

enough vitamins today, according to the experts

!

So, for pep's sake, why not add delicious, milk -chocolaty

HEMO to your diet?

Take a look at that chart! Get an idea of HEMO's vitamin-

and-mineral richness.

Drink your vitamins, and like

'em in wonderful Hemo. Costs

only 59c for a full-pound jar at

grocery and drug stores. About

2Mt a serving!

Note to "night floor walkers"

A cup of hot HEMO at bed-

time has a wonderfully relaxing

effect.

TSorden's Hemo
WITH THAT WONDERFUL "MILK-CHOCOlATE" FLAVOR

HEMO txuadi adult rtquirtmtiifit
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JUST ONE GLASS of Hemo gives you:

L oThe Vitamin A in 3 boiled eggs!

PLUS

The Vitamin Bi in 4 slices of whole wheat bread!

PIUS

The Vitamin Bi (6) In 4 servings of spinach I

reus

The Vitamin D in 3 servings of beef liverl

PIUS

The Niacin in 3 servings of carrots!

PIUS

The Iron in Vi pound of beef I (i

PIUS

The Cakium t Phosphorus in 2 servings of cauliflower

and I serving of cooked green beans combined!

ran

4

*

<Ur"
O ' 1 "- Borden Company

Juil 2 glasses of HEMO made with milk

supply a full day's needs of all these

vitamins and minerals:

IF IT'S BORDEN'S. IT'S GOT TO BE GOOD!
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COMPLETE DEPENDABILITY

The new Dodge is the first car in automobile

history to give you all of the combined advantages of Floating

Power. All-Fluid Drive and Full Floating Ride. A rich reward

for your waiting, the new Dodge has been well

named "The Smoothest Car Afloat."



ESTONIAN GIRLS in pleated skirts exercise barefoot with hoops before posters Uie All-Union Communist party of Bolsheviks, the party of Lenin and Stalin." Several

of Lenin and Stalin. The inscription beneath the Communist emblem reads. "I/mp live researc h institutes are investigating the most efficient way of training Soviet athletes.

LATVIAN BOYS show fitness with hockey sticks. Most popular team sport is soc* year the Dinamo Club team defeated English teams but ruckus started when Russians

rer. which lbe\ call '"f'utbol" and in uho-e honor Sho-takm ich composed ballet. I^ust claimed they were facing ringers. On return each Ru->ian received SJ.(HH) from state.



"THE FOUNTAIN" pyramid consists of seven tiers of men and women gymnasts girls. Each tier of performers wears different colors in orilcr to heighten the artistic ef-

6romByeloni«riaw^o«rc{;roupedmiindillalin(t waves around a platform topped by three fect of "The Fountain," w hich hy coincidence resembles the spout of the underwater
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Russian Fitness CONTINUED

COLLEGE ATHLETES AND OFFICE WORKER COME FROM KAZAKH. REPUBLIC NEAR CASPIAN SEA. SLANT-EYED ASIATIC GIRLS ARE WEARING FEATHERED "TIBETEIKI"

MEDITERRANEAN RACIAL TYPES COME FROM ARMENIA. THE GIRL IS AN ACTRESS BALTIC RACIAL TYPES COME FROM ESTONIA. THE GIRL WEARS A VIKING EMBLEM

THE SOVIET UNION SHOWS

OFF ITS YOUTH AND BEAUTY

AO-Union Physical Culture Day brought together in

Moscow athletes of the 51 peoples, from the I'aeific

to the Black Sea and the Baltic, who make up the

Soviet Union. It pave them a sense ol Russia's vast

lireadth and a look at Communism's hol\ cit\. Il

also gave Russia a welcome chance to show off its

youth and beauty. Like press agents everywhere, the

Soviet propagandists know the value of a pretty girl.

Even Stalin himself w as pleased to have his beaming

portrait surrounded by beaming Tadzhik beauties.

34
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EDITORIAL

TEACHER TROUBLES
OUR SCHOOLS NEED BETTER TEACHERS AND OUR TEACHERS NEED MUCH BETTER PAY

The once rootin', tootin', shootin' hamlet known
as Pumpkin Center, Ariz, faced a crisis as school

opened this month. For Pumpkin Center had

no teacher and discovered that there is an

acute shortage of U.S. teachers. Pumpkin Cen-

ter's problem was solved when a press agent

strummed of Western glamour and word got

out that the schoolhouse doubled as the com-
munity dance hall. The impression went around
that the joint was packed with handsome cow-
boys and Pumpkin Center got its teacher. But
there has been no such happy ending for many
other teacherless schools.

In Norwalk, Conn., for example, schools could

not open last week because teachers stayed

home, demanding more money. Ten years of

bad pay, indifferent treatment and neglect has

left a sizable bill for U.S. children and the na-

tional future to pay. Dr. Willard E. Givens,

executive secretary of the National Education

Association, estimates that 4,000,000 children

are under incompetent teachers this autumn
and that 100,000 lack teachers of any kind,

hence are finding school doors closed to them.

This is an unspeakable disgrace.

The Nub

The situation can be summarized in two state-

ments: a) teachers want, need and should have
better pay; b) the country wants, needs and
should have better teaching. That is the essence

of it, but this essence contains a vast oversim-

plification.

True, teaching has become one of the poorest-

paid professions. The national average of pay
for teachers, principals and supervisors last year

was $1,786, or less than a normally bright boy
or girl leaving high school could earn as a gov-

ernment clerk. But that isn't all the story. Dur-
ing the depression, when the stability of teach-

ing jobs attracted a supply greater than demand,
the petty tyrannies of school boards grew. For a

teacher to wear make-up was frowned upon, if

not worse. For her to be seen smoking, playing

bridge, having a cocktail frequently resulted in

dismissal.

Political activity of any sort was risky. When
teachers married, they were frequently dismissed
or at least arbitrarily had their pay cut back.

The average school board's ideal teacher

seemed to be an ageless, sexless individual, prim

in habits, sparing of opinions, innocuous in pol-

itics, who could exist on a minimum of food,

clothing and other physical comforts. Usually

she was given a fair building to work in, but

sometimes it was just a firetrap. Her teaching

schedule and subjects were in widely varying de-

gree constructively supervised by state author-

ities. Various national private groups and asso-

ciations were available to help her keep abreast

of developments. But her books were often dull,

stodgy mass productions of uninspired writers

and wary publishers. No offense in new ideas

was intended or committed.

From these uncertain facilities and from these

harassed teachers we expected the emergence of

all virtue. We asked the schools to give us pa-

triots, a classless society and an end to racial in-

tolerance; we expected improved labor relations,

happier marriages and even honest polit cians.

In short, the schools, at low expense, were to

make good all the deficiencies ofman and nature.

From such incandescent expectations and from
such a bleak atmosphere, it is no wonder 300,000
teachers escaped. As living costs zoomed in re-

cent years and as better-paying jobs opened,

teaching posts began to empty. By 1940 school

superintendents reported 90,000 vacancies. By
1944 it had risen to 127,000—one seventh of all

teachers then employed.

The end is not yet. A survey of 20 states

shows 55% fewer teachers in training today

than five years ago. The colleges are overflowing

but not with prospective teachers. Today's

shortage is not temporary. It requires long-range

planning. It also demands drastic and immedi-

ate action.

Pay

The first thing to do, obviously, is to assure

teachers not only of a decent wage but a wage
that will attract and hold capable men and wom-
en and reward their undoubted devotion. It must
be a wage comparable to that given people in the

other professions. In a few communities this

may be measured in rises of 10% to 20%, but

in many it means boosts upward of 50%. Dr.

Harold F. Clark, professor of education at Col-

umbia's well-known Teachers College and a

close student of this problem, believes that the

nationalaverageofincrca.se must be about 100%.
"Salaries," he says, "of §5,000, $6,000 and

$7,000 must be normal and routine in the class-

rooms." Such is the blunt fact that parents and
taxpayers now face.

And it is a community problem. No magic

wand is likely to he waved in Washington. What a

community would gain by accepting, if it were

available, federal subsidies for its teachers might
be offset not only by the risks of federal domi-

nation of teaching but also by the more likely

diminution of that sparking, intimate sense of

responsibility that each school district must feel

if it is to have really good schools. That is where
the individual must act. The door should not be
entirely shut on federal aid for those rural and
very poor areas that cannot afford education at

national standards. Perhaps Senators Hill, Taft

andThomashave provided the safeguards in their

proposed reform bill that could help without

dominating and without smothering valuable

community initiative.

The second thing to do is to improve the

quality of our teachers from kindergarten to

university. Their quality cannot rise higher than

the level of our general education, so improv-

ing teachers confronts us with the central prob-

lem of education itself. We know well enough
that readin', 'ritin' and 'rithmetic are insuffi-

cient. The Japs on the eve of Pearl Harbor
claimed to be the most literate people on earth.

Nor is vocational training and much absorption

of the natural sciences nor the intellectual pur-

suit of cold philosophy enough. The Germans
were good at that. Our real need in education is

rather hard to put in words because it is a thing

of the spirit and the heart. Robert M. Hutchins,

chancellor of the University of Chicago, has

given it a general definition that means some-

thing to those familiar with the liberal educa-

tion of the Greeks: "As the Athenians . . . edu-

cated all their free citizens for freedom, so must
we educate all our free citizens for freedom. . .

.

The task of the educational system is not to

train hands for industry, but to prepare enlight-

ened citizens for our democracy and to enrich

the life of the individual by giving him a sense

of purpose which will illuminate not merely the

40 hours he works but the 72 he does not."

We Can Do It

Although it is truly serious, there is nothing
insuperable about the present American educa-

tional problem. The highly erudite version of a

Hatfield-McCoy feud that has been raging be-

tween the followers of John Dewey and the fol-

lowers of Hutchins is a sign of intellectual vig-

or, not of decay. The self-examination by peda-

gogs in dozens of universities is plain enough
indication of a desire for progress. With so much
seeking there must surely follow some finding.

The fundamental need, as the useful Harvard
Report on General Education in a Free Society

bears out, is to find an agreeable middle road.

This should be broad enough to include teach-

ing in how to apply knowledge practically in an
increasingly specialized society, which is one
primary concern of Dewey, while learning at the

same time how personally to enjoy and publicly

employ the general wisdom of the ages, which is

what Hutchins advocates.

Curiously the expansion of our American ed-

ucation has in some measure tied in with our

wars. After the Revolution came the many acad-

emies that supplemented the older Latin schools.

After the Civil War came hundreds of colleges

and college preparatory schools. After World
War I the high schools broadened their curric-

ula and enrollments gained 100% in the next

decade. World War II, by present signs, may
bring a similar expansion to the colleges. Given
half a chance, Americans will always go for edu-

cation with a bang.

More and more Americans must be given that

chance. Possibly some of the opportunities now
open for veterans can be opened up also for

other young people. And this investment in

what Vannevar Bush correctly calls our greatest

national resource could not help but pay abun-

dant dividends. But before we dream of the future

we must act in the present teacher emergency.

We have got to take the rubber bands off our wal-

lets and do something handsome for our teachers.

PICTURE OF THE WEEK:*

For a personal appearance on Labor Day hapless

William Green, the president of the American
Federation of Labor and leader of 7,000,000 union

members, chose Tulsa, Okla. At a morning parade

A.F.L. locals mustered 4,000 members, whose en-

thusiasm was prodded, according to the Tulsa

World, by threat of a $10 fine for absence. In the

afternoon 10,000 were supposed to turn out to

hear Green's Labor Day speech. But this time he

was on his own and only 250 people showed up.

All but lost in the Tulsa fairgrounds pavilion, they

stood under the speaker's platform (too close to

be seen in the picture opposite) while Green orated

and gesticulated into coast-to-coast microphones.
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MODEL AIRPLANE MEET
1,200 avid hobbyists fill air over Wichita, Kan.

with a weird assortment of miniature planes

Wichita, Kan. on Labor Day weekend was the scene of the most unin-

hibited air show ever held in the U.S. For four days 1,200 youthful

model-plane builders put their tiny, fragile machines through intri-

cate maneuvers in the 15th annual National Model Airplane Meet. The
air was filled with buzzing models of jet planes, gliders, helicopters,

autogiros, ornithopters and a wide variety of conventional planes pow-

ered by minuscule gasoline engines or by rubber bands.

The excitement was increased by a high wind which flipped the

balsa-wood miniatures into spectacular zooms and dives. In the con-

trolled-flying contests, held on a municipal airport ramp once reserved

for B-29s, the crashes piled up alarmingly. In the smoke-screen event

one plane was wafted over the crowd and plunged into it. One of

the planes in the free-flight tests disappeared for good into the wild

blue yonder. A skiff was kept busy retrieving the hydroplanes which

plopped back into a pond. Such plane losses are no light matter.Weeks
of finicky craftsmanship are put into the best models, producing an

incredible assortment of radical but flyable designs. But regardless of

the crashes America's 2,000,000 model-plane builders are pouring out

money for parts, engines and kits at the rate of $25,000,000 a year.

TINY JET PLANE zips through an 80-mph demonstration flight, guided by
Designer Keith Goodwin. He controls plane by wires not visible in picture.

SCALE MODEL B 25 is adjusted by Robert Kelly of Wichita Falls, Texas.

The plane made a perfect landing with one motor when the other conked out.

4- JOHN MILUNGER, 11. OF OMAHA PREPARES PLANE FOR FLIGHT
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AT WICHITA AIRPORT FIVE FAST PLANES ENGAGE IN DOGFIGHT, TRY TO CLIP RIVALS' STREAMERS. CIRCLING CONTESTANTS (FOREGROUND) CONTROL PLANES BY WIRES

RESCUE TEAM ltusily retrieved dunked hydroplanes in the rise-off.water WRECKAGE <>f his plane is ruefully displayed by IS-ycar-old Ed Jackson of Denver. It crashed

tests. Plane shown is "pylon" design, takes off in eipht feet on calm surface. on a concrete runway after the control line broke. Ruined motor cost 130, oilier parts about $10.
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GORING (left) was first of the defendants to rise and speak: "The German people, con-

fiding their trust in the Fuhrer and in his authoritarian government, had no in Alienee

on happenings .... They are free of giiilt .... I stand hack of what I have done hut

I condemn and reject that my actions were dictated by the will to subjugate foreign

peoples through wars, to murder them, to rob Ihem or to enslave them, or to commif
cruelties or crimes. The only motive which guided me was my love for my people .

.

NAZI LEADERS SIM THEIR SWAN SONG
In final pleas at Niirnberg trial they blame the war and concentration camps on everybody but themselves

Two weeks ago in Niirnberg, after U.S., British,

French and Russian prosecutors demanded death

for the 21 top Nazi war criminals on trial before the

International Military Tribunal, each .defendant

was given 20 minutes to make a final plea. One by

one they rose before a portable microphone. They

spoke, not so much to save their skins, as to vindi-

cate themselves in the eyes of the German people

whom they had led to ruin, and to justify Nazism in

the pages of future history books. Typical passages

from what they said appear beneath the pictures on

these pages of each Nazi leader as he made his plea.

Of the 21 defendants, only one—Hans Frank, the

ex-ruler of German-conquered Poland—admitted

his guilt and renounced Hitler and the Nazi creed.

The others on trial, led by Goring, whose weight

has tumbled from 264 pounds to a mere 187, sang

Nazism's swan song to the end. They were as blind-

ly nationalistic as ever. Hess, former deputy to

Hitler and once Nazi No. 3, put on another slyly

mad performance, although medical authorities who
examined him have adjudged him sane. He rambled

on incoherently about how "mad" Hitler looked and

how his British captors gave him "dreamy looks"

with "glassy eyes," until Goring tugged at his arm
and whispered, "Make it short." Then Ribbentrop,

ex-foreign minister now visibly aged and ashen-

white, tried to grab the microphone from Hess. At

this Hess sharply turned on Goring and cried,

"Don't interrupt." Finally the court silenced him.

For four hours the former masters of Hitler's

deadly world protested ignorance and innocence.

But they could not dent the case built up against

them over nine laborious months. In l,100hoursof
session, the longest trial in history, the prosecution

had introduced most of the 200 w itnesses, 300,000
documents (mostly from the Germans' secret files)

and 5,000,000 words of testimony to prove that the

Nazi leaders were guilty of waging an aggressor war
and perpetrating war crimes and crimes against

humanity. In a ringing summation Supreme Court
Justice Robert Jackson, the U. S. prosecutor, cried,

"If you were to say of these men that they are not

guilty, it would be as true to say that there has been
no war, there are no slain, there has been no crime."

HESS: "It was my pleasure that many
years of my life were spent working under

the greatest sun which my people produced

in 1,000 yearn. I do not regret anything ....

I should act once more in the way I did ...
."

RIBBENTROP: "The only thing of

which I consider myself guilty, before my
people but not this tribunal, is that my for-

eign political wish [the end of Versailles

treaty.—ED.] remained without success."

KEITEL: "I erred, and I was not in a po-

sition to prevent what should have been

prevented. That is my guilt. It is tragic

I did not see the limit which is set even

for a soldier's performance of his duty."

KALTENBRUNNER: "I should like to

ask that you do not connect the fate of

the living and dead of the SS with your just

curse toward Himmler. Just as I, they be-

lieved they were acting under the law."
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ROSENBERG: "National Socialism ere

atcd a comradeship of the entire nation

... It built homes for mothers; youth hos

tels; it acquainted millions with the trcas

ures ofart. My actions were never a crime.

FRANK: "God has passed sentence on
Hitler and against the system which we
served. ... A thousand years would not

suffice to erase the guilt brought upon our

people because of the actions of Hitler."

FRICK: "I have a clear conscience. . . .

No patriot of another country would act

differently were his country in the same po-

sition. ... I deserve no more penalty than

the tens of thousands of civil servants."

STREICHER: "If I, in some articles of my
paper, the Stiimier, mentioned the destruc-

tion or extermination of Jewry, then these

words were sharp utterances in reply to pro-

voking statements of Jewish authors. . .
."

FUNK: "Until this trial I did not know
. . . that among assets brought into the

Reichsbank were jewels . . . and gold teeth.

. . . How was I to suspect that the SS ac-

quired these through desecrating corpses?"

SCH ACHT: "My mistake was not realiz-

ing the extent of Adolf Hitler's criminal

nature at an early enough time. But not

with one illegal or immoral act did I ever

stain my hands. . . . My head is upright. . .

."

DOENITZ: "If. in spite of . . . all devo-

tion by the German people, no other out-

come has been achieved through the Fiih rer

principle than the present misfortune of

this people, then the principle is wrong."

RAEDER: "The German navy stands be-

fore the world w ith a flag which is unstained.

... I am Convinced that the admiralties of

the Allied powers understand me and know
they have not fought against a criminal."

VON SCHIRACH:"I testifyon behalf of

German youth, and with a clear conscience,

that it is innocent regarding the atroci-

ties of the Hitler regime unveiled in this

trial, that it never wanted this war. . . ,
n

SAUCKEL: 'The atrocities revealed in

this trial have shaken me in my deepest

soul. In reverence I bow before the vic-

tims—members of all nations—and before

the misery and sorrow of my people. . .
"

JODL: "I shall leave with my head held

as high as when I entered. In a war

harsh measures are no crime in moral-

ity or in conscience. . . . Duty to your

own country stands al>ovc every other."

VON PAPEN: "I did not push myself to

high office. I believed in the possibility of

steering National Socialism into respon-

sible channels. . . . Love for country is

the only factor decisive for all my actions."

SEYSS-I NQU ART: "To me (Hitler] re-

mains the man who made Greater Germany
a fact in German history. I served him and

remained loyal to him. I cannot cry 'Cruci-

fy him.' Yesterday I cried *Hosanna.
T "

SPEER: "A new large-scale war will end

with the destruction of human culture and

civilization. That is the reason this trial

must It a contribution for the prevention

of such scientific wars in the future. ..."

VON NEURATH:"Mylife was consecrat-

ed to truth and honor, to the maintenance

of peace and to attainment of understand*

ing among peoples, to humanity and to jus-

tice. I stand with a clear conscience. . .
."

FRITZSCHE: "I believed in Hitler ... in

official denials of foreign reports of German
atrocities I strengthened the trust of the

German people in the cleanliness of their

leaders. That is my guilt. No more, no less."
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THE CONTENDERS FOR MISS AMERICA LINE UP AT ATLANTIC CITY

NEW MISS AMERICA
Grieg and Puccini replace the musical saw at

Atlantic City, but bathing suits still prevail

Having carefully publicized itself this year as the most refined,

cultural and downright intellectual pageant ever held, the six-day-

long Atlantic City beauty contest onoe again ground to a smash-

ing close as the best leg show of the year. A nationwide and death-

less enthusiasm for well-shaped lower limbs had kept it going to

reach its 25th anniversary. (LIFE shows on pages 59 to 65 what

has happened over the years to previous winners.) Nevertheless,

this time change was in the brisk sea air. The offer of 825,000 in

scholarships brought forth belter-educated contestants, many of

them coeds. Their exhibitions of "talent" ran to dramatic read-

ings, oil paintings, renditions of popular songs and also of good

music by such composers as Puccini and Grieg. One girl gave a

talk on education. Traditionalists were reassured, however, when
Marilyn Buferd, Miss California, won the Miss America title af-

ter performing with scarcely startling ability a reading from Ac-

cent on Youth. It was hardly the best show of talent, but stately

Miss California bad won a bathing-suit preliminary hands down.

MISS AMERICA 1946 is brown-haired Marilyn Buferd, who was Miss California. She is 21,

5 feet. 8 inches tall, weighs 123 pounds. She plans to use her $5,000 scholarship to study drama.

JUDGES with pseudo dignity count votes. Touches like these are cal-

culated lo lend sol>er, parliamentary lone to what is really a fine leg show.
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SWIMMERS

In widely separated parts of the world last fortnight people

were marinating themselves in grease and diving off the

nearest dock for a long swim. Distance swimming, fore-

gone during the war hy practically everyone except the

crews of Japanese warships, was regaining its rightful place

among man's peacetime activities. Like their predecessors,

most of the new crop of swimmers appeared to have little

to gain from swimming routes regularly and far more com-
fortably traveled by passenger boats, aside from the fleet-

ing fame of one day's headlines. Yet to win that a blind

Hawaiian immersed himself for 23 hours in the Pacific.

Chilean Jorge Berroeta battled an English Channel current

for 20 hours before the inexorable tide forced him to give

up only half a mile from the Kent shore. George Burg-

muller did better. By swimming 12 miles through New
York Bay's grapefruit-garlanded waters Burgmuller won a

$2,000 bet for a friend, was promised half the winnings.

AT NEW YORK George Burgmuller (right) coats body with grease before plunging in to

swim from Battery to Coney Island. A friend, Lou Reing, accompanied him part of way.

AT DOVER exhausted Jorge Berroeta huddles in a
blanket after failing to swim the English Channel.

AT POINT FIRMIN, Calif., King Nawahi, 18 and blind, who swam to mainland from Cat-

alina Island, is helped ashore by life guards who directed and swam « ith him. by turns.
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It's from a girl

no one you know/7

GARD: I'm not finished, honey. 1 quote:

". . . and when you told me it was San-
forizcd-lubclud to hold Hnrinkngu to 1

'

, .
I

could have kissed you ..."

JEANNE: WELL! I guess there'll have

to be a change around here. You can . .

.

GARD: Please, dear, wait till I finish:

. . could have kissed you for findingme

JEANNE: Well — I like that! Why is she

writing you and what is she saying?

GARD: She says, in part: "The moment
you came in the office with that wonder-

ful Arrow Collar, I fell . .
."

JEANNE: She did, did she? And what

else?

GARD: Oh, she says: "I never saw a shirt

that fitted so perfectly ..." That's the

Arrow Mitoga figure-cut she's talking

about, dear.

JEANNE: Yes— I'll bet! Now you look

here, Card Layng! I'll...

a real Arrow Shirt for my husband who's

just out of the Army, Mr. Layng. I know
how scarce they are. Sincerely yours,

Mary."

JEANNE: Oh . . . Gard . . . darling! You're

a dear and I'm a dope!

ARROW SHIRTS
Made by Clued, Peabody & Co., Inc.

PRINCE'S LAST CASTLE
From Germany came word last week that the late Kaiser's son,

Crown Prince Wilhelm, like many a commoner these days, is look-

ing for a place to live. The Russians, busy with a program of land

reform in eastern Germany, have taken away all the Hohenzol-

lem estates they could get hold of, leaving him only a drafly,

80-room castle near Hechingen in the French occupation zone.

The crown prince finds it "impractical" to live in, wants a farm

where he can settle down in less ostentation but more comfort.

PRINCE WILHELM RELAXES WITH DOG AT HIS "IMPRACTICAL" HOME

ISOLATED CASTLE IS ALL THAT REMAINS OF THE PRINCE'S ESTATES
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Yes—more and more and

more of the records you rank

tops in popularity are being

made by Frank Sinatra and

these other exclusive Columbia artists...

llarrv James . . Benny Goodman

Dinah Shore . . Frankie Carle . . Xavier

Cugat . . Claude Thornhill . . Gene Krupa

Les Brown . . Elliot Lawrence . . Ray Noble

. .Tommy Tucker

\\ hy do the?e top artists record exclusively on

Columbia Records? Simply because Columbia's

amazingly lifelike laminated process reproduces them at their

best . . . the way you like 'em best! Better get

Frank Sinatra's new Columbia album today . . .

you'll say it's terrific too!

M Co"" 1"1" O,o9">
m "

Tmdt Marka'Trtfumbia," find &l' Reg. V, S. Pat. Off. Columbia Recording Corporation Q t . A mbsidiary of Columbia Ifroadcasting System, Inc,
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ATTHESE LOW RATES
Yea Can Really Afford

te Carry Ample Life

Insurance Protection

, Here is a long-term policy

hr t«"

.92

AT AGE 35, a $10,000 policy

2\ costs you only $13.20
per month and will, should

you die during the expect-

ancy period, pay your bene-
ficiary $10,000 or an income
for life. This low-cost policy

cannot be issued in amounts
less than $2,500. Write now
for complete details. Use
coupon below.

Morr than two billion doltart

THE LINCOLN NATIONAL

LIFE INSURANCE CO.
FORT WAYNE 1, INDIANA

ITS NAME INDICATES ITS CHARACTER

MAIL THIS
THE LINCOLN NATIONAL LIFE INSURANCE CO.
Dept. L-e*. Port Warn* I. Indiana

Pteaae mimI me full details about jour Low Coat
Plan, which provide* ample protection at low cost.

JOY RIDER'S GRIEF

On the night of Aug. 31 an Army private named James Claire,

on a weekend pass from Fort Belvoir, got drunk in Washington,

found an unlocked automobile and went off on a joy ride. As

he sped through the streets, a motorcycle policeman got on his

trail. The chase ended at a busy intersection w here Claire, swerv-

ing to avoid other automobiles, went over the curb and killed Pa-

trolman Donald Downs, who was directing traffic. Hauled into

court, Claire collapsed and hid his head beneath his field jacket.

But his shame was small comfort to young Mrs. Downs and

her four small children, who were left with no resources except

their small house, $25 in savings and a police widow's pension.

JAMES CLAIRE. DEATH-CAR DRIVER, HIDES HIS HEAD IN SHAME

'"Nother thing, Mommy,

it's Nazareth

undies I want!"

Whether you have babies

or big boys and girls, you're

SURE of sturdy, comfortable

underwear when you buy

Nazareth by name I So, ask

for it and really save money

!

FROM HI-CHAIR TO HI-SCHOOL

MRS. DOWNS COMFORTS CHILDREN SHE MUST NOW REAR ALONE

'w'* *ovr fhw,no« r°»*

the point of 0 tfilepoint

Pencil. Note that bod it firm

and rigid. An excluiive

lea lure of precision-mode

fiifepoinr— o special rifled

writing rip—hold* lead tight-

ly and prevents t

Smartly ityted, In Ebony

Block, Dubonnet, or Cardi-

nal Red,

§" —with Gvorantcr Service

I Certificate and 01

H year** supply ol lead. Al

_U better Harps everywhere.
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OI946 Firestone Tire & Rubber Co.

There's a special magic in this amazing material that

keeps it new and beautiful that makes it wear and

wear!

You're looking at a triumph of Firestone research

. . . the miracle of a thousand forms and uses. Here it

is leGthef-Uke, in natural-looking grains and finishes

to outrival even nature herself.

Imagine! Leather-like Velon shoes need no pol-

ishes—can't scuff, crack or peel. Velon handbags are

fade-proof, water-proof—and wipe clean with a damp

cloth—Velon luggage takes abuse.

You'll see other miracles in Velon. Woven Velon

fabric is soil-proof, practically wear-proof—you can

upholster with it in colors you never dreamed prac-

tical. Velon screens—tinted to blend subtly with home

design—can't rust or stain. Neither puppy's paws nor

junior's ball can dent or break them. And look to col-

orful Velon films for rain-wear, shower curtains, pro-

tective packaging. They shed water like a duck-

never turn "tacky" or brittle.

Youll see this versatile material in the nation's

show-windows. Ask for Velon handbags and shoes at

better stores everywhere.

LISTEN TO THE VOICE OF FIRESTONE MONDAY EVENINGS OVER NBC •TRADE MAR

I
VELON FABRIC

VELON FILM

mi in ig
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'Tkt*$kmg Wheal," by Ihvmoi Hart Beaton, one of America's fading lontempoiaty patntety and annalists. 7 An {minting, jtom the

oj the Sheldon Su-ope Art Gallery, is one oj a famous seties on American crops by this &ijted Middle Western artist.

Alettwn

and its Maxwell House wherever you go

rpMIK GREAT golden wheatlands . . .

A rippling in die breeze . . . ripe for tlic

harvest. Bountiful, beautiful— a vital part

ol i lie American Scene.

Like these fertile, friendly fields,

Maxwell House Coffee, too, is part ol (lie

American scene. Famous lor generations,

tins delicious extra-flavor coffee lias won

millions of friends. Today, in this nation

ol coffee lovers, it is enjoyed by more

people than any other brand of colFee!

To give Maxwell House that appetiz-

ing extra flavor, choice Latin-American

coffees aie blended lor Mellowness— rigor

— richness—full body. Then "Radiant

Roasting'' develops the /;<// llavor good-

ness. That's why all over this land of ours

it's Maxwell House wherever you go!

Bark Aptin! Ceprj^e Bnrm C* (Want Allen in Maxwell

Home tvjjie 'lime. Tune in—AM: 'Ihnmlay nie,lit.

it TO THE IiAST DROp...o^
,

©«0,>W "°* ® bought and tnjof

hu more people than ana other A, j rD* J r drandofcoffee in AmericaA Product of Genet ttl Foods
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ARMY COACH EARL BLAIK (LEFT) AND HALFBACK McWI LLIAMS POSE FOR PHOTOGRAPHERS THREE DAYS BEFORE ANNOUNCEMENT OF McWILLIAMS' RESIGNATION

ARMY FOOTBALL
West Point gets into an argument

and loses one of its star backs

Last week, as his players slarleil training at West
Point, N.Y., the Army foothall eoaeh. Karl Hlaik.

looked around happily at hi- I'Ho stpiad. Bark

again were Klanchard and Davis (60s corer and
next page), Tucker and Mc\\ illianis. his famous
uiidelraled hacklicld. Bl.iik was i>pcciall\ happy

ahout having Thomas ("Shorty") Me \\ illianis.

McWilliams had hecome a foothall cause cclcbrc.

According to Allyn McKeen, coach of Mississippi

Stale College, he was a prisoner of the academy,

unahle toresign even though he had triedtoquitand

go hack tit Mississippi State where he had played

in 1944 anil where foothall stars are paid tuition

and expenses. Mi-Keen's charges sel ofl* Major Gen-

eral Maxwell Taylor, academy superintendent. In

stern condemnation lie accused colleges of huyiug

players, said thai Mc\\ illianis had rejected "lucra-

tive offers" to play elsewhere. But a few days

later West Point or Mc\\ illianis changed their

minds. The academy anon need he was resigning.

CONTINUED ON NEXT PACE 51



Army Football CONTINUED

Why be miserable?

Why not discover

comfort-in-action ?
HELEN:

DANCING IS NO PUN FOR ME
THIS TIME OF THE MONTH. I WISH
I WERE HOME !

JANET:
why don't YOU TRY MOOESS,
HELEN ! ITS SO SOFT...

SPECIALLY MADE TO GIVE YOU
COMFORT-IN-ACTION. SO
SAFE AND DAINTY, TOO.

Until you try It, you simply can't imag-

ine the comfort-in-action— the dancing,

walking, sitting comfort that you can

enjoy with Modess.

So «of»! So downy! So gentle! Modess

slays soft—no matter how active you

arc! It's this special lasting softness that

makes such a world of difference.

Modess doai wondsrs for your poise

and confidence, too! Its triple safety

shield guards you every minute against

accidents. No telltale outlines to worry

you ! Modess is silhouette-proof.

And Modess' triple-proved deodorant

helps keep you dainty as a rosebud-

sure of your charm.

You'll appreciate all these extras when

you try America's luxury sanitary nap-

kin! Get Modess today!

PHOTOGRAPHERS PUT BLANCHARD (LEFT) AND DAVIS THROUGH PACES

IT STILL HAS BLANCHARD AND DAVIS

Even though Shorty McWilliams has left, Coach Earl Blaik has reason

to be happy. He still has Felix Blanchard and Glenn Davis, the two

best backs in U.S., the driving force behind last year's Army team.

They are starting their final year of Army football. Last week, in rebut-

tal to the charge that Army forced star athletes to stay at West Point,

General Taylor pointed out that both Blanchard and Davis are being

allowed to complete their course in three instead of fout years, "could

~,«it- 1
.-e been retained another year by some administrative device."

PICTURE SHOWS what photographers (above) got. Here Glenn Davis (fc/t)

and Doc Blanchard put on razzle-dazzle straight-arm run, each carrying a ball.

CONTINUED ON P«GE 54
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PERRY

COMO
Star of NBC's

Famous "Supper Club

falsi™

LUhats cookin' ft
uour house?'

queries PERRY
"Whatever's on your dinner

menu, I bet it isn't grass soup,

raw tree bark, or bread that's

made with sawdust. That's what

plenty of our friends around the

world have been forced to call food these past few years.

"Lucky us! We don't have to starve ourselves to send food

a-plenty to Europe and Asia. We can eat a little less, and enjoy

it all the mure, knowing that our small 'sacrifice' has been the

bread of life itself for some fellow human being."

Perry Como's message is one of

a series presented by Fleer's in the

interest of betler understanding

among families, friends and nations.

Fleer's is more and more the

favorite gum of young Ameri-

cans. Try it and you'll see why
there's a trend to candy coated

gum. Such refreshing fresh-

ness. Delicious peppermint fla-

vor. A whole dozen snowy white

fleerlets in each package. En-

joy a box of Fleer's today!

Candy Coated— Chewing gum in ife nicest form

Army Football

; Bf

VARSITY SQUAD thunders out onto field at West Point. Missing from last

year's lineupareGuard John Green and Tackle Albert Nemetz, who graduated,

and All-American Tackle DeWitt Coulter, dismissed for deficiency in studies.

NOTRE DAME
.vl "A. J •

VETERAN BACKFI ELDERS Sitko, Lujack, Livingstone and Mello warm
up. Badly beaten by Army in last two years, Notre Dame now has accumulat-

ed an enormous squad, promises to be close rival to Army as year's best team.

NAVY

BEACH DRI LL at Martha's Vineyard, Mass. opens practice season for Navy
squad. Unlike Army, Navy has lost heavily. Eight good football players have

resigned, among them Bob Kelly, who has returned to play for Notre Dame.
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The Golden Look is the look you'll want

this autumn. It's a completely new

trend in make-up. DuBarry makes it your

own exciting triumph with these shades

in DuBarry Face Powder and Lipstick.

For it, your skin is all creamy, glowing

gold. Your lips a softer, lighter red.

The whole effect has the same lucent

goldness so disturbingly beautiful

in the great Renaissance portraits.

Try it against the quietly intense

colors you'll be wearing this

autumn... colors like these from

Adele Simpson's new collection.

See how much the golden dream

girl it will make you look!
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RAVEL PLEASURE, RIDE ON CARS

BUILT BY PU I IIIX SilXDll

Railways are scenic eve-lfivl ways— comfortable, dependable, safe; un-

bampered by weather or traflic congestion— the most popular of all

travel ways.

To bring you everything that makes a trip worthwhile, the great rail-

ways of America arc adding whole fleets of the very finest in new cars

from the shops of Pullman-Standard.

You'll find salon smartness when you go by train, and sleeping com-

fort to match . . . privacy, or social get-together . . . night club gayety,

or an easy chair with a book . . . meals to your taste . . . loads of room

to move about from one fascinating car to another . . . while the pass-

ing parade of America flashes by at eye level.

PULLMAN-StaKDARD has led in creating the cars of today . . . Fihst in

presenting new car designs . . . Fihst to build and deliver these cars . . .

First in volume production. Pullman-Standard is Sleeping Car Head-

quarters and the leader in all types of railway car building.

Assure yourself of the safest and finest accommodations on the world's

best railroads. Look for the Pullman-Standard namcplate on each car.

PII -§TANDtKI)&
CHICAGO • ILLINOIS Offices in six cities from coast to coast . . . Manufacturing plants at six strategic points

^^fo^tf &zye<*£ /cu&evA yf/x&de&c j&e&fe&ce^/eacfaaaScaita- <S> IH4,
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MARGARET GORMAN of Washington, the first winner,

was also the smallest. She stood only five feet, one inch. Stu-

diopicture (at right), taken in 19-14, shows that time has heen

extremely kind. Miss Gorman has been married for years to

Victor Cahill, a' well-to-do Washington, D.C. real-estate

operator, who, she'says, "is violently opposed to publicity."

25 YEARS OF MISS AMERICA
Atlantic City's beauties have married happily and kept their good looks but never set the world on fire

Like the occasional tin lizzie on the highways, the noisy, leggy Miss America

Beauty Pageant at Atlantic City is an annual reassurance to Americans that

the happy, harum-scarum spirit of the 1920s is not yet completely dead. This

year, in fact, the pageant celebrated its 25th anniversary and on these pages

LIFE shows what happened to all the winners. Since the contest was not held

for six years and since one girl won twice, there are 18 of them. All are alive

and well but not one has achieved the fame she expected. Fame, however,

did embrace some also-rans: Joan Blondell, who had been Miss Dallas of 1927,

and Charlotte Nash, a Miss St. Louis who fatally shot her wealthy husband.

On the personal side the Miss Americas have done much better. Twelve

have married and have bad a total of 12 children. Three were divorced, once

apiece (which is far below the U.S. average) , and remarried more successfully.

The contest originated in 1921 as a scheme for extending the Atlantic City

season beyond its normal Labor Day closing. It quickly degenerated into a

coarse flesh show, and a combination of debt and pressure from women's
clubs shut it down after 1927. Revived briefly in 1933, it went bankrupt again.

Finally, in 1935, a group of local businessmen reorganized it completely.

In a not entirely successful attempt to give the present contest an aura of

good taste, a certain spurious culture has been spread over it, like jam. The
girls are now required to exhibit "talent." Beginning last year, too, §5,000 schol-

arships have been awarded to the winners.

Had these advantages been available before, the stories of some of the win-

ners might have been different, for example, that of Venus Ramcy, Miss 1944,

whose unhappy experiences after winning the title are related on pages 64-65.

MARY KATHERINE CAMPBELL of Columbus, Ohio the only two-time win-

ner, went on the stage and in 1933 married F. S. Townley Jr., now with DuPont

in New York. Long out of the public eye, Mrs. Townley was sought vainly for

weeks by LIFE, was unearthed by a front-page story in the Newark Star-Ledger.

RUTH MALCOLMSON of Philadelphia, now Mrs. Carl A. Schaubel of Upper

Darby, Pa., won at 18. She has a son, 14, but retains her excellent figure (right).

Offered a job by the late Florenz Ziegfeld, she watched one rehearsal, prudenUy de-

cided against a stage career. Her husband was a lieutenant colonel with SHAEF.

CONTINUED ON NEXT PACE 59
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Miss America CONTINUED

FAY LAMPHIER of Oakland made a stage tour, married one man briefly, then 15 NORMA SMALLWOOO of Tulsa. Okla. has broadened only slightly (right) in the

years ago married her childhood sweetheart, W. J. Daniels, now a bookstore owner in 20 wars .-imc she wowed the judges iti one of the contest's first form-fitting suits.

Oakland. They have two children, raise Doherman pinschers. Today Mrs. Daniels That year the long stockings disappeared for good. Divorced once. Miss Smallwood

(right) says she is "fat and 40," but her waist has increased only two inches since 1925. is nou married to George Mruce. a wealthy Wichita, Kan. oilman, has two children.

HENRIETTA LEAVER of Pittsburgh was 17 when she won the contest, now re- ROSE VERONICA COYLE of Philadelphia, who made the most money (817,500)

vived a second time. Her attire displayed democracy's secret love of royal trappings. out of being Miss America, is now (right) retired and the wife of Leonard S. Schlesing-

Divorced once, she is now Mrs. Fred J. Nesser (right), of Dearborn, Mich., has two ehil- cr, president of the Warner Brothers Service Corporation, New York. The Iri-h

drcn. Only one of her measurements has changed in 11 years: she is VA inches taller. beauty toured eastern theaters at 8500 a week, appeared w ith Abbott and CosteDo.

PATRICIA MARY DONNELLY of Detroit sang at the Stork Club, after winning FRANCES MARIE BURKE of Philadelphia last year married her long-time beau,

her title, appeared in two Broadway shows, Priorities and The Lady Comes Across, has Larry Kenncy, son of a local funeral-supplies manufacturer, and is now learning to

been a movie starlet. Currently she is modclingatSchlank'sdress shop (right) in Bever- cook (right). The 1940 contest demanded that girls display "talent," so Frances

ly Hills, across the street from Romanoff's restaurant, is still single, diffident, quiet. learned a song during contest week. She has been a successful model for five \i-ars.
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LOIS DELANDER of Juliet, III., a patriotically attired 16-year-old when she won, MARION BERGERON, the blonde "baby vamp" daughter of a West Haven, Conn,
now (right) has three daughters, weighs four pounds less than in 1927. Her hus- policeman, won the revived contest at 16 in 1933 and remained active in pcrsonal-ap-

band, Ralph Long, has a brokerage job in Chicago. She works part time at night in pearance tours foreight years. Now Mrs. D. E. Rhulman, she keeps house (right) in May-

an Evanston bank. After 1927 debt and criticism by women's clubs closed the contest. ton, Ohio, has two children. After revival, the pageant went right back into bankruptcy.

ELIZABETH F. COOPER of Bertnnd Island, N.J., then 17, threw officials into MARILYN MESEKE, after two or three years of exploiting the steadily dwindling

confusion by going right back to school after the contest. Sorry today that the w hole fame of an ex-Miss America, opened a dancing school in her native Marion, Ohio. She
thing ever happened. Miss Cooper, still single and as attractive as ever, refuses closed it in 1943 to marry Stanley V. Hume, an Air Forces lieutenant colonel whom
to be photographed, prefers to remain the blank spot (right) in Atlantic City history. she first met by mail. He is now an airline pilot and she keeps house (right) in Miami.

ROSEMARY LAPLANCHE of Los Angeles after winning was soon being made up JO-CARROLL DENNISON of Tyler, Texas went on from Atlantic City to USO
for minor movie roles (right), was cast as monster bait in pictures like Stranglcr shows, then was signed to a movie contract. After several small parts she was dropped

of the Swamp, Devil Bat's Daughter. The movies can remake even a Miss America. and moved to Monogram to make "B" pictures. Last year she married burlesque and

In 1941 her bust was 34, hips 36 inches; the measurements are now exactly reversed. movie Comedian Phil Silvers (right). As Mrs. Silvers she plans to stick to housework.

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE 61



It's time to check signals on the right motor oil for your

car—to sound your "Z" for Pennzoil and the smooth per-

formance you like ! For Pennzoil keeps your engine safe and

clean by resisting sludge and other harmful deposits . . . gives

you a lift in starting . . . lasts longer, too ! So, be sure you . .

.

Pf»«;Oll- CIKS ALL ENGINES AN EXTRA MARGIN OF SAFETY

Miss America CONTINUED

JEAN BARTEL was born Jean Bartelmeh, of German-American descent,

in Los Angeles, still lives there with her familv. She toured department

stores as Miss America, made a successful singing tour of South America,

has a burning ambition to get a par t in a good Broadway musical comedy.

VENUS RAMEY of Ashland, Ky. was the winner with the perfect first

name. She actually stood three inches taller (5 feet, 7 inches) than the Ve-

nus de Milo, had a waist an inch thinner (25 inches), a bust half an inch

larger (37! i). For Venus Ramcy's unhappy postcontest career, see page 61.

BESS MYERSON of the Bronx was the first Miss America from New
York, the tallest, 5 feet, 10 Inches, the first of the Jewish faith and the

most able. By giving piano lessons she worked her way to a music degree

from Hunter College, gave a 'Tops Concert*
1 piano recital at Carnegie Hall.
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No wonder the F RIGID Al RE REFRIGERATOR is America's

favorite! Only Frigidaire offers the current-saving Meter-Miser,

simplest cold-producing mechanism ever built. Super-Freezer Chest

for modern frozen food storage. Cold-Wall refrigeration that protects

vitamins, guards against wilting and drying. Behind every Frigid-

aire feature stands Frigidaire's proved dependability — a record

for lasting satisfaction established in millions of American kitchens!

Yes, they're a//

. . . mac/e by fAe makers of
/\mer/ca& -fatrorf+e refrigerator f

This new FRIGIDAIRE HOME FREEZER means "fresh"

fruits and berries in midwinter; safe frozen storage for

meats; vegetables retaining color, flavor, vitamins for

months; pastries, special dishes prepared far ahead.

Exciting to think about? Give very serious thought to

this: Frigidaire has almost a quarter-century of "know-

how" in building over one-third million low-temperature

cabinets. So buy a Frigidaire Home Freezer and be sure

of dependable, economical frozen food storage.

It's a FRIGIDAIRE ELECTRIC RANGE, with really important fea-

tures—and lots of them! Fast -heating Radiantube units for modern,

clean, smudge-free cooking; BIG oven; waist-high broiler; thrifty

Thermizer Cooker for one-unit preparation of entire meals. Auto-

matic devices for "remote-control" cooking; lighted signals. Flush-

to-wall cabinet; heavy insulation; porcelain luiish inside and out.

True Frigidaire value, too: low first cost and low operating cost.

With a FRIGIDAIRE ELECTRIC WATER HEATER, hot

water's always on tap— instantly. It's economical, too; heat-

ing elements are in direct contact with water; bailies keep

cold water apart from hot. Round, streamlined models, or

table-top cabinet to go with the Frigidaire Electric Range.

See j&e fai/orrfe...See fr/qtWa/rie

Over 7nti///on "8u//f anetSo/ef

See your Frigidaire Dealer for proof that every one of

these Frigidaire appliances meets the same high standards

that make the Frigidaire Refrigerator...Americans favorite!

Find his name in Classified Telephone Directory. Or write

Frigidaire, 752 Amelia St, Dayton 1, Ohio. In Canada,

280 Commercial Rd., Leaside 12, Ontario.

FRIGIDAIRE
made only by

GENERAL MOTORS
REFRIGERATORS • RANGES

WATER HEATERS • HOME FREEZERS
KITCHEN CABINETS
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Miss America CONTINUED

/ Yfw&snS... ROMANTIC MEAL

WITH VALLI ANT CALIFORNIA BURGUNDY

Dinner takes on a honeymoon atmos-

phere when famousValliant Burgundy

casts its spell over the meal.

You'll love Valliant Burgundy for

its fine bouquet ... for its smooth,

well-rounded flavor that blends so

perfectly with main course dishes . .

.

for the way it adds new interest and

color to the simplest foods. It is
1

Burgundy with an authentic Euro-

pean ancestry— bottled by the winery

in California to protect its choice

quality. Enjoy Valliant Burgundy

every night— at home or at your fa-

vorite restaurant. It's good taste

with any food.

OTHER VALLIANT CALIFORNIA WINES

Valliant appetizer and dessert wines:

Sherry, Port, Muscatel.

Valliant table wines: Burgundy, Cabernet,

Sauternes, Riesling

W. A. TAYLOR & COMPANY, N. Y. C.

SOLE DISTRIBUTORS FOR U. S. A.

MISS AMERICA

DISENCHANTED
After long run-around Venus Ramey, Miss 1944,

finds that the gilt is rubbing off her crown

by OLIVER JENSEN

Life looked good to 19-year-old Venus Ramey on Sept. 10, 1944— bet-

ter, in fact, than it ever has since. That evening the week-long Atlantic

City beauty contest had ended and the judges had selected Venus as

Miss America 1944. According to the publicity that meant, of course,

that she was the fairest of all America's 50,000,000 women and Venus,

with innocent sincerity, believed it. Fame had arrived and wealth, no
doubt, could not be far behind. It had, she felt, been well worth posing

for the leggy pictures, leading the tawdry parades, presiding at the

noisy chicken-croquette banquets. It had also been worth every single

one of the 16 minor flesh shows she had entered since she was first

Miss Northern Kentucky at 14.

Her head still whirling, Venus shut the door on the last leering in-

terviewer. She smoothed the dress which hung over America's most

beautiful bosom (37J<> inches in circumference, largest in the pag-

eant's history) and swathed the model thighs (a neat 19' 6). There was

no girdle to tug over the 25-inch waist and 36-inch hips. They required

no artifice. It had helped to be natural, just as it had helped to be am-

bitious, serious and, to put it bluntly, pure. The purity had been in-

stilled by her mother back in Cincinnati and Venus reflected happily

that she would be very proud of her now. So would her father.

Though the Rameys were divorced when Venus was 8, both had en-

couraged her beauty aspirations.

Victory had been so fast and unexpected. She hadn't been in a con-

test for more than a year. She had been working as a secretary in Wash-
ington, D.C. and, for a few weeks, as a model in New York. One week-

end in Washington, by sheer accident, friends talked her into entering

a local contest. There had only been one day to get ready. Officials

shoved a contract at her—a mere formality. In the unlikely event that

she won Miss Washington and Miss America, it read, she would be

under the exclusive management of the Atlantic City Pageant for one

year. Because Venus was a minor, the contract required the signature

of her mother as legal guardian. Since there obviously wasn't time to

get a letter to Cincinnati and back, Venus wrote Mrs. Ramey 's name in

for her. She knew she wouldn't mind. She had long forgotten all about

that little oversight, in fact, until after she had won the national title.

Now it gave her conscience a twinge.

Sunday morning, the day after her victory, Venus managed to get

the officials aside and bring up the little matter of the signature. Hon-

estly, it was silly of them to take it so hard. Everyone grew very cold.

Next morning she was whisked off to New York City in company
with a woman washability expert, a woman press agent and a man
named Burt. Burt represented Lux Flakes, Butterick Patterns and Tussy

cosmetics. It seemed that these products were now to use Miss

America's services, by contract with Atlantic City. Burt told Venus
they would spend two weeks in New York getting clothes together, then

start touring big department stores. She would show off a wartime

"conservation" wardrobe that was "Luxable" while the wash-

ability expert would deliver a little spiel. On the side, Venus would

sell some war bonds in each city they visited. It sounded okay except

for the mere 82,500 which she was to get for this three-and-a-half-

month job.

The meagerness of this dowry was still worrying Venus consider-

ably when Burt ushered her into The Waldorf-Astoria. The room was

disappointingly small. Somehow she had rather expected a suite. Soon,

indeed, Venus began to feel suspiciously like a prisoner. She was told

what to do and when. For two days there were no telephone calls, not

even congratulations from her family. That seemed incredible, so she

went to the hotel desk and learned that Burt was taking all calls. Burt

was, of course, frantically trying to keep other bidders off the scent.

His contract with Atlantic City was only as good as Atlantic City's

with Venus. And that was no good at all.

Venus told the hotel she wanted to receive her own calls from now
on. One of the first came from her friend Jean Bartel, Miss Americr

and Son Vineyards

Under Vine Since 1849
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1943, who asked to stay with Venus. That night the girls looked over

the growing "conservation" wardrobe and Venus concluded that she

"wouldn't wear it to a dogfight." She was now completely disillu-

sioned.

Next day, as he heard Venus' phone jingling merrily, Burt walked

in with an injured expression. If Venus was unhappy, he said, she

ought to tell him. He was sorry she didn't trust him any more. Yes,

indeed, very sorry. Venus looked at him stolidly.

"I don't want to go on the trip," she said.

So she wasn't going to help sell war bonds. So she was going to let

down our boys over there. Had she thought about that? Venus guessed

she couldn't let the boys down. Burt smiled benignly. Venus was

being a good kid. he said. And just to show that everything was going

to be all right, he said he would bring Mrs. Ramey to New York.

There wouldn't be any trouble about the forged signature either if

Mrs. Ramey would just sign that old contract.

"But that night I came back from shopping and found that Burt

had thrown Jean Bartel out of my room and told her not to come
back. I blew up," says Venus. "I figured that if they could treat Miss

1943 like that they could do it to Miss 1944, too."

Mrs. Ramey arrived Saturday and instead of signing gave Burt a

piece of her mind. Next week the pageant and the advertisers com-

bined to make Venus a new offer: $10,000. But there was a string to it,

Venus says. Burt told her she would get the money "after the trip if

you're a good girl."

"I didn't know what that meant," said Venus. She turned the offer

down and moved to the Belmont Plaza. As the dispute was finally set-

tled, Venus got out of the trip but savs she did endorse Lux Flakes for

$750.

"The act was just pitiful"

It was now a month since she had won her Miss America crown.

Only three months remained of 1944, Venus' year of supposed fame.

Hurriedly she took the first likely offer and made a round of "personal

appearances" in vaudeville theaters. She sold so many war bonds

that the Treasury Department awarded her a citation, but histrionically

she was not so good.

"The act was just pitiful," says Venus with a frankness rare in

theatrical circles. "It stank. I got bad reports in every theater I went
to. I sang something called Take It Easy in English and Spanish.

Then I did a tango and a rumba, all by myself. Boy, I was terrible.'''

On New Year's Day, 1945, her agent informed Venus that there

was a tremendous lack of demand for the services of Miss America

1944. 'There's a new one every year, baby," the man said, drumming
on the desk and looking out the window.

Turning to the smaller agents, Venus found that their propositions

tended more to the personal than the professional. Heading out on
her own, she got a 20th Century-Fox screen test in the east, spending

several months first taking acting lessons at her own expense. "You
know how it is, though. They sent it to Hollywood and put it in the

files, period. If they ever need a redhead with a 37] i-inch bust they'll

call me."

Taking inventory of the great experience at the end of her year's

reign, Venus decided that being Miss America is something consid-

erably less than a sensation. No one ever recognized her on the street,

her test of a true celebrity. Though financially she fared second best,

she believes, of all Miss Americas, she took in only $8,500, including

$3,250" for endorsing Lux Flakes. Catalina Swim Suits, Everglaze

materials. Physically she lost weight. Mentally she also felt lost.

Two years later Venus is still lost. She has not yet taken refuge in

matrimony because you don't seem to meet the husbandly type

knocking around in beauty-contest circles. Meanwhile she supports

herself by modeling and by singing in small nightclubs outside New
York. Convinced that her singing and dancing are only mediocre and
that beauty is ephemeral, Venus has chosen the dreadfully inappro-

priate career of a comedienne on the theory that it offers lifetime se-

curity. It seems unlikely that she will find it with the song ("sugges-

tive but not risque," she calls it) which she now employs:

For tke benefit of those who never knew
Vm a Miss America! Hotr do you do!

I u on a pri^ in '44 and of course all this is through with;

And I have a great big silver laving cup! that I don't know
what to do with (Don I tell me)

Vm Miss America ... so what?

They had me posing like I wouldn't

And they photographed me where they sliouldn't.

But it's nice to be Miss America, it makes life so tres gaU
Note if I could only find a way to eat three times a day*

"© IMS. 6UD BURT SON

STEPPING OUT WITH A

for looks
0 Ladies and gentlemen, meet

the champ! New NEOLITE Heels

— the best-looking, best-wearing

heels ever made!

They're built of the same

miracle material as NEOLITE

Soles. They bring a wonderful

buoyancy and comfort to your

every step. They won't skid on

slippery surfaces— won't

mark floors. And their

streamlined styling makes them

look as good as they feel . . .

helps your shoes stay new and

trim a whole lot longer!

Expensive? More than any

other heels in the world. But

worth it, to those who buy on

quality. If you, too, like the

lift only better things can give,

you'll start stepping out

on NEOLITE Heels today.

AT BETTER SHOE SERVICE SHOPS NOW—
FOR MEN, WOMEN AND CHILDREN

NEOLITE HEELS
MORE PER PAIR — LESS PER STEP
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STUDEBAKER
ITS ASSEMBLY LINE IS FIRST TO PRODUCE A POSTWAR AUTO
In the next 12 months the Studebaker Corpora-

tion of South Bend, Ind. will buy 420,000 tons

of steel, chromium, rubber and other materials

to weld, stamp and assemble into 250,000 slick

new cars. Although it will make only a tenth as

many cars as General Motors every one will be a

minor Studebaker triumph, for this spry, indepen-

dent company is the first to produce a 1947 model,

making it hands-down winner in the rough-and-

tumble race togetareal postwar caron the market.

On this and the following nine pages LIFE sets

forth, in terms of Studebaker, the epitome of U.S.

industrial accomplishment: the careful work of

designing automobile bodies and building jigs, the

swift, facile assembly of hundreds of tiny engine

parts, the noisy slam-bang job of getting cars

through the final assembly line. In all this Stude-

baker, like the other automobile companies, has

been harassed by the fits and starts of materials

supply but it has had the great advantage of glass-

smooth labor relations in its own plant. The com-

pany, begun in 1852 as a wagon works, was In

1890 the largest wagon factory in the world. It-

low point came in 1933 when its boom-era Gnanc-

ing blew up and its president shot himself. Stu-

debaker has weathered the murky aftermaths of

three U.S. wars, emerging each time larger ami

stronger than before. Now, by, beating everyone

to the punch with the brand-new car it is on the

way to making the biggest splash of its long historv

.

17. GAS & WATER 16. WHEELS ATTACHED IS. FLOOR MAT PUT IN 14. BATTERY INSTALLED 13. FRONT FENDERS ATTACHED 12. BODY DROP

18. CUSHIONS 19. TUNE UP 20. POLISHING 21. FINAL INSPECTION 22. ADJUSTMENT 23. TOUCH-UP

STUDEBAKER FLOW-CHART diagrams operations of factory. Engine manufacture

(top left) starts with pouring of sand into mold for cylinder block. Block then moves

past drilling and milling machines, receives multitude of engine parts ami finally meets

frame. Meanwhile body lias been welded together and painted. Frame with engine

meets body at body drop fyeamd rowfrom bottom and picture oppositepage) . The w hole

jirocc.-s tlrprnds iipun ronve\cr lines cif which Studebaker has more than 24 miles.
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BODY DROP is llie most exriting stage in w hole process ofauto making. Finished

bodies moving along third floor of Studebaker assembly building come lo big hole

in floor. As each hotly gets lo edge ol hole it is picked up by sling and dropped onto

chassis moving on prprisnlv limed conveyer on floor below. In ibis picture, bndv is half-

way down through hole. Six men stand ready to bolt it I" chassis. Next rhassis is only

a minute behind this one and another body must lie ready when il gets in position.

CONTINUED ON NEXT PACE
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DESIGN & ENGINEERING

WOODEN MOCKUP, made full-scale, is fourth stage through which new model goes.

CraftKinon who work on wooden mockups are highest paid in Studehaker factory, often

make $120 per week. Clamps hold piece* while they are being glued. This is a new sedan.

ACTUAL WORKING MODEL of ear is made after mockups have heen approver!.

Sheet metal is hammered out by hand and whole car is painstakingly put together. Such
hand-built models cost as much as $50,000. They are run to death on proving ground.

ACCEPTED VERSION of new 1947 convertible is made into a highly finished plaster

model. It is completely painted and has melal trim and leather upholstery. Next step

is to translate small plaster model into full-size clay model, then into a wooden mockup.

BIG AND LITTLE MODELS of convertible are shown together. Scale on plastei mod-

el {foreground) is one-quarter inch to one inch. W ooden model {Uuhground) is full size.

Left door will open and close, hut it has no engine or chassis and its wheels do not turn.

MAHOGANY MODEL of new car body is made to great accuracy. It is used to de-

termine measurement.-- of big dies which stamp out produrliun-liiie bodies and is also ba-

sis for design of body jig (top picture, opposite page) which holds bodies during weldinv

Copyrighted material



BODY JIG is fitted around mahogany mndcl. Jig is massive structure in which various anrl have to he relniilt or scrapped whenever lioiiv design is chanced. Sludehuker engi-

parts of body are placed while being welded into a whole. Jigs like this are the basis lor nccring department works constantly at both body and engine designs, hut like all auto
mass production of bodies. They lake five to six months to build, cost around $30,000 companies Stiidehakcr spends more lime and money changing body styles than engines.

FINAL STAGE in development of new design takes place when first machine-stamped CONSTANT TESTING of parts of cars is carried out in engineering laboratory. Here

body parts come back from stamping plant and arc tried out in the jig. If everything technician is testing starting mechanism. In background, truck windshield wipers are on

fits, Sludebaker production department goes to work and begins to produce new car. an endurance lest. They worked continuously for 2,500 hours l>efore breaking down.

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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PRODUCTION

FLYING SPARKS envelop body as it is welded together in a jig. Men working with elec-

tric "gun" welders 6nish body. Seven men finish body in four minutes. In background

i3 complete body just out of jig; in foreground is bottom of another ready to go in.

WHEELS ARE PAINTED as they move past man with sprav pun. Studebaker huvs its

wheels from Detroit plant of Budd Company. Overhead conveyers like the one in this

picture run all over plant, carry everything from whole engines to trays of liny washers.

Copyrigh!



to progress through factory from jig, where il is welded, to the end of the line. On post

at left are two crescent-sha|>ed gauges which constantly record speed of line. II main

production line slows down, -ubas-.emblv line- (/«7«rr) which feed it musl he slowed

accordingly. Man in center of picture is checking to sec that there have l>een no slip-

ups, that each car has its specified body anil engine. As soon as cars leave line they are

driven to test stand where lights are focused, carburetor adjusted and wheel- aligned.

SUBASSEMBLY LINE feeds front fender and radiator grill units to final assembly line

in background. Great trick in production is to get things at the right place at the right

time. If fender units got out of step with main line, whole plant would be balled up.

IN STORAGE BAY workman picks up blue sedan body for which the assembly line is

ready. Budv musl go onto line in such position that it will meet a deluxe steering wheel,

a chassis with overdrive transmission, four maroon wheels equipped with six-ply tires.

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE



MANAGEMENT & LABOR
THOUSANOS

'
I I 0 000
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THE SIUDEBAKER CORPORAIION AND SUBSIDIARY COMPANIES
DOLIAR OUTPUT BY QUARTERS
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mm, CAPI1AL AS Of DECEMBER 31
S-T AVERAGE NUMBER Of EMPLOYEES

CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD ol Studchaker. Harold S. Vam-r. Ii.i- Itch with con:- PRESIDENT Paul Cray Hoffman i- a business celebrity. A constant traveler, he is

pany 'Mt vcars. He started as a mechanic in old F.-M-F auto plant operated by Stnde- always turning up in offices of industry leaders and people in government. He is a di-

baker in Detroit. At South Mend he was production boss before becoming chairman. rector in seven companies and an excellent national advertisement for Studelmkcr.

IN CHARGE OF PRODUCTION i- \ ice President Ralph A. Vail, who came toStale-
baker from Hodge in lO.'H. He began career with Oldsmobile in 1901 ami once owned
a company w ith Koy Cole (right) which riflMgned l*uL never produced a lightweight car.

BOSS OF ENGINEERING i- Vice President Roy E. Cole. He designed the amphib-

ious Weasel'' during the war. Compared to larger auto companies. Studebaker

compensation is low. Hoffman and Vance get $89,000, Vail SI 1.000, Cide 539,000.



UNION LEADERS George C. Hupp {right), president of Stndebaker Local 5 ol manufacturer with incentive pay system, making its workers highest paid in auto in-

U.A. W.-G.LO., and William L. Gregory, vice president, stand on dais after union duslrv . Sludobakcr docs not have closed shop hut each new employe gets letter from

meeting. Hupp has been with company 17 years, Gregory 22. Studebaker is only auto Hoffman urging him to join union. Local 5 has never called a strike at Sludehaker.

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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STATION WAGON and convertible (below) will give Studebaker dealers for the first

time a complete range of body stylos. Not yet in production, station wagon will be

a manufacturing problem because of lumber scarcity, but Studebaker bas had to meet

competition of Ford, Chevrolet and Plymouth. Studebaker has about 2.500 U.S. deal-

ers, 1,100 in foreign countries. Typical dealer in small city sells about 100 new cars

per year which, together with service and used-car husiness, nets him about $10,000.

CONVERTIBLE will go into production in November when Studebaker completes new

assembly line for its manufacture. Convertible is difficult body type to build, requir-

ing a specially braced frame to compensate for absence of roof which stiffens closed

bodies. Studebaker sales department asked foi production of a convertible, hoping

to increase the numlter of youthful Sludehaker buyers. Sales department maintains

branch offices all over U.S., has much to say in determining overall company policy.

FIVE-PASSENGER COUPE is Studehaker's most radical new body and one which

makes real advance In auto design. Its chief feature is a big semicircle of glass in the

rear and a curved windshield. Studebaker makes two sizes of car, the Champion with

an 80-hp engine and the Commander with 91 hp. Coupe above is a Commander. The

convertible and station wagon are Champions. Company has gone far in development

of torsion suspension and a simplified automatic transmission for future models.

Copi
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IN 1909 SISTER KENNY IS A YOUNG NURSE

MOVIE OF THE WEEK:

Film about nurse heightens fierce medical controversy over her polio cure

The most publicly controversial figure in the medical

world today is Sister Elizabeth Kenny, a middle-aged,

strong-minded Australian nurse whose sometimes spec-

tacularly successful method of treating infantile paral-

ysis has brought her a host of utterly devoted followers

and a host of strongly skeptical medical opponents. Sis-

ter Kenny, whose method of treatment excludes arm and
leg braces, stresses hot packs and exercises, has been ac-

cused by many doctors of harming the progress of polio

treatment by insisting that no method but hers is good.

The controversy has gone on for years and will

shortly grow even fiercer with the release of RKO's Sis-

ter Kenny, a violently pro-Kenny film made largely un-

der the aegis of Actress Rosalind Russell. Miss Russell

first heard of Sister Kenny in a 1940 magazine article.

A year later a scenario writer interested her in playing

Sister Kenny on the screen. Miss Russell badgered RKO
into making the movie and finally became so interested

in her living model that she is now a director of the

Kenny Foundation in Minneapolis.

From the Russell inspiration and the endeavor of

Writer-Director-Producer Dudley Nichols (The Inform-

er) has come a fine, dramatic film which most movie-

goers will enjoy. Sister Kenny is full of excellent per-

formances, notably that of the late Philip Merivale as

Miss Kenny's chief medical antagonist ; Alexander Knox
as a doctor who believes in the Kenny method; Dean
Jaggcr as an amiable, disappointed and probably apocry-

phal suitor. Finest performance of all is Rosalind Rus-

sell's. After years of playing crimson-nailed social vam-
pires and lightheaded young matrons, she shows her-

self to be a real character actress as she changes from the

idealistic young nurse of22 to the tart, prim oldster of 59.

But Sister Kenny cannot be reckoned purely as enter-

tainment. Many medical men will utter howls of protest

against it—and not without reason—for Sister Kenny
is frank propaganda for the Kenny treatment and, by
inference, against other methods employed by most
doctors. The heroine is portrayed as a much-maligned

healer and the doctors who oppose her as kindhearted

noodles who don't know a good thing when they see it.

To point up the fact that Sister Kenny ought to be ac-

cepted with caution. LIFE asked Dr. Philip M. Stimson,

director of the poliomyelitis division of New York's

Knickerbocker Hospital, to see the movie. His temper-

ate and considered comments on it are printed below.

A DOCTOR COMMENTS ON "SISTER KENNY"

Because Sister Kenny is the skillfully por-
trayed and cmotionaUy told story of a per-
sonality in whom one cannot help being in-
terested, millions of people will be stirred

by the movie and believe all its implica-
tions. Three nonmedical people who saw the
movie with me feel certain that laymen are
bound to get the following impressions : 1)

that all acute cases of poliomyelitis treated
by Sister Kenny recover completely and
rapidly; 2) that she can enable seven out
of .ten children wearing orthopedic appli-
ances to cast aside all such braces, even
after many crippled years, and walk with-
out them; 3) that, if treated by orthope-
dists, "88 out of every 100" patients will

always be crippled ; 4) that all but a few or-
thopedists are opposed to Sister Kenny
and have nothing to do with her treatment;
5) that Sister Kenny believes there is no
such thing as paralysis but only "spasm,

alienation and incoordination" of muscles.
Most doctors studying poliomyelitis now

believe that paralysis, spasm, alienation and
incoordination all are causes of the dysfunc-
tion in poliomyelitis. I am told that Sister
Kenny now believes that some paralysis can
exist. In the same fashion most orthopedists
recognize, with her, the necessity of making
the most of whatever muscles may remain
free from complete paralysis.
Film audiences should know that the best

present-day treatment of poliomyelitis in-
volves the services of many experts who can
provide highly specialized pediatric and
nursing care; then physical therapy, in
which Sister Kenny's methods are wide-
ly accepted as the best; then occupational
therapy, psychological help, Orthopedic
support and reconstruction and, finally,

training for a self-sufficient life outside an
institution. —Philip M. Stimson, M.I).

ANYBODY can be a candid

camera expert almost overnight

with the new

MERCURYn
it's a 1/mveitSM.

MERCURY II will take the blush out of your

family album. You don't have to be an old

camera hand to take striking portraits or

split-second action shots with Mercury II.

Amazing simplicity and foolproof features

make this precision instrument perfect

for both camera rookie and camera star.

DESIGNED ESPECIALLY FOR COLOR! The new
Mercury II gives you color pictures just as

clear at the edges as in the center! Check it

before choosing your new camera.

\/niversal [amERA
[drpdration

NEW YORK • CHICAGO • HOLLYWOOD

Jlwi/aditfin ofMercury, Clnemmtrr.Cor,air Camera*

and Photographic Equipment

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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BUILT TO

SERVE YOU

long and we//

Dependability Performance* Long Life

WIUARD STORAGE BATTERY CO. • CLEVELAND • LOS ANGELES • DALLAS • TORONTO
A suhiidiary of The E/*rfric Sforoge Battery Company

"Sister Kenny"

DOCTORS DISAGREE when Miss Kenny tells them of the exercises and

hot compresses she successfully used. Dr. McDonnell (Alexander Knox, cen-

ter) is impressed but Dr. Brack (Philip Merivale) thinks that she is dangerous.

PATIENTS ARE COMPARED. The little girl is the first Kenny patient.

The little boy on crutches is one of Dr. Brack's patients. Brack claims that

the girl did not have polio, refuses to permit Miss Kenny to treat his charges.

enMTiHum on p»r.r *>



MODERN MARGARINE is a highly digestible energy food and a depend-

able source of Vitamin A. Here is nutritious eating within the reach of

all. Its fine flavor says, "Spread it gladly." Its low cost says, "Spread

it freely." Try its honest goodness on bread
,

rolls
,
waffles , or baked

potatoes.
Modern U. S. pronunciation—Mai 'jat~M

Thit Seat meant that all nutritional tlotemenls mode in

fhii uaVerfi i*ment ore acceptable to the Council on Foods

and Nutrition of the American Medical Astociation.

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF MARGARINE MANUFACTURERS • Munsey Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.
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"Sister Kenny" CONTINUED

Are you expecting guests?

Do you shudder at the thought of the

fuss and muss of preparing cocktails?

Serve Heublein's Club Cocktails—prepared

for you in advance by men who have mixed

more cocktails than anyone else in the world!

No messing, no guessing; you just add ice to

Heublein's and serve the best.

Ask for Heublein's at your favorite liquor store.

G. F. BEUBLCIM * ERO., INC.. HARTFORD. CONN.

HEUBLEinS
COCKTAILS
THE FIVE FAVORITES
Manhattan, 65 proof
Dry Martini, 71 proof „
Old Fashioned, 80 proof
Side Car. 60 proof

PARALYTICS COME to the clinics which Miss Kenny starts in Australia.

On account of the suspicion of doctors like Brack, she is permitted to try her

methods only on those patients whom the regular doctors have failed to cure.

YEARS LATER Miss Kenny has been commissioned in Australian army,

which gives its nurses the title of "sister." When a Royal Commission disap-

proves of her methods, she grows angry (above), decides to come to the U.S.

IN THE U.S. Sister Kenny finally comes into her own. Despite heavy criti-

cism from Amcricandoctors, the Kenny Institute is set up at University of Min-

nesota and medical supporters come to hear her lecture about poliomyelitis.

CONTINUED ON PAGE «Z
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"Sister Kenny" CONTIN

SISTER KENNY ENCOURAGES A POLIO PATIENT TO STAND FOR FIRST TIME

AT 59 SISTER KENNY IS UNDAUNTED

Sister Kenny sticks very closely to the facts of the nurse's 59 years,

which have been filled with hard work and almost devoid of anything

glamorous. Miss Kenny began her nursing career after training at the

Toowoomba District Hospital in Australia, and the Dr. McDonnell who
appears in the movie really existed. She remained undaunted in the

face of medical repudiation of her polio treatment in Australia and at

52 began doggedly to carve out a career in the U.S., where she has had

her greatest success and acclaim. In Minneapolis the Kenny Founda-

tion is a large and grow ing institution and the sister herself is a local

celebrity ranking w ith Harold Stassen, Conductor Dmitri Mitropoulos

or the Hour-making l'illsburys. Success has not, however, made her any

less determined or cantankerous. She is still caustic toward all critics,

most prominently the American Medical Association and the National

Foundation for Infantile Paralysis, two organizations concerned with

polio which Sister Kennv regards as woefully far from the true faith.

I

SISTER KENNY Hollywood to watch her mowe hemp ma<le. confer-

with a production executive, the late Charles Koerner, and Rosalind Ru.*sell.

F. JiCOBSON 4 SONS. IDC. .

ins lr**l»i|, New torn to C/rUlM&td



"Looks more like a ghost room than a guest room!

Vd better get down to the Singer Sewing Center!"

If a prim guest room— or any dreary room in your house
— is beginning to haunt you, your Singer Sew ing Center

will help gay it up— and for precious little!

For instance— we'll teach you to pleat draperies in one

afternoon— to make room-Hattering slip covers in just a

few visits to your Singer Sew ing Center.

We've taught thousands of women to do their own

decorating. Proved how easy it is on the pocketbook.

So, today's high prices needn't blast your hopes of a

dream house.

Just solve your perking-up problems with Singer's wide

range of sewing notions and helpful services.

. Whip up new slip covers for a song with

Singer's expert help. Pick up all the tricks of

cutting, fitting, and finishing in a few Singer

Home Decorating Lessons. Just #1.50 each.

: Singercraft guide makes rugs, fringes, and

trimmings on your sewing machine! Just

one of many Singer attachments that make
home decorating—and dressmaking—easy
as pie. Only 50ff.

• Do drapery pleats baffle you? Get amaz-

ing Simpleat by the yard at Singer. Just run

it through drapery headings for crisp, pro-

fessional pleats. Easy to use—easy on your

budget. 15$ to 25c a yard.

I Make a dreamy dressing table from an

old table or desk. Singer's home Decorating

Guide (251) w 'h" show you how to make the

skirt. And your Singer Sewing Center has

reams of exciting trimmings.

Singer has no end of notions! —from pins

to pinking shears and back again! Save time,

save money by getting all your sewing sup-

plies in one place— at your Singer Sewing

Center!

o We'll homstltch table linens, guest towels,

sheets, and pillowcases—do picoting and

many other finish-up services. Let Singer

give your linens a luxury look— for a iew

cents a yard.

111©"Eft.
• FOR YOUR PROTECTION! Singer

continues its long-time policy of selling its

machines only through Singer Sewing Cen-

ters, identified by the Red *'S" on the win-

dow, and never through department stores

or other outlets. Cheek address of your local

Singer Shop in phone book— Singer Sewing

Machine Co.

> Better sewing—greater beauty I You get

both with a Singer—world's leading sewing

machine for over 90 years! Above, charming

Early American cabinet in fine maple.

Houses featherweight portable machine

weighing only 11 lbs. 2 ozs.

Here's the Singer Sewing Center at 1022

State St., Erie, Pa. Hundreds more from

Maine to California.

SINGER SEWING CENTERS
THERE'S ONE NEAR YOU TO SERVE YOU

Copyright, U.S.A.. 19«. by Th« Singer Manufacturing Uo. All rights rewrved for nil countries





STEEL...
an industry born of a rail

!

Before 1864 all trains ran on rails of iron. America

didn't even make steel rail. But the Pennsylvania Railroad,

ever looking for better things, ordered 400 rons of steel

from England (at $150 a ton) and had it laboriously

hammered into rail. Steel proved twice as strong and

wore four times as long. Then and there—the American

steel industry was born.

Twenty years later the steel rail was still the steel business.

But by 1929, when three times as much steel rail went

through the rolls as in 1 880, steel rail was only 5 per cent

of the steel business. Skyscrapers, trains, automobiles,

safes, pipe, mousetraps, beds, watches, stoves, refrigera-

tors, handcuffs, wire, nails, fence posts, filing cabinets,

office desks, ships, pen points, safety pins— so many

things, steal!

Better yet, when America went to war it had the over-

whelming advantage of a steel output greater than all

other countries combined. That assured victory, saved

American lives.

In peace and war, from that first steel rail to the present

clay, the Pennsylvania Railroad and steel have worked

closely together. Most steel plants are on lines of the

Pennsylvania. A large part of its operation is hauling

raw materials for the making of steel and carrying the

finished product away— all done for less than a cent a ton

per mile. Moreover, it serves steel with steel— every car,

every locomotive, every rail, every large terminal, every

signal . . . steel!

Today, as steel prepares to turn out a torrent of new

products from new alloys, the Pennsylvania Railroad

wishes it well—an old friend, with an even greater future.

HOW PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD RAIL HAS INCREASED

IN SIZE AND STRENGTH OVER THE YEARS

illxxlX
1846 1864 1880 1887 1908 1916

56 pounds 56 pound. 60 pound. 85 pounds 100 pounds 130 pounds
par yard par yard par yard per yard

(iron) (•'••'J

per yard P*r yard

Wf . ittrin i

1946

152 pounds
per yard

UM ]

Today rhe Pennsylvania Rail-

road not only uses the heav-

iest rail of any railroad in the

country, but has made many
improvements in its construc-

tion. Altogether there are

more than 3,000,000 tons of

steel rail in the Pennsylvania

roadbed. If every rail had to

be replaced, it would take all

the steel mills rolling rail a

year and a hall* to produce

the necessary quMWity*

Pennsylvania Railroad
184b 1946

ONE HUNDRED YEARS OF TRANSPORtATION PROGRESS



&ood breakfast...Good day!

Wm T/V/S MEAL OF
You can't help lovin' a dish like this! So chock-full of the wheat's own

rich-ripe flavor ... So honestly nourishing and natural . .

.

So easy on the household— for there's no cooking-bother. (Yet Nabisco

Shredded Wheat is every bit as good for you as hot cereal!)

f/£/\/^''7y~~(?@0& WftOCE ^//J£/i7~ Send your family off smiling every morning with this wonderful

. . — breakfast "sticking to their ribs." Nabisco
Shredded Wheat — the original Niagara Falls product!

Velfoious, wdylo serve ...

'etis nourishing, as a \notcereai
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CLAD IN THE 1890 DRESS SUIT HE WEARS IN "LADY WINDERMERE'S FAN," CECIL BEATON RELAXES ON THE DUST-SHEET-COVERED SETTING WHICH HE DESIGNED

Xbfl languorous RftfltlwTIHfl CQntomplal

English photographer designs play,

then turns actor to appear in it

finite in the picture above is Mr. Cecil Beaton,

photographer, artist and theatrical designer. He
is a very busy man these days. On the West Coast,

more than 5,000 miles from his native London,

Mr. Beaton has just designed some gorgeous set-

tings and costumes for the American revival of

Oscar Wilde's Lady Windermere a Fan. He also

took all of the publicity photographs forthe show.

Then, discerning anotheraccomplisbment in him-

self, Beaton decided that bewould turn nrtor, too.

The U.S. cast of the play is headed by Cornelia

Otis Skinner and Henry Danicll. Beaton plays

role of Cecil Oraham, a malicious Victorian iop

who wears a green carnation and delivers some
of the more gilded epigrams in W ilde's prepos-

terous comedy of manners. He is enjoying it all.

Each night playgoers applaud his sentimental and

gently satiric production and, so far, agree that

Beaton and his role seem made for each other.

CONTINUED ON NEXT PACE 87



Busy Beaton CONTINUED

AS ACTOR in the role of Cecil Graham, Cecil Beaton plays a postured scene

with young Lady Windermere (Penelope Ward). His best line: "Wicked women
bother one. Good women bore one. That's the only difference between them."

AS DESIGNER Beaton gives a quick preperformance retouching to a lamp

shade on one of the chandeliers used in play. Beaton's settings and costumes

cost around $100,000, which is unusually high, but they creatcdadazzlingeftect.

CONTINUED ON PAGE Q»
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LAWRENCE Set 400.00
Engagement Ring 500.00

I 7 CInuini Ik6tft<f«fu B

Keepsake

Just you two . . . looking into the years ahead with eyes

that ore starry with dreams. Just you two . . . following the

tradition of lovers through six decades . . . choosing together

your first heirloom, a genuine registered Keepsake Diamond Ring.

The high quality and lasting value of the Keepsake

you select is assured by the Keepsake Certificate of Guarantee and Registration.

Better jewelers are Keepsake Jewelers. Prices to $3500.

KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS, A. H. Pond Co., Inc.

120 E. Washington, Syracuse 2, New York

Plea** tond the uteful 20 page book, "The- Etiquette of ihe Engagement and
Wedding" ... a complete guide lo social correctness in planning the betrothal

and wedding events . . . with illustrations and prices of Keepsake Rings and the

name of the neorest Keepsake Jeweler. I enclose 10c to cover mailing.

THE CHOICE OF AMERICA j4

89
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Busy Beaton CONTINUED

ENJOY A MEMBERSHIP
in the worlds

most famous After-Shave Club

• Start each morning right with a dash of cool,

tingling Aqua Velva on your face after shav-

ing. Tangv as sea spray, Aqua Velva has a

clean, pleasant scent that men like. It re-

freshes vour face—leaves it feeling smoother.

You're in good company when you use

Aqua Velva. It's the world's most

popular afler-shave lotion— the

favorite of well-groomed men
everywhere.

The J. B. Williams Company,

Glastonbury, Conn., makers of

fine shaving preparations for

over 100 vears.

The build-up yon need...
• Handsome leathers and smart styling make Alain Spring*

Arch shoes distinctive. They have the hidden advantage

of giving your feet solid comfort . . . extra x
support at the three vital weight-bearing

points.

Geo. E. Keith Company,

Brockton 63, Mass,

WALKOVER
^/tittup ,y(Un ffty/eb

AS COSTUMER Cecil Beaton puts some finishing touches on a picture hat

worn by the Duchess of Berwick (Estelle Winwoorl) which is supposed tn sug-

gest a forest of bugs. Like Wilde's play, costumes were unreal but enchanting.

AS PHOTOGRAPHER Beaton poses Penelope Ward for a publicity pic-

ture in San Francisco's Mark Hopkins Hotel. Usually Beaton, whose forte is pho-

tographs of royalty, would not condescend to take publicity pictures of a play.
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Guests welcome Kentucky Tavern.

It's truly The Aristocrat of Boiu/s,

produced by onefamilyfor 3 genera-

tions and heir to all the richness,

the mellowness of Old Kentucky.

Glcnmore Distilleries Company
I. (i it i s v i 1 1 e , Kentucky

KENTUCKY TAVERN-CHOICE OF THOUGHTFUL HOSTS COPYIIICM' 1U4A C. D. CO.
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To every woman

about to buy a vacuum cleaner...

SO confident arc we that the new postwar G»E is the

fiiu'si. most outstanding cleaner von ran Inn . that

we don't want von just lo lake our word for it.

Here's what we propose . . .

Don't huy a G*K until you have looked at all the

other tending makes! Compare them point for point.

Find out tor \ourself what each one has to offer.

Rut ... on the other hand . . . don't huv anv other

cleaner until you have seen the new improved G-K!

We are firmly convinced that after comparing them

all, you'll come hack to G-E, completely satisfied that

it is vour best 6uy.

G-E— and only G-E— gives you all these de luxe extras

Featherweight ease of handling

—

One «»f the lightest cleaners thai ever

glided over a ruy. Streamlined alnmi-

imm construction that make* liyht

GENERALB ELECTRIC
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WITH THE BEATERS PRESSING BEHIND AND A SUSPICIOUS-LOOKING CORRAL AHEAD. WILD PONIES PAUSE IN THEIR FLIGHT DOWN THE LENGTH OF CORE ISLAND

Carolinians corral yearly herd

of shaggy ponies on Core Island

Despite civilization's encroachments, bands of

wild horses still roam the U.S., although in con-

stantly decreasing numbers and in increasingly re-

mote places. One of the places is Core Island, a

lonely reef near Shaekleford Banks off the coast

of North Carolina. Last week the men who own
the wild horses that wander over the 18-mile-long

reef staged their annual "pony penning." Seven
hired beaters, starting at one end of Core Island,

drove its some 60 horses down the reef toward

a funnel-shaped corral. There the more desirable

ones were sorted out by nervy Carolinians turned

hoss wranglers for a day. sold and delivered hy

boat to nearby Harkers Island. This year the six

selected sold for $55 each. The rest were turned

loose, to return for another year to the life Core

Island ponies have led since their progenitors

were brought to this country by the early colonists.

A HORSE FIGHTS THE ROPE WHICH WILL END HIS FREEDOM ON THE WIND-SWEPT REEF. HIS NEVER-SHOD HOOVES ARE MUCH LONGER THAN DOMESTIC HORSES'



Wild Horse Roundup CONTINUED

Jockey...

Jockey
Shorts

Baseball draws up to 60,000,000 paid ad-

missions annually. Single game record—
84,555 at Yankee Stadium, Decoration
Day, 1938, according to the Encyclopedia
oj Sports by Frank G. Menke.

Internationally famous as the underwear

short that ended "squirming"—Jockey

is the favorite of millions because of its

exclusive support and comfort features.

Jockey's patented Y-Front Construction is

scientifically perfected for correct mas-

culine support. Its "friendly" pouch,

structurally cradled for gentle bracing,

buoyant uplift ... its convenient no-gap

opening . . . and its smooth seams in-

geniously placed for freedom of action

without chafing or binding—these pat-

ented exclusives add to the extra all-

'round comfort of Jockey's soft knit fab-

ric. Production will increase as yarns

become available. We hope there will

soon be enough for everybody. Won't

you keep looking for Jockey?

THERE'S ONLY
ONE JOCKEY

KENOSHA / WISCONSIN

Jockey Underwea
Licensees for Canada, Moodics; for British Isles, Lyle & Scott; for Australia, Spccdo
Kniitinjt, Mill; for New Zealand, Lanc-U'alkcr-Rudkin; for Switzerland, Vollmocller

i

SEVERAL ROPES are used to subdue the ponies,which are smaller and shag-

gier than domestic horses. It took three hours to get them into the corral.

AFTER ROPI NG a halter is slipped over the horse's head. Some of the po-

nies 001 only fought their captors (attove) hut attacked each other in panic.

CONTINUED ON WCIM
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This harvest is only hall the battle!

When the crops are in and the fields lie quiet

in the autumn sun, America's great campaign

for food is still unfinished. There's another

front where it must go forward every single

day— on the dairy farm.

Here is a rich, white harvest which has to

be reaped twice daily. It's a harvest of health

and vitality, too— and the need for it knows

no seasons. Milk is not only nature's most

perfect food, but a hungry world wants more

of it than ever before in human history.

Fortunately, there is an abundance of milk

and dairy products for the American family

today. Hard work by the nation's dairy

farmers and growing public appreciation of

milk's value have brought about a 20% in-

crease in production since before the war.

We at National Dairy are helping our

farmers achieve still greater production

through more widespread application of dairy

science. Our laboratories, too, continue their

constant vigilance—guarding the high stand-

ards of our products. No possible effort is

spared to protect this precious harvest.

Dedicated to the wider use and better under-

standing of dairy products as human food

. . . as a base for the development of new
products and materials ... as a source of

health and enduring progress on the farms
and in the towns and cities of America.

NATIONAL DAIRY
PRODUCTS CORPORATION

AND AFFILIATED COMPANIES
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Wild Horse Roundup CONTINUED

Are you setting

your child a
poor example?

stubbornness is a trait you'd try to

correct in a child. Yet, you may be
guilty of this very fault by stubbornly
clinging to outmoded ideas, such as

"a medicine can't he any good unless
it's powerful and bad-tasting". If you
persist in giving your youngster some
unpleasant laxative that weakens and
upsets him, it's time you realized that

SOME LAXATIVES ARE
TOO STRONG !

diciption can shake a child's faith,

even when it's unintentional! You
may think you're being truthful when
you tell your child that some weak,
insipid-tasting laxative won't "bother"
him. But if the medicine fails to give
him the relief he needs, you may have
trouble getting him to believe you
the next time. It's much better to

admit frankly that

SOME LAXATIVES ARE
TOO MILD!

thi golden puli Is a wise course to
follow. Why expect your youngster
to take a laxative that you, yourself,
would hate to take? Why, indeed,
when Ex-Lax is such a happy solution
to the laxative problem? Children —
and grown-ups, too — really go for
that good chocolate taste. And Ex-Lax
works so well . . . effectively, yet very
gently. Not too strong, not too mild,

EX-LAX IS THE
HAPPY MEDIUM!

As a precaution use only as directed.

THREE MEN AND A HORSE fight a taut tug of war as the men try to lead

the animal to the branding iron. The horses' big hooves are also cut down.

TIED AND SUBDUED, the newly sold ponies are loaded into a flatboat

which carries them to Harkers Island. There they are turned over to owners.

NEW OWNER leads his horse home after delivery on Harkers Island. The
stanch little ponies are used not only as children's pets-but also as draft animals.

QUEST
All-purpose

DEODORANT

On sanitary napkins.

Quest powder deodorizes

completely

You Can Get
Quick Relief lor

Tired Eyes
MAKE THIS SIMPLE TEST TODAY

Put two drops of Murine in
each eye. Then feel your

eyes relax. Feel that

refreshing, sooth-
ing sensation

that comes
in sec-

onds.

WHAT

IS MURINE?

Murine is a sci-

entific blend of
seven important ingre-

dients ... so safe ... so
gentle ... so soothing .

.

quick. It relieves the discomfort
of eyes that are tired from over-
work, exposure to sun, wind, dust or
smoke. Try Murine tcday.

MURINE,
FOR YOUR EYES

G BACK!

for La Cross
a c i s i on-set
weezers. Don't
settle for less

than La Cross
quality with
these fine
implements
back again.

Look for La
Cross mani-

I cure imple-
ments at all

good stores.

SCHHCFCL0»l BO—

<

La Cross

EX-LAX
THE HAPPY MEDIUM' LAXATIVE

10c and 35c at all drug stores



tF YOUR YOUNGSTERS ARE

THEY NEED RED GOOSE ACTIONSHOES !
NO—YOU'RE NOT teeing triple!

I In- Btroboecopic photograph bj Gjoo Mili. nationally -knovtii photog-

rapher, shows the Continuous action llial active Un » anil f;ii'U. just like

yours, give u> Hoi Goose Shoes!

II slums von. too. whv mothers ev rrvw here pri'ftT Red Goose Shoes.

Because Ke<l Goose Shoes give active, growing feet the protection thcv

need . . . thanks to (hut flexible leathers, -lout material* inside and mil,

lasts that insure proper ami enduring lit. ijuahtj construction throughout

with extra reinforcvmeius in vital purls!

Take vtnir hov orgir! in lo see uuir nearest Ketl (iinw or I'VIcdman -Shelby

dealer. See vonr phone hook's classified section for his name or write us.

l'"ind ont whv Keil (hhisc Sinter. ha\e been favorites for over. 35 years!

RED GOOSE DIVISION, International Sho. Company, St. LmA 3, Mo.

WISE MOTHERS CHOOSE.

till fllEIMtllSIElIT

•00 OFHAWKrtf"

FOR BOYS AND GIRLS OF ALL AGES

YOU CAN COUNT ON
THE RED GOOSE LABEL.

Look for il before you buy.

tt't your positive aHueonce

of tafitfaclion ... all ways.



WELCOME NEWS FOR MOTORISTS

MORE POWER

means more power.

I ESS FUEL
SSsssssssss

LONGER LI|;E _.
B^sss^*5*2—
ESS COST

»imixeS oxid«mor,. primary "use

ThU NEW motor o.l rn.mm.xe o
JJJ»^ ^ repmr

NEW AND IMPROVED HAVOLINE MOTOR OIL

b !

3(8
AS IT

•IS) v-
A new scientific formula, found in no other motor oil in America, enables New and

Improved Havoline to keep your engine clean and free of "dirt drag." So change

today to this new oil and save your car and save your money.

TEXACO DEALERS

wAereyou fef. .

.

caicr
GASOLINE

SKY CHIEF FIRE-CHIEF HAVOLINE »nd TEXACO MARFAK
GASOLINE GASOLINE MOTOR OILS LUBRICATION

THE

TEXAS

COMPANY

Tone In the TEXACO STAR THEATRE starring JAMES MELTON Sunday nights. See newspapers for time and station

C o



m i
A MIKIMOTO WORKER, CHIEKO KATO, 31, INSERTS A MOTHER-OF-PEARL BEAD INTO AN OYSTER WHICH WILL BUILD PEARL AROUND IT

The Pearl King
Mr. Mikimoto of Japan is making a postwar fortune by irritating oysters

PHOTOGRAPHS TOR LIFE

If properly irritated in a scientific manner, oysters produce big lustrous

pearls. They are called cultured pearls and in Japan the cultured-pearl busi-

ness has suddenly come back to lusty life, having found a lush and handy

market in the U.S. occupation forces. Strings of cultured pearls selling at

$20 to $130 are one of the most popular items in the PXs throughout Japan.

As a result the man who is Japan's unchallenged

pearl king, wizened, 89-year-old Kokichi Miki-

moto, made $200,000 during the first year of the

American occupation, which gave him the biggest

personal income in Japan.

Mr. Mikimolo laid the foundation of his for-

tune by perfecting a way to force oysters to create

pearls. The Chinese had first discovered the tech-

nique in the 13th Century but Mikimoto bor-

rowed and improved it. The Mikimolo method is

to insert a tiny mother-of-pearl bead into a healthy

oyster and then put it back into the ocean, where

the irritated oyster slowly covers the bead with

layer upon layer of nacre, the lustrous, opalescent

substance of which pearls are made. Average-size

pearls are formed in from three to five years, big

ones in 10. By trial and error Mikimoto discov-

ered the best ways of inserting beads into oysters

and the conditions under which they flourish, but

BY ALFRED EISENSTAEDT

even though his general methods have been copied by other Japanese, no-

body yet has equaled his production performance. Mikimoto's cultured pearls

are indistinguishable to laymen from natural pearls. By using X-rays and by

determining specific gravity, jewel experts can tell them from natural pearls,

but to the legions of pearl wearers around the world the difference seems

negligible. Part of Mikimoto's secret is that, de-

spite advancing years, he gives every detail of his

business minute attention— from directing his

girl divers to negotiating sales with American

authorities, who now take his entire output. His

role in occupied Japan is important because the

Japanese government, w hich has frozen domestic

sales of both pearls and silk, hopes that exports

of luxuries will help to meet Japan's war indem-
nities and pay tor food imports. In the past year

Mr. Mikimoto has sold $300,000 worth of pearls

to Americans. Some of his best products, how-

ever, are being hoarded for a reopening of world

trade. At present he has a stock of tiny mother-of-

pearl beads sufficient to raise 15,000,000 cultured

pearls. Before that runs out he must send agents

to the U.S. because a major source of the mother-

of-pearl beads he inserts into his oysters is in, of all

places, the Mississippi River where it passes Iowa.PEARL IN OYSTER IS ABOUT 3 YEARS OLD

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE 99
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PEARLS ARE GRADED by size, shape, color and luster. Here the pearls have been

Mirier! f»ii papier niacin' trays, each of which holds from fviO to 7()0 pearl*. Pearl* are

sold wholesale hy weight rather than number. Tlie average good-grade pearl costs- $5 to

SlO retail in the \ .S. In JajMu the\ fetch less because of strict government control.
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COUNTING PEARLS is speeded by sifterlike gadget shown above, with 1<N) pearls to another eontainer before In-ing graded. disinfected and drilled. With cleetrieally

resting in its small holes. '1 he pearls slip easily into tiie holes, (hen they are transferred driven, line steel drills eaeh jM-arl i* drilled from opposite sides to make the bores even.

STRINGING PEARLS is done by girls who place carefully matched pearls in grooves of FINISHED NECKLACES average about $500 each, would sell for $750 in U.S. Mere

black fell lmard. The jolt i> so exacting that they ean do only ahmtt '20 strings per dav. Miss Chieko Kaln (mt p. fW) is inspecting a handful of MikimotnV completed produc t*..

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE 101



WAITING DIVERS, with goggles anil sarongs, stand in flat-bottomed boat which has

taken ihcm to oyster beds. They have thrown their wooden tubs overboard in prepara-

tion for plunge. Water here is about 20 feet deep, though sometimes divers go deeper.

Mikimolo ha- about ">() women divers but onlv half of them work at the same time.
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CLAD IN THEIR MODEST WHITE COTTON COSTUMES, TWO OF MIKIMOTOS GIRL DIVERS REST BETWEEN DIVES INTO THE OYSTER BEDS

Mikimoto uses women divers to keep his oyster beds in working order

For pearl divers Mikimoto uses only women because

they have a greater lung capacity than men and con-

sequently can stay under water longer. The sturdy-

legged, picturesquewomen,known asama,divcdown

into the frigid waters of the oyster beds to bring up

new oysters for insertions and to replace impreg-

nated oysters under the bay. In former days the di-

vers|went practically nude, but Mikimoto modestly

has clothed his girls in short white sarongs and long-

sleeved white shirts. They also bind their hair and

put on enormous goggles with a single lens which

covers their eyes and nose.

An ama gives a powerful kick as she dives below

the surface, then gropes along the dark ocean floor.

When she gets a handful of oysters she bobs up to

the surface to put her prize in a floating wooden

tub. Staying underwater that long is so taxing that

ama breathe with a peculiar whistling sound when
they surface. Many ofthem are related and have got-

ten into their odd trade through family connections.

Mothers often train their daughters to become ama.

Among themselves the ama speak a jargon that is

not understandable to other Japanese. For their toil

Mikimoto pays them about 25 yen (81.05) per day.

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE 103
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Pearl King

CONJURING TRICKS arc done by Mikimoto to amuse

girl workers. In his left hand he holds paper to start.

EMPTY-HANDED, he shows that paper has vanished

after being torn into small bits and scattered on ground.

PAPER REAPPEARS in Mikimoto's mouth after much
hocus-pocus accompanied by usual professional patter.

lively old Mikimoto loves to do tricks to entertain his factory workers

In his kimono, English bowler and long, dark-serge cape (see opposite page) Mr.

Mikimoto is a mirth-provoking figure, bat if Mr. Mikimoto is at all crazy it is

like the fox. Since 1913, w hen he develnpcil his ow n pearl-culture process, Mik-

imoto has built up an industrial kingdom which had branch offices all over the

world until war interrupted. Today he haa 1,500 employes, a sizable fortune,

5,000,000 yen worth of pearls in stock and a booming business. He behaves

toward his employes with benign paternalism, balancing extremely low wages

against free medical care and other benefits that seem to have made them happy
workers. On unguarded factory shelves he keeps a fortune in pearl necklaces

in paper boxes. "My workers are my children," he says, smiling. 'They would

never steal from me." He makes them work hard but occasionally entertains

them with conjuring and other divertisemcnts. For dinner guests he saves his

nicest and most surprising entertainment: while their host smirks, his guests

are served oysters in which they invariably find one of Mr. Mikimoto's pearls.

BALANCING ACT is Mikimoto's favoril

his kimono, lies down on the outdoor tabu

'. He takes off anccs a paper umbrella on bis bare feet as the girls look

ami then ha!- on. To cap his performance he tries tn twirl the umbrella.

Though phenomenally agile for a man of 89, Mikimoto's

gymnastics worry his family, who fear he will' overdo.
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by EDMUND A. WALSH, S. J.

BEFORE HE COMMITTED SUICIDE, GERMANY'S MASTER GEOPOLITICIAN

TOLD HIS SECRETS TO AN AMERICAN GEOGRAI'll ER-I'RIKST. MERE

FATHER EDMUND A. WALSH OF GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY REVEALS:

How Haushofer gave Hitler a philosophy

How he molded his favorite pupil, Rudolf Hess

How he preached hate to protect his Jewish wife

How his son was killed by the Gestapo

How he recanted his teachings

How he and his wife killed themselves

IT
was on Sept. 25, 1945 that I first came lace tn face « ilh Karl Haushof-

er in the cozy study of his mountain home, Hartsehimmelhof. overlook-

ing Ammer See in southern Bavaria. The meeting on that secluded but

enchanting hillside above the lake where no devastation of war was visible

initiated the final stage in an extraordinary chain of events which stretched

back to 1924 and was destined to terminate in the tragedy of a double sui-

cide on March 10, 1946.

For something more than 20 years the voluminous writings and mani-

fold activities of this German general, who late in life became a geographer

on the faculty of the University of Munich, had engaged my attention. The
exotic title of Haushofer's specialty, geopolitics, and the nebulosity of his

vocabulary had resulted in a mixed reception ol his work by American
scholars. He was discounted by many and dismissed by some as simply an-

other obscure writer from Germany who exemplified the Teutonic passion

for obscuring the obvious with unintelligible terminology. But by others he

was considered a subtle and dangerous influence in the evolving challenge

of National Socialism, a close collaborator with Rudolf Hess, deputy

fiihrer, and the master genius of an organized movement designed to justi-

fy, by scientific argument, the Nazi gamble for total power.

Haushofer's contribution to the Nazi revolution was considerable and

may be divided into two categories: his academic teachings and his political

activities. His theories and writings were undoubtedly vague and often al-

most unintelligible. One stared in awe at ponderous expressions in his

Journal of Geopolitics and marveled at his travail in clothing simple geog-

raphy with political mysticism. But !>encath the mass ol verbiage contained

in his 40 published volumes and the 400 essays, articles, lectures and re-

views reposed a provocative theory of territorial expansion which, in es-

sence, was simply an apology for international theft, prepared in advance

of the event. For 20 years the people of Germany were fanaticized by the

sacred words 1.ebensraum aod "autarchy;" tficir imagination was fired by

visions of Germany being transformed into an immense continental |>ower

and rendered impregnable against the seapower of England; their cupidity-

was whetted by the promise of panregionalism in Central Europe, with Ger-

many the central fortress of political and economic influence, and their

hatred of Versailles was fanned by demands for a rectification of frontiers

based on involved arguments from anthropology, ethnology and frequent

invocation of Nietzsche's superman. The geopolitical symphony, however

varied in theme and tempo, had one basic leitmotiv: space is not only the

vehicle of power. ... It is power. . . .The disintegration of every state and
every culture begins with degeneration of the space concept. . . .

Through Haushofer's pupil, Rudolf Hess, a vengeful philosophy of power
and a technique for achieving it were communicated to Hitler and other

leading Nazis, who avidly seized on the windfall and capitalized ruthlessly

on the half-truths popularized in the name oi objective science. The vener-

able scholar thus became not only an elder statesman in the field of geo-

graphical strategy but developed into a companion and political Nestor of

the ruling clique. He became president of the German Academy and presi-

dent, likewise, of the Peoples' League for Germanism Abroad. He delivered

regular political broadcasts over Radio Munich. He testified under oath

that he had been consulted on Japanese affairs by von Ribbenlrop and was

frequently summoned to the Foreign Office in Berlin for that purpose. His

residence on Koll>ergerstrasse in Munich was the rendezvous for confer-

ences lietween Nazi leaders and Japanese statesmen during the courtship of

Nippon by Nazi Germany.
After the outbreak of World War II the interrelation of cause and effect

became evident as one invasion after another followed the pattern so long

and so openly expounded by the master geopolitician. Haushofer's name
consequently was included in the list of security suspects, and orders were
issued to take him into custody with a view to ascertaining if he should he

brought to trial with the other major conspirators at Niirnberg.

When 1 set out for Haushofer's home in the hills around Ammer See,

Major McDowell of the provost marshal's office in Munich insisted that two
armed guards should accompany me. At that time, in September 1945, it

was thought that remnants of a Nazi underground might still be encoun-
tered in these remote foothills of the Bavarian Alps.

I found Haushofer seated at a writing desk in his study, engaged Oil some
new composition. He rose to the full height of his imposing stature and
fixed his searching eyes intently on mine. Despite his 76 years his bearing

was still military and his carriage stiffly upright. The head was angular, the

chin aggressive, the mustache clipped and the nose Roman to a marked de-

gree. With a formal courtesy he bade me be sealed and the conversation

liegan. On learning of the decision of Justice Jackson, the U.S. chief of

counsel, to require his presence at Niirnberg, he manifested immediate con-

cern. He explained that he had already been interrogated, not only at Gcn-

CONTINUEO ON NEXT PAGE
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SAYS
CHARLIE
McCarthy

Back on the Air!

Edgar Bergen and Charlie

McCarthy on the Chose &
Sanborn Program at 8 p. m.

(EDST) over NBC—
every Sunday!

MFD. BY

C. B.WEBER & CO. ItRSEY CITY 5. N. I.

The Very Rev. Edmund A. Walsh is

vice president ofGeorgetown Univer-

sity as well as founder and regent of

its School ofForeign Service. A noted
geopolitician. Father Walsh has
studied the writings of Haushofer
for more than 20 years and was espe-

cially qualified to investigate Haus-
hofer's record. He returned from
his latest assignment three months
after Haushofer committed suicide.

HAUSHOFER CONTINUED

eral Eisenhower's headquarters hut also locally hy officers of the

Third Army, and had been released, chiefly because of his failing

health. He then added. "The previous interrogations were con-

ducted by young officers, chiefly combat personnel, who handled

me decently and with consideration of my 76 years. But obviously

they were not specialists in geopolitics. Why could not your gov-

ernment send some experienced American such as Isaiah Bowman
[a leading geographer, now president of Johns Hopkins University)

or Owen Lattimorc [an expert on the Far East]? Then, too, there is

a priest in a university at Washington who has written much
against me and whose writings I have collected. Any one of these

men would understand what I meant and what I endeavored to

achieve by my geopolitics."

He did not know until a much later date that he was speaking to

one on his list of endorsed interrogators.

Haushofer asked if he might consult his wife, who happened to

be absent in Munich, before being taken to Niirnberg. "I have been

happily married for nearly 50 years," he explained. "She has been

not only a faithful wife but a constant and extremely intelligent

collaborator in all my scientific work and I do nothing without her

counsel." His request was granted and eventually Haushofer, vol-

untarily and alone, returned with me to Niirnberg.

But an incident occurred on Oct. 4 which caused a radical

change in our program. While attending the examination of an-

other witness at the Palace of Justice, I was handed a message:

"Haushofer has just suffered a heart attack at his lodgings. An
Army doctor is now with him. You had better get out to him im-

mediately." He was conscious when I arrived. But the doctor took

me aside and cautioned me, "He has a bad heart condition and he

will die in one of these seizures. No one can predict how soon or

how serious the next one will be."

This information was conveyed within the hour to Justice Jack-

son. It was decided that instead of indicting Haushofer and bring-

ing him to trial, as had been originally planned, Colonel Brundage

of the judge advocate general's office and I should interrogate him
rather informally.

"My little institute"

THE first of these interviews took place on Oct. 5, 1945 in the

living room of Haushofer's lodgings, under circumstances de-

signed to lessen the nervous tension. A court stenographer and

an official interpreter were present. Ranged around a table, we be-

gan what might have been a seminar in an American university.

Haushofer's published works were stacked in piles for ready refer-

ence; marked copies of his Journal of Geopolitics were available

and the balance of that publication, which he had edited for 20

years, was at hand in a microfilmed version. When he saw the ar-

ray of exhibits, he expressed surprise and inquired if they had been

gathered in Germany.
"No," was the reply, "we have all your works in the U.S. These

copies have come with me by airplane from Washington."

"Ach!" he rejoined, "and then they complained of my little, so-

called Institute of Geopolitics at Munich!"
The inquiry, which was begun hy Colonel Brundage and con-

tinued hy me, dealt with the facts of Haushofer's career, his teach-

ing and lecturing activities, his association with Hitler and par-

ticularly his intimacy with Rudolf Hess. Haushofer recounted the

student days of Hess, his attendance at Haushofer's lectures, his

imprisonment with Hitler at Landsherg after the abortive Munich
Putsch of 1923 and Haushofer's visit to them while they were both

in confinement. Among the books he brought to Hitler and Hess

were Ratzel"s Political Geography and Clausewitz's treatise, On
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War. Haushofer's testimony included Hess's final rise to power as

deputy of the Fiihrer and finally Hess's secret flight to England.

Haushofer disclaimed all knowledge of that mysterious incident,

although British authorities found in Hess's pockets a visiting card

of Karl Haushofer and another of Albrecht, Haushofer's eldest son.

Haushofer protested to the interrogator that he had attempted
to instill sound geographical and political ideas in the mind of his

favorite pupil. "But," he protested, "the party used to tear him
away from me. He was a very attentive student, but his strong side

was not intelligence, rather heart and character."

As for Hitler, Haushofer described him as a half-educated person
who never correctly understood the principles of geopolitics trans-

mitted to him by Hess. The Fiihrer, he explained, was intolerant of

opposition. If one disagreed with him "he would turn his eyes

toward some distant point and change the subject." Ribbentrop, he
asserted, was the influence mainly responsible for the distortion of

true geopolitics in Hitler's mind. "I even had to teach him how to

read a map." At one point Haushofer stoutly maintained that it was
the worldwide extent of the British Empire which motivated much
of his writing, and that he was campaigning against "the had

things the white man has committed in East Asia . . . crimes against

his own culture."

When I suggested that in his writings he also fanned ill will

against other countries in addition to England, he professed sur-

prise. Thereupon he was handed an article over his own signature

in his magazine, Journal of Geopolitics, February 1939. The result

was nearly catastrophic. The record kept by the court reporter de-

scribes the sequel:

"At this point. Dr. Walsh showed the witness a copy of the

Zeitsrhriftfiir Geopolitik in which an article appeared by Haushofer
containing much abuse of the U.S. as ruled by 'Jewish plutocrats'

and 'space-devouring imperialists.' On reading it, Haushofer broke

down emotionally. Tears came into his eyes, and he could barely

speak. As he had suffered a heart attack yesterday which needed
medical attention and, as it could easily happen again under these

conditions, Dr. Walsh terminated the session."

When the interpreter and the court stenographer had departed,

I had coffee brought in and offered Haushofer a cigar. Slowly he

relaxed and returned to normal. The crimson flush which had suf-

fused his cheeks faded and his lips ceased trembling. I felt it my
duty to say, "We are now alone and I am obliged to state that you
have dishonored the name and the credit of a university professor

by thus lending the high position you occupied in Germany to the

purposes of Hitler's worst propaganda. How could you spread such
inflammatory charges against the U.S. which at that time had no ill

will against Germany?"

"I have lived under perpetual fear"

HIS answer reveals, in great part, though not entirely, the trag-

edy of Karl Haushofer: "1 never should have written such

things. You must remember that I came late to the academic pro-

fession, having been a military man, and I brought something of

the military mentality with me. I did not have the objectivity which
you have and I deeply regret having written that passage. ... If I

were younger, I would ask you to take me by airplane to the U.S.

and let me stand before your professors and learned societies in

order to tell them what I really hoped to achieve by geopolitics.

Much of what I said was written under compulsion.

"For 50 years, I have been happily married to a non-Aryan, and

she has been my faithful and intelligent co-worker. Since Hess

—

who protected us—left for England, I have lived under the per-

petual fear that she would be whisked away to Theresienstadt [a

concentration camp for Jews] or Auschwitz [an extermination

camp] . I have lived under the sword of Damocles for the last seven

years."

Here he took his spectacles and swung them back and forth over

his head. It was evening and the room was in a half dusk. Across

the table came a recital that was punctuated by great emotion and

interrupted by frequent use of his handkerchief.

"The Gestapo murdered my son, Albrecht Haushofer, in 1945 be-

cause he tried to end this disastrous war by secret negotiations

through Switzerland. ... I myself was arrested in 1944 and sent to

Dachau for four months; likewise, my younger son Heinz for eight

months. . . . My sister-in-law and my oldest grandson, 15 years old,

were locked up for two and a half months. . . . This persecution

ended only with the American invasion of Bavaria."

I readily agreed to these statements of fact. But I insisted that

his cooperation before 1944, his voluntary assistance, the influ-

ence of his university position and particularly his widely distrib-
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HAUSHOFER CONTINUED
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Uted booklet in praise of Hitler's movement, The National Socialist

Idea in the If'orld (1933), had all been of great political value to

Hitler and his associates. Haushofer protested that the Nazis had
corrupted and distorted his teachings. I replied that nowhere had I

read that he had protested against or repudiated Nazi policies but

on the contrary had endorsed them in printed works and public

utterances.

We broke off until the following day, when I asked him to an-

swer that last question which had caused him so much emotional

agitation.

Haushofer began the next session by stating, "I have to say now
that these considerations had been inspired too much by passion

—

that is, after reading many attacks in the English and American
press. But I want to say now that, had I spent all my life as a scien-

tist, I would not have written them the way I did."

Asked if such a recantation would apply to other conclusions of

his and if they, too, should not be modified in the light of more
serious reflection, his answer was, "Right now, I would neither

write such things nor would I represent any such thoughts."

QUESTION: In your book Grenzen, published for the second time

in 1939, you quoted with approval, did you not, the famous dictum

of Spinoza, "Everyone has as much right in the world as his power
enables him to have?"
ANSWER: The power I meant there was not military power. A dis-

tinction has to be made in the meaning of the Latin word potr.ntia

which was used.

QUESTION: But in the context in which you expressed this ap-

probation, I believe the whole question at that moment was phys-

ical power.

ANSWER: This I cannot remember exactly. You see, I have
the poor memory belonging to

an old man.
For two solid hours the de-

hate continued, Haushofer
evading or mitigating the

charges, the interrogator citing

documents by chapter and
verse.

"You can see," he said at one

time, "from my actions since

1938 that I was against any
forcible measures. . . . My op-

position to that is proved by the

persecution I was subjected to

from that date onward."
QUESTION: Therefore, you
suggest to us . . . that if any-

thing did appear which seemed
to justify the aggressive warfare

of Hitler, it was under duress?

ANSWER: It was. Because I al-

ways had over me, for all I wrote,

four different censorships. . . .

QUESTION: . . . Would you,

therefore, wish us to understand

that the sword of Damocles is also the explanation of chapter G
in your IFehrgeopolitik (If ar Geopolitics) which I have before me
here? ... It seems to me that it is an apologia for the tactics which

the German army was using to gain its objectives; and this . . . was
published in 1941.

In his Foreword to this new and latest edition, Haushofer had
written: "When the first edition of War Geopolitics appeared it

was only as a challenge before a closed gate. The second edition

was published on the threshold of fulfillment. This third enlarged

edition appears at the time of the crowning consummation of the

Greater German Reich's dazzling ascent by war geopolitical steps

after a hundred years of the importance felt for the preservation

and extension of its living space. War geopolitics is now more
necessary than ever for the German Reich."

ANSWER: I must admit . . . that ever since 1938 I wanted to

be able to resign from public life but I was never allowed to do

so.

QUESTION: ... I should also like to know whether my interpre-

tation ... of this chapter is correct.

ANSWER: Your views regarding this chapter, I unfortunately

have to say, are quite correct. At that time. I really had the inten-

tion to end my life, but I have to say that because of my wife and

my five children which she brought into the world and the threat

which was over her to be sent to Theresienstadt, I could not follow

such a course.

AS MAJOR GENERAL in the last

war, Haushofer poses with Jewish wife

and two sons, Albrecht (right), Heinz.

Hitler made them "honorary Aryans."
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HAUSHOFER'S INFLUENCE on Nazi policy was diagrammed for Allied War
Crimes Commission in this chart. Actually he was never brought to trial.

HAUSHOFER CONTINUCO

QUESTION: But I chiefly want to assure myself that I have not

misread or misunderstood.

ANSWER: No, you are quite right. It is very hard to say this.

Haushofer, I knew, had had a special lifelong interest in Japan,

where he spent two years of duty as military observer in his

earlier life. In 1924 he had publicly hoped that the Far East, par-

ticularly Japan, would "become a punishing influence to be felt

by our own merciless economic and political enemies and op-

pressors." The grand alliance between Japan and Germany was
one of the cardinal points of his teaching. To Haushofer, conse-

quently, had been entrusted the confidential spadework of prepar-

ing the ground for the tripartite alliance, Germany-Italy-Japan.

I raised the question whether his influence and teachings may
have stimulated the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor. His reply-

was that the Axis agreement and what happened under it was an
evolution in a wrong direction, contrary to his principles of cul-

tural and slow evolutionary solutions.

Finally I said, "I believe that you are in a position now ... to

do a great service to a long-suffering humanity. During whatever

years Divine Providence may leave to you, you have the time to

correct for coming generations many of the false conclusions that

people came to from reading your work of almost a lifetime." In

response to this Haushofer agreed to prepare a statement giving

the "correct" interpretation of his teachings.

At the end of this second official interrogation, I informed him
that he could return at once to his home and wife. As a result of this

information, I almost had another collapsed man on my hands.

He arose and stood rigid, an old soldier at attention. It was an-

other shattering moment in the shattered world of Haushofer.

Outside, the once resplendent city of Niirnberg, that unique re-

pository of German history and Germanic culture, lay in ruins

Inside, this broken man of 76, a proud general and a noted

scholar, whose ancestry derived from an ancient, landed family

of Bavaria and who recently had walked with the lords and kings

of the earth, stood physically upright—and straight as an arrow

—

but ruined spiritually in everything he had sought to accomplish

over a space of 50 years. With difficulty he enforced the discipline

of his sex and his caste to hold back the tears.

Haushofer's encounter with Hess

NEXT day Colonel Amen, chief of the interrogation division, in-

formed me that I should hold Haushofer for a special purpose.

Rudolf Hess had just arrived at Niirnberg, having been handed
over by the British authorities. It was desirable, Colonel Amen
explained, that Haushofer should confront Hess unexpectedly in

order to test the sincerity of Hess's alleged amnesia. The fact that

they had been intimate friends as master and pupil for 25 years
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|8YC I1K tO (tie llBi!? fel Alt confrontation might throw valuable

light on Hess's mental condition.

The meeting took place in an interrogation room at the court-

house on Oct. 9 at 2:30 p.m. It was not without drama and high

tension. By arrangement with Colonel Amen, I escorted Haushofer

into the room where Hess was already seated under guard. When
Haushofer first saw Hess, he was astounded at his physical appear-

ance and gaunt countenance. "Mein Gott!" he whispered in shocked

amazement. He then looked Hess intently in the eye, grasped his

hand and tried to break through the barrier of nonrecognition, but

to no avail. The same performance was repeated in another room,
with fewer persons present but with the same negative result.

Every attempt to recall familiar incidents, old associations and fami-

ly connections were futile. In addressing Hess, Haushofer always

used the familiar form Du.

On the way back to Haushofer's lodgings, I directed the chauf-

feur to drive through the ruined heart of Niirnberg where Haus-

hofer could see the devastation brought about by the bombing. He
was constantly exclaiming, "Ach, Gott! What tragedy." The tour

ended in a square |which was once one of the most noble archi-

tectural spots in Central Europe, the open space surrounded by
churches, museums, public buildings and some of the finest ex-

amples of late Renaissance craftsmanship. It is now one of the

most chaotic accumulations of rubble, devastation and ruins to be

seen any place in Germany. But in the center of the square, before

the ruins of St. Egidien's Church, there is an equestrian statue of

heroic size commemorating Wilhelm I, the founder of the Ger-

man empire. By one of those strange paradoxes that sometimes oc-

cur during bombardments, this statue is intact and, though sur-

rounded by rubble 10 feet deep at its base, the horseman is silhou-

etted against the sky and gazes imperiously over the wreckage of

the Nazi empire.

Haushofer stared at it for a long time without a syllable of com-

S^^^^^^^^^MC ment. There was no necessity

for me to embellish the symbol-

ism.

On the following day, Oct. 10,

1945, 1 motored Haushofer back

to his home in southern Bava-

ria and restored him to his wife

and family. I informed him that

I would return in about three

weeks for the personal deposi-

tion I had asked him to prepare.

I passed by Hartschimmelhofon
my way back from Austria and
Italy and secured the statement,

"Defense of German Geopoli-

tics," which was signed in my
presence in his study and dated

Nov. 2, 1945.

This last will and testament

of German geopolitics is an in-

tensely human recital of the

historical and domestic circum-

stances in which the movement originated. "It was born of neces-

sity" Haushofer confesses. "It will also show the signs of his

[Haushofer's] late entrance on a scientific profession." The docu-

ment asserts that Hitler and his associates grossly distorted the

valid geographical parts of Haushofer's doctrines and twisted them
to fanatical ends. "In the Third Reich the party in power lacked

any official organ receptive to or understanding of the doctrines

of geopolitics. Therefore they only selected and wrongly inter-

preted catchwords which they did not comprehend. Only Rudolf

Hess . . . and the Minister of Foreign Affairs, von Neurath, had

a certain understanding of geopolitics — without being able to

apply it successfully." With a measure of indignation Haushofer

denies any part in the composition of Mein Kampfsmd. asserts that

he never saw the text until the volume was in print. Even then he

refused to review it in his magazine, regarding the book as a prop-

aganda tract. "I never saw Hitler alone. The last time I saw him,

on Nov. 8, 1938, was in the presence of witnesses and I then had

a sharp disagreement with him. From then on I was in disgrace."

He confesses to many errors but insists that he never advocated

the violence and unilateral policy of Hitler. The apology ends with

a plea for cooperation among the scholars of the world based on

international understanding and respect for human rights.

During November and December other duties in connection

with a brief on the Nazi persecution of Christianity made it im-

practical to visit Haushofer again in southern Bavaria. But several

CONTINUED ON NEXT PACE

SON ALBRECHT, Nazi diplomat

and close friend of Rudolf Hess (in

wallpicture) , was assassinated in a Ber-

lin street for plotting against Hitler.
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Back in Circulation

WESTCLOX
WATCHES

THE BEAUTY of this Westclox wrist watch is

far more than skin deep! For this attrac-

tive, dependablewatch isWestcloxquality
through and through.

POCKET BEN is tho champion of pocket
watches. Handsome. Sturdy. Grace-
fully thin. Durable chrome finish.

BIO BEN is the
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alarm clock. Pleas-
ant alarm. Hand-
somely designed.

BABY BEN is Big
Ben's dependable
little brother. Quiet
tick. Adjusts to loud
or soft alarm.
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GENERAL TIME

HAUSHOFER CONTINUED

letters arrived from him, dealing with the future of Germany under

the occupation, with the proposed land reform in the American
zone and with certain problems concerning his personal status

under the de-Nazification law. His desire to cooperate and redeem
the promise made at Niirnberg seemed to be sincere and authentic.

He furnished many valuable leads, particularly in respect to the

missing documents and diaries of his son Albrecht, who had lost

his life because of the efforts he made to negotiate peace.

A letter dated Nov. 23, in English, from Martha Haushofer, his

wife, brought the news that Haushofer had suffered a serious

stroke. But evidently his mental powers slowly returned. His letter

of Feb. 7, 1946, is filled with indignation at the news that Rudolph
Hess had stood up in open court at Niirnberg and admitted that his

amnesia had been a trick, a simulated condition "for strategic rea-

sons." In the same letter, he returned with new insistence to the

importance of finding those hidden documents of his son Albrecht.

Certain secret papers of Hitler had been deciphered at Niirnberg,

setting forth the nature and circumstances of Albrecht's peace

overtures.

"This clearly shows," wrote Haushofer, "that our son became
the victim of his honorable endeavors to put an end to the struggle

as early as 1941, and he probably, yes, certainly, lost his life as a

result of what he attempted to do at that time." Spurred by what
Haushofer had told me, I pressed the search for the son's hidden
documents during the winter months. In March six dossiers were
unearthed.

A skilled geopolitician in his own right, Albrecht Haushofer
held the chair of political geography at the University of Berlin

and conducted a seminar on geopolitics which functioned as a train-

ing school for members of the Nazi diplomatic service. We find him
in the Far East in 1937 dealing with high officials of the Japanese
government under the guise, of course, of a scholar promoting cul-

tural relations; his reports to Hitler, Hess, von Ribbentrop, as well

as to officials of the army and the navy, are replete with shrewd
comments on political, economic and military trends. One, en-

titled Personalities, is a collection of character sketches of leading

figures in the public life of Japan.

Albrecht's close association with Nazi foreign policy makers evi-

dently underwent a complete and final transformation in 1941,
the year of Germany's attack on Russia. It would appear that Hit-

ler's eastern policy definitely convinced him that something drastic

would have to be done if Germany were to be saved from disaster.

With the approval of Hess he directed tentative peace proposals

to the British, meeting a Swiss go-between at Geneva on April 28,

1941. Shortly afterward, on May 10, Hess made his flight to Eng-
land, where he was imprisoned. Albrecht Haushofer then passed

through the progressive stages of political reprobation, demotion
from his position of trust in the Foreign Office, flight from Berlin,

the status of a fugitive, arrest and imprisonment. On the very eve

of the fall of the Nazi capital he was spirited out of the Moabit
Prison and murdered in the street.

"He set the demon free. ..."

DURING his imprisonment he had time to compose 80 sonnets

which have been preserved in a collection entitled Sonnets

from Moabit. In them he pours out his disillusionment and re-

morse. Sonnet 39, entitled Guilt, makes confession of his grievous

sin in having waited too long before raising his voice in warning.

"I should have seen my duty sooner and should have dared with

louder voice to name as evil the thing my judgment knew as evil

but held too long unspoken. . .
."

But it is in sonnets 24 and 38 that one reaches the core of the

tragedy that befell the Haushofers, father and son. The former,

called Acheron, is an indictment drawn against the leader of geo-

politics: "My father was still blinded by his dream of power." The
latter, entitled The Father, recalls an ancient legend of the East:

The spirits of unholy power were imprisoned, sealed deep in the

darkness of the sea by the beneficent hand of God, until once in a

thousand years it chanced that a fisherman had it in his choice to

unloose the imprisoned fiend—unless straightway he cast what he
discovered back into the sea. "For my father was that chance or-

dained. It once lay in the power of his will to thrust the demon
back into his prison. But my father broke the seal. He sensed not

the breath of evil. He set the demon free to roam throughout the

world."

In February 1946 I attempted to visit the failing geopolitician.

My GI driver and I got within five miles of Haushofer 's home above
Lake Ammer See when our car bogged down in snowdrifts. When
this happened three times, I reluctantly surrendered to the ele-
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A CLEAN STROKE
GIVES MORE SPEED

A clean, smooth stroke sends a swimmer through the

water more swiftly and easily. And a clean motor is

swifter and smoother, too.

A CLEAN MOTOR
GIVES MORE POWER

A motor, clean of carbon and other deposits, gives more
power, lasts longer and gives better gasoline mileage.

New Sinclair Opaline Motor Oil cleans as it lubricates.

THIS NEW PREMIUM OIL
New Opaline is a Premium Grade oil. It contains

special, war-developed chemicals to keep your motor
clean of carbon, lacquer, sludge and corrosive acids

which steal power when ordinary oil is used.

KEEPS YOUR MOTOR
CLEAN AS A WHISTLE

For a cleaner, more powerful motor, ask your Sinclair

Dealer to drain out the old oil, flush crankcase and
motor, and then refill with new Sinclair Opaline Motor
Oil—Premium Grade.

STOP AT THE H-C SIGN FOR

SINCLAIR OPALINE
HC. u i **i O"

9^7%e*a**c (ZxzJi MOTOR OIL
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HAUSHOFER CONTIN
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ments and turned back to Munich. I waited for the weather to

abate, but death came sooner than the thaws of spring.

On March 14 the news reached me in Niirnberg that Haushofer
and his wife had committed suicide on the previous Sunday. Pro-

ceeding immediately to Hartschimmelhof and seated that evening
with Haushofer's only surviving son, Heinz, in the dead man's li-

brary, with all the paraphernalia of his thwarted scholarship

strewn around us, I heard an amazing recital.

The written statement delivered to me by Heinz Haushofer for

the records at Niirnberg declares that the idea of suicide hail been

constantly present in his father's thoughts for several years, in-

deed from 1941.

"Even at that date, my father clearly foresaw the approaching
catastrophe of the Hitler regime. . . . Daily in his talks with me the

thought of suicide intruded itself. ... I, as a son, was always op-

posed to these utterances of my father and often, in discussions

which lasted for hours 1 fought with him on the question whether
suicide—from the ethical point of view— is permissible or not.

Opposing the Christian point of view which I represented, he
claimed for himself the right of the Stoic to be allowed to end his

life after having fulfilled his duties. . . . The initiative for this joint

suicide of my parents, without doubt, originated with my father;

since my parents had lived together for 50 years in unparalleled

faithfulness, my mother decided to go with him, at the same time,

in a matrimonium mortis, as the Romans expressed it. . .
."

Heinz also informed me of his father's last request: that no
marker, tombstone or other form of identification should ever be

put on his grave.

The execution of the suicide pact was marked by a meticulous

attention to details. On Monday morning, March 11, the son

awaited his mother downstairs, as a journey had been arranged to

the nearby town of Weilheim. As neither of his parents appeared,

Heinz investigated and found their beds had not been slept in; a

letter of farewell was pinned to the pillow slip, together with a

neatly drawn diagram showing where the bodies would be found.

It appears that the pair, who were shortly to celebrate the 50th

anniversary of their marriage, had quietly slipped out of the house

sometime late Sunday night when the household had retired and
made their way in darkness down a dirt road for nearly half a mile

to the chosen spot.

It was a secluded hollow on the estate through which flowed a

small stream approximately four feet wide. A tree grew on the

bank, one stout limb projecting over the water. This locality pre-

sumably had been carefully selected, as Heinz found a poem de-

scribing that particular tree in his father's sketchbook, together

with an illustration of it drawn by his own skilled hand.

When found the next morning, Martha Haushofer's body was

hanging by the neck from the tree. They had both taken arsenic as

well, but Haushofer had evidently been prevented by his bodily

weakness from making assurance doubly sure after taking the

poison. His body lay sprawled on the ground, his feet toward the

creek and his hands clutching the Bavarian soil which he so pas-

sionately loved and often described in his writings on Lebensraum

.

The lantern with the extinguished candle which had lighted them
through the darkness lay beside them. Traversing their route

step by step a few days after the double suicide— it was the Ides

of March—and attempting to reconstruct the scene as it was
played out on that windy night on one of the loneliest hillsides

in Bavaria, I could only liken it to some final act of a Greek tragedy.

HAUSHOFER'S HOME in Bavaria, near Munich, was once a geopolitical

mecca. It was here that Haushofer and his wife committed suicide last spring.
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Something tells me they wont go far from shore"

A doggone good hint for hosts-

Tack a boctle of Calvert in a beach basket, or

serve up some glorious Calvert Highballs on the

terrace . . . and nothing can luxe your guests away

!

This pre-war quality whiskey is unmistakably

the real thing ... so deliciously smooth and rich,

there's simply no imitating it!

Planning a friendly little gathering yourself?

Pay your guests the compliment of serving

Calvert Ifs the real thing.'

Clear Heads Choose Calvert

Calvert Distillers Corporation, New York City, blended whiskey 86.8 Proof. Calvert "Reserve"- 65% Grain Neutral Spirits... Calvert "Special"- HVz% Grain Neutral Spirit!



BROOKE CADWALLADER (RIGHT) WATCHES WORKMAN POURING PAINT FOR SCREEN-PRINTING SCARF BORDER. DRYING OVERHEAD ARE FRESHLY PRINTED SCARVES

ART III SCARVES
Cadwallader's unorthodox designs

make them items for collectors

The scarf making of Brooke Cadwallader is a high-

ly successful combination of art and fashion. Us-

ing unorthodox designs and lush colors, Cadwall-

ader turns out decorative pieces of useful art

which arc today enjoying a vogue and distinction

scarves seldom attain in the U. S. Some of his

scarves have already gained the status of collec-

tors' items.

Cadwallader is a handsome, athletic man of 38

who was a painter before he turned scarf maker.

He does his own designs and mixes his own colors

from secret formulas, behind a locked door in

his small factory in lower Manhattan. His all-silk

scarves sell at retail for $15 to $20. He is now issu-

ing a "limited-edition" scarf each year. This year

his limited-edition scarf, one copy of which he sent

to Mrs. Truman and one to Winston Churchill,

shows 16 American Indian costumes (sec p. 125).

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE 123



Bood things call forMore -
Art in Scarves CONTINUED

-that Goes double for Coffee

For 'round-the-clock refreshment-anywhere—nothing can

take the place of coffee. Delicious . . . fragrant . . flavorful

coffee sets you right- day or night. Have another cup! It'll

be a pleasure—a double pleasure!

Met
The friendly Drink . . . from Good Neighbor!

PAN-AMERICAN COFFEE BUREAU
BRAZIL COLOMBIA COSTA RICA CUBA

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC EL SALVADOR

&&SWt/ffl&Z/t*/ GUATEMALA MEXICO VENEZUELA

COMPLETED SCARF (being printed in picture on preceding page) is dup-

licate of the curtain of the Agnes Capri Theatre, popular with GIs in Paris.

FORTUNETELLER SCARF was inspired by pack of old cards. New depar-

ture for Cadiyalladcr is to use scarves for blouses. This one took two scarves.
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AMERICAN INDIAN SCARF, showing costumes of 16 tribes, is the second
in a series of scarves limited to 1,600 copies. Limited-edition scarves cost $20.

FAMILY TREE is name of scarf with monkey design. Cadwallader, born in

Manila of American-Welsh parents, frequently uses jungle themes and colors.

CONTINUED ON NEXT PACE

AVAILABLE IN BOTH COLD. AND WHITE LABEL. 86 PROOF. WRITE NATIONAL DISTILLERS
'PRODUCTS CORPORATION. DEPT. 132. P. O. BOX 12, WALL STREET STATION. NEW YORK 5. N. Y.
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Art in Scarves CONTINUED

V
Which kind of beard do you have . .

.

TOUGH?

WIRY?

LIGHT?

All come off clean . . . comfortably ... with *pitc4.'<l NO-BRUSH

Yes! No matter what type of beard you

have, try Fitch's No-Bruth. It delivers a close,

easy ahave even in cold or hard water. The
Instant you apply it, the special "skin con-

ditioner" Ingredient goes to work to prepare

even the most sensitive face for a mighty

sweet, smooth shave. Fitch's No-Brush gets

right next to your skin . . . holds those whis-

kers up until the razor mows 'em downl

Leaves the face with a frosty cool feeling

that lasts for hours. Whether yours Is a

"problem" beard or the ordinary "garden"

variety, you'll find soliJ comfort shaving

once you've SWITCHED TO FITCH.

BRUSH USERS! Ask
t >r Fitch's Brush Shav-

m. Cream. It also con- CONTAINS SPICIAl

pu the special "skin CONDITIONER

conditioner" and gives

BM abundance of lather.

LISTEN TO "FITCH BANDWAGON" Hotting DICK POWELL
«»«ty Sun., ov.r NBC ol 7:30 p. m. EDSt. TUNE IN "VIC
A SADE" every Thurs. over Mutual ol 6:30 p. in. EDST.

LARGE TUBE

40c

NO-BRUSH SHAVING CREAM
IHE F. W. FITCH COMPANY • 0«s Mom 6, lam • Baprou, N. I. Jackson. Miss. • Los Angolas 21, Calif. • Foronto 2, Can.
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V. Snappy days are

here again — time to

cheer your team
again You'll have
more fun— always —
if your feet are snug

and warm. Over the stockings or

next to your skin Footlets always
score for comfort.

bi»d* by lb* makers. of

RANDOLPH KNIT Anklets. PhiU. 24, Pa.

•Trade Mark

YOUft SHOES rV/r/f

BOOT POUSH

for a BRIGHTER LONGER-LASTING

umeusssm
Ptodurt ol KMJMARK MFC CO.. INC . BROOKLYN. N Y.

On sale al

Shoe Stores. Shoe Departments. Shoe Repair Shops

•••a. u. s ft>i. on.

AT CADWALLADER FACTORY design is transferred onto a gelatin-coat-

ed silk screen by an exposure table. Here a workman retouches the outline.

CADWALLADER SHOWROOM i> on Fifth Avenue, New York. Mrs. Cad-
w ill I'lr!

. a Florentine who met her husband in Paris, manages the business.
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None but the finest fabrics

go into the recipe . . .

But it's the telling touch of Van

Heuscn styling and craftsmanship

that wins the gratified applause

of shirt-gourmets! Lovers of good

taste appreciate the conscientious

artistry that goes into every

perfect inch of a Van Heusen

White Shirt. And remember,

every inch is precious—so care

well for the Van Heusen Whites

you now own. Well be serving

up more and more delectable

Van Heusens every dayl

TESTED F»BBIC5

Laboratory-tested ior wear,

shrinkage-resistance, endurance

in the washlub. Sanlorlied

and endorsed by American

Institute oi Laundering.

Van Heusen
1ILLIPS-J0NIS COn?,, NtW VOBK 1, H, Y., MAKMS OF VAN MEUStN SMUTS • TIN • PAJAMAS • COLLARS • SPOBTSWEAB

the one white

shirt
that's different
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EVA DOIDS

said successful Evi Douds of Clarksburg, West Virginia.

(From an actual interview with Miss Douds.)

"Honest, Miss Douds, I only want to know how
long you've been in business."

"Well, if you insist. I started out with a very small

hat shop back in 1917. My. I was proud of that

dingy little place!"

Dingy? Oh, / guess you didn't have very much
lighting then, did you?"
Just one small lamp bulb. The shop was so dark
that folks had to take my hats to the daylight
to see what colors they really were. Now we
know what good lighting means. In fact, I just

had the electric company's experts over to im-
prove the lighting in my store and windows."

"But doesn't that make your electric bills pretty
steep, Mtss Douds?"

"I wouldn't call a few cents' increase 'steep*—
especially since electricity is the smallest item
on my books. And, believe me. I get a lot more
electricity for my money than I did back in 1917!

Better service, too."

"That's a nice boost for the electric company*
But what of this 'government electricity' we-
hear so much about?"

"Not for me! I'll bet that 'government electricity*

actually costs us more money in the long run. . .

.

Besides, the government has no more place in the
electric business than it has in my business."

"/ agree — but let's hear your reason."

"All right — suppose the government decided to
compete with me — by selling hats and dresses.

It could undersell me. of course, because it pays
little or no taxes. I'd go out of business and the
government would lose a taxpayer. Right?"

Yes, and-"
—who makes up for thai loss in taxes? You

—

and I — and every other working man and woman
in the country. So, you see. nobody gains when
government goes into business. That is, nobody
but those who want government to own alt

business. And please let's not get on that subject
— or I'm apt to start screaming!"

America's business-managed, tax-paying

ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER COMPANIES*
Namei on requtti from thii magetint.

Enjoy "THE SUMMER FI FCTRIC HOUR" with Anne Jatniton. Bob Stanley, The Sportsmen, *nd Robert Armbruster's Orcheitra. Every S*nd*y afternoon, 4:30, EDST, CBS Network.
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ELECTRICITY FLOWS THROUGH N ESA.COATED GLASS TO LIGHT 20-WATT BULB. WILLIAM O. LVTLE, WHO DEVELOPED NESA, WEARS RUBBER GLOVES TO AVOID SHOCK

New current-conducting coating

keeps windshields free of ice

Because glass does not conduct electricity it is an

important insulator forpower lines, radios and elec-

tronic equipment. Now, suddenly, a whole series of

new, paradoxical uses has been opened up for glass

because it can be made to carry instead of block

electricity. The secret of the lighted bulb above,

whose wires end on the surface of a seemingly plain

piece of glass, is an invisible coatingwhich, sprayed

on the surface, makes the glass a conductor. Such
conductive glass can be heated by the current pass-

ing through the coating. This means that the wind-

shields of airplanes, cars, trains and boats can be

kept warm and free of ice. Experiments are also

being conducted to make small glass heaters and

hot plates for household use.

The composition of the new coating is a secret.

Called Nesa by its manufacturers, the Pittsburgh

Plate Glass Company, it looks like ordinary water

before it is sprayed on. Once on the glass, it forms

a hard, even surface that causes no distortion.

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAOt 129



Electric Glass CONTINUED

HE LEARNED THE HARD WAY by
DAVE 'BOO* ..'.'BOO'HASTHE

SPIRIT TUATMAKES*
A WINNER...

PITCHING STAR
OP THE

tSfeD SOX?

HE IS

PAVE GETS THE SUCKEST-LOOKIWG
SHAVES IN THE BOOK..THE QUICKEST
AND EASIEST... AND SAVES /ViOUEY,

TOO.' ...YOU SET-
HE USES LOKIG - LASTlNG

GILLETTE BLUE BLADES
WITH TUE SHARPEST EDGES
EVER HONED/

...THAT'S WHY RIVAL PITCHERS
RESPECT HIS BAT... ESPECIALLY,
WHEN HE'S UP TUERE IN ACLUTCU.'

look *ti/KftP

feel $HA*r
use be $tfAl*

p

Gillette
Blue Blades

with the SHAKP^edges
ever honed:

9 You look sharp for you enjoy the

swellest shaves ever. You feel sharp

because they're refreshing and give

you a lift. You are sharp for you get "^^^WJOY BOXING FRIDAYS
far more shaves per blade and save AT IO PM EOT OVER ABC NETWORK,
money. Ask for Gillette Blue Blades. GILLETTE'S CAVALCADE OF SPORTS ALSO AlftS

WORLD SERIES AMD OTHER CLASSICS YEAR ROOMU

Gillette Safety Razor Company, Boston 6, Mass.

TWO AIRCRAFT WINDSHIELDS are covered with ice layer One r i^liih

of an inch thick. An electric current is passed through Ncsa-coated one at right.

NESA-COATED WINDSHIELD clears sufficiently to permit adequate

vision in less than three minutes. Clearing starts at top and bottom of l'I i

GLASS CLEARS COMPLETELY in four minutes. In an airplane Nesa coat-

ing would be placed between two pieces of glass to avoid danger ofelectric shock.

CONTINUED ON PAOt II)
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NEW HOPE
for

childless couples

"Few things are more heartening

in the whole practice of medicine

than the successful treatment of

sterility. Until a few years ago,

only one in ten childless families

had a chance of realizing their

dreams. Today there are reports

of success in 40 to 50% of such

cases, as newer techniques of

examination and treatment are

skillfully applied. Simple measures

can often correct the difficulty.

For those who long for a baby,

there's good reason today to

be more hopeful."

Upjohn
KALAMAZOO II. MICHIGAN

PuinuJ by BtrnarJ K^rfiol

How childless couples can receive

1. Both husband and wife should see the

doctor—Few people realize that one-third

of the time the husband is the cause of

sterility. If the husband needs treatment,

a simple check may determine this.

2. When the wife needs treatment, in-

genious tests may detect some of the com-

mon causes. In a few cases, the test itself

may prove corrective. The physician can

help

also treat glandular disturbances, some-

times a cause of the wife's sterility.

3. A physician should be consultedforgen-

eral health guidance— Good health and

sound marital education may have much

to do with having a baby. A physician will

recommend the right diet, exercise, rest,

and any special medical treatment needed.

All his instructions should be followed.

im. Tin ( ...». <
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"YOUR DOCTOR SPHAKS"— This is sixteenth in a series of messages sponsored by Upjohn to bring better health to more people through current mcdital knowledge
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RESERVE

4en£

For brighter Parties . . .

Gracious host, smart company, exciting food and

Manhattans made with Three Feathers! It's the finest-tasting

Three Feathers in 63 years . . . smoother, lighter,

richer than ever. It makes a Manhattan a gourmet's delight!

THREE FEATHERS
First Among Fine Whiskies

Blended Whiskey 86 proof. 65% American tram neutral spirits. Three Feathers IHstrthutori. Ii



Electric Glass CONTINUED

BEESWAX COATING melts completely in one minute after a 250-volt cur-

rent is passed through Nesa-treated glass. The final temperature was 165
3
F.

EGG FRYING on Nesa-treated, tempered glass shows how the new product

can be used as a table-top hot plate. Nesa coating resists oils, greases and acids.

AUXILIARY HOUSEHOLD HEATER is made of two pieces of tempered

glass with one Nesa-coated on inside. Glass is edge-lighted by tube in base.

ACTORS' FACES

are extra

sensitive

-tiatsivhy Eddie Dowiing

sfaveswM soot/i/nt/ W/LLMMS
Eddie dowling, distinguished star

|
of "The Glass Menagerie," says

this about a problem that confronts

actors: "Removing make-up every

day keeps my face sensitive. Shav-

ing could be tough if I hadn't found

out about Williams. It never stings

or burns, yet it really softens my
tough whiskers."

There's a good reason why so many
actors rely on Williams for easy shav-

ing. Made from only the finest in-

gredients—blended with a skill that

comes from over 100 years' experi-

ence— Williams is gentle to the ten-

derest skin.

Close shaves without irritation

Williams ShavingOrcam's heavy, creamy

lather soaks toughest whiskers completely

soft. It lets your razor work quickly anil

evenly, helps you shave closely without

annoying irritation.

Enjoy a new high in shaving comfort

anil performance. (let a tul>c of Williams.

If you prefer a brushless shave, trj^the

new Williams Brushless Cream.

Lol ls < \I.IIKHV >iar uf ill.- Ilroadwa]

hil. "Tin- Maiciiifirml 1 ailkrr," if Rfcowa

lli-ri- in III - .!r. --iiiu riMim rrlllovillK makr-

u|i. He mjM "Takitia off makr-iip ha« mailr

|||> -kill lenitrr. so I lliw a v.i<lr EM-rlh lo

irritatiiiu 'having; cream*. I alwaye

mm* William*— it never Nliniin

or irrilali-s." ^—

*
NOTE— BRUSHLESS SHAVERS— Williams has the same luxuri-

ous shaving cream qualities in a new Williams Brushless Cream.
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PARTY GALLOPS UP ROAD LEADING FROM CASCADE RIVER CORRAL TO BASE CAMP

A party explores the magnificent mountain scenery

As they have for almost a quarter of a century, the Trail Riders of the Canadian

Rockies set out again this summer for their annual trail ride. The 55 riders

pushed out on horseback from Banff through the overpowering scenery of the

Canadian Rockies. They rode through the high valleys (right) over which the

peaks tower— twisted layers of rock at top coming down into bare slopes near

the base and then into the flowering alpine meadows and the evergreen foreBts.

On the north sides of the mountains they found snow still clinging to the shaded

slopes but melting, where the sun finally reached it, into cold, swiftly running

streams. For fivedays the Trail Riders pushed into still-unexplored passes of the

mountain ranges, slept at night in an open valley, then headed back to Banff.

FIFI KIHN OF CONNECTICUT DRESSES UP IN WESTERN BOOTS AND BLUE JEANS

RIDERS WIND ALONG SNOW CREEK VALLEY THROUGH THE BARE MOUNTAINS +





Today I was kissed

before breakfast...

and after breakfast, too!

MY husband's A 81 At most mornings

until he's had Ins coffee. Rut today

—what a difference!

Today's his birthday. And, to sur-

prise him, I put his present on his

pillow— right where he would see it

as soon as his eyes popped open.

His eyes were still popping when
he came down to breakfast. Kven
before he'd sipped his orange juice,

his arms were around me.

"Darling," he said between kisses,

"from now on you get kissed entry

morning before breakfast. I won't

forget— my brand-new Hamilton

Watch will always remind me!"

Surprise the one you love with the

most cherished gift in the world—a

Hamilton. The care and skill with

which this fine American watch ismade
assures you the greatest ivatch value

and the finest timekeeping accuracy.

can a millionth of an inch be meas-

ured? Or a millionth of a second?

Yes! Hamilton engineers can easily

measure such infinitely tiny dimen-

sions. Constant precision research is

why Hamilton maintains its reputa-

tion as The Fine American Watch.

CONTINUED

THROUGH HIGH T1MBERLAND the party, led by Dr. George Rea of Sas-

katoon, emerges from the fir woods to riHe across open mountainside. The first

Hamilton's experience building timepiece* for

railroad men and navigational timepiece* for

the armed forces MOM itrealent potutiblc ac-

curacy in every itize and grade. Priced from
$52.26 up, including tax. Write for free booklet.

Hamilton Watch (Company, Dept. H-16,

Ijincanter, Pennsylvania.

FLAT-TOPPED ROCK makes natural stage for a lively but unprofession-

al dance routine during "smoker" which was actually rest period for horses.
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mountains' northern slopes, the riders dismount to tumble and slide around.

'I. u »,, II 5 fat OA by A! it it IN!
.

t «<,uo« ol MIIOWl Milt PlODUCfS (OtMllIION

i: i.-i .. tbt tannftfi gtotrif ton* for all moft-msA't nolufal piotiifl tthltl



^fe^zZ^ ' In moments such as this there is no substitute for quality.

For generations genuine Orange Blossom rings have set the standard

of beauty, craftsmanship and value by which all others are judged.

There is an Orange Blossom matched pair to exactly suit .your

taste, whether it favor the artistically simple design, encrusted

with gems, or the enchanting beauty of blossoms delicately

wrought in richest gold. Ask to see them at your

Orange Blossom jewelers. He has been carefully

selected for integrity and responsibility.

Orange Blossom prices begin at $9 for Wedding Rings S75 for

f nqaqement Rings, including rax. Write for illustrated folder

COMTIKUtO

MODEST BATHING in cold waters of Panther River was a difficult maneu-

ver for Barbara Patton and Lorna Oliver at the end of each day's hard riding.

ST

7

IN THE EVENING at base ramp twilight settles in the valley while the sun

still patches the high mountain slopes. After supper thp group gat here*] hy a
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THE TEEPEES in which the Trail Rider* spent four nights were designed and

painted by the Stony Indians of Alberta but insured only a minimum of privacy.

carapfire, sang songs, did stunts and swapped stories about the day's ride. The
nights were often so cold that they found ice on washbasins in the morning.

«

Mm X-'
Tly|RS. ELIZABETH DITCEL of Esther-

1VJ. ville, iowa. would give a lot to find

a certain Miss X ... ami thank her for a

good turn she did the Ditcels some eight

years ago.

Seems that Mrs. D. was sheet-shop-

ping, back in 1938, and she was really

desperate. The sheets she had used for

only four years were "absolutely in shreds'".

Miss X was the salesgirl who served

her. And she really served! For. says Mrs.

Ditcel in a letter to us:

"She advised me to buy Pequots for
y replacements. I didn't realize
then vhat a favor she had done ae.
I wish I could thank her now."

Mrs. Ditcel is grateful because the ten

smooth, close- woven, snowy -white

Pequots she bought on the advice of Miss

X are... but let Mrs. D. finish the story in

her own words:

"Those Pequots are still standing
up beautifully . . .despite the toss
'n tuable tactics of ay growing
youngsters. Already they (the
Pequots) have worn twice as long
as the old sheets they replaoed
Believe me, when it's tiae to

replace these, it will be only
with Bore Pequots !

"

If you compare Pequots with any otbei

sheets in use. we're sure you'll decide, as

Mrs. Ditcel did, that the only thing bet-

ter than a Pequot Sheet is. ..more Pequots.

Because the demand for Pequois is at

an all-time high, it is impossible t<> keep

stores constantly supplied. But we're do-

ing our best. If you need sheets. ask for

Pequots...America's most popular sheets.

Pequot Mills, Salem, Massachusetts.

PEQUOT
SHEET5

so good-

looking IP
so long-

wearing
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MISCELLANY

A-Rtft
W0MEA7-

When water churns white as a

big fish strikes, that's a thrill-

packed moment every true angler

loves. Less dramatic, but equally

exciting is the pleasure that awaits
you when you first inspect BRIS-
TOL'S supremely fine, postwar
fishing tackle now going in limited

quantity to your favorite dealer.

New Fly Reels! Staunch, water-

proofed Nylon Lines! The much
talked-about BRISTOL Reel-Tite
Aluminum Casting Rod Handle! A
wide selection of Bristol's hand-
some new Rods! What "fish-able"

beauties these rods are! Hexagonal
and round telescopic rods! One piece

rods both tubular and solid steel!

Rods for still fishing, trolling, bait

casting! Light, strong, superbly bal-

anced rods all combining many new
and exclusive BRISTOL-devised
advancements! Truly, here's just

the ultra-modern fishing equipment
every ardent devotee of this grand
sport will welcome.

THE NEW BRISTOL SOLID STEEL RODS
Here is one of BRISTOL'S new, beautiful bait-casting rods. Its finish is a

handsome light brown with mahogany colored adapter. Casting guides and top are

stainless steel. The offset handle is aluminum with screw locking reel seat. The
rear grip is cork and the forward grip ebony Bristohte. This perfect "jim-

dandy" of a rod comes in either 4' < ft. or .5 ft. length.

imroi, « o n| t c 1 1 c u i

FISHING RODS

REELS. • LINES

Also Maktrt of

BRISTOL

GOLF CiUSS

SHIRLEY TEMPLE TASTES A SCOTCM-AN D-BOU RBON IN HER NEXT Fl

TEMPEST OVER TEMPLE

Shirley sips liquor and the W.C.T.U. protests

Lasl month word leaked out that Shirley Temple, now 18 and a nation-

al institution almost as sacred as the flag, sips hard liquor in a movie

now being made, RKO's The Bachelor and the Bobby Soxer. Without

waiting for details, the head of the W.C.T.U., aquabibulous Mrs. D.

Leigh Colvin, denounced this "disservice to American youth." But the

details, which should mollify wise temperance advocates, were that the

situation is harmless teen-age comedy. Shirley, trying to act sophisti-

cated, traps herself into accepting a concoction of "Scotch and bour-

bon," spits it out in disgust. In private life Shirley is abstemious, is

known to have gone offthe wagon only on one notable occasion (below).

AT HER WEDDING TO JOHN AGAR IN 1948 SHIRLEY SIPPED CHAMPAGNE
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wotutsMore a/?c/^e iear

\u/oa/</have iaa*,MyPeLT
"

0\ MA perfect camera shot, that's iiow tlic hoar looked

to me across the stream,*' writes a friend of Cana-

dian Chili Whisky from Juneau, Alaska. ''But lie must

have heen camera shy. The second he saw me. he at-

tacked. I didn't pet that picture. My hand shook and I

scrambled for dear life.

f\ "FaM a* a greyhound that big, mad bear came

charging across the shallow stream. I stumbled.

When the bear was just seconds away, my calm friend

got him in his rifle sights and stopped him cold with one

perfect shot. We wanted the fine, thick pelt. Hut have you

ever wrestled with a quarter-ton of waterlogged bear? We
did. lugging him up the bank. It was back-breaking work.

"Thni huge skin flew back to the

states with me by Pan American

Clipper. My friend's farewell words were

'Let's do it again soon. We ni;;:bt even

improve on this trip the next time if

you bring an extra bottle of Canadian

Club!*"

Even these days travelers tell of being

offered Canadian Club all over the earth

—often from a cherished prewar supply.

And why this whisky's worldwide popu-

larity? Canadian Club is tight as scotch,

ricA as rye, satisfying as bourbon— jet
there is no other whisky in all the world

that tastes like Canadian Club. You can

stay with Canadian Club all evening

— in cocktails before dinner and tall ones

after. That's what made Canadian Club

the largest-selling imported whisky in

the United States.

IN 87 LANDS NO OTHER WHISKY TASTES LIKE

Imported from Wolkerville, Cnnado, by Hlicm Walker & Sons Int., Peorio, III. Blended Conodian Whisk>. 90.4 proof



...sound

as a bell"

W ise doctor.

Wise mother.

Fortunate youngster.

Regular physical examinations

plus all the methods developed

to prevent or inhibit even the

once-casual diseases are now
routine in American life.

The magnificent advance made
in guarding health by righting

illness bi-jurc it strikes is still an-

other proud chapter in the his-

tory ot the medical profession.

According

to a recent

Afoti'o/iwide

survey-.

More Doctors Smoke Camels
man a/iy ot^er Oil

The "T-Zone^T for Taste and Throat

Your "T-Zone" is most
critical "laboratory"
when it comes lo ciga-

rettes. Try the rich, full

Savor of Camel's costlier

tobaccos on your taste.

See how your throat re-

acts toCamel's c<x>l miltl-

ness. Like millions of

other smokers, you too

may say, "Camels
suit my 'T-Zone'

to a T'!"

• The makers of Camels take an understandable pride

in the results of a nationwide survey among 113,597 doc-

tors by three leading independent research organizations.

\\ hen queried about the cigarette they themselves

smoked, the cigarette named most by the doctors was . .

.

Camel. And these doctors represented every branch of

medicine—general physicians, surgeons, diagnosticians,

and specialists.

Like you, doctors smoke for pleasure. The rich, full

flavor and cool mildness of Camel's superb blend of

costlier tobaccos are just as appealing to them as to

you. Compare Camels— in your own "T-Zone."

Camels Cost/ier

7b^accos

* 1 Tubaero Co.

.

Wlndan-Halrni,

N.C,


